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A B S T R A C T ,
An investigation has been made of the surface phenomena 
accompanying liquid film flow on vertical planes.
The object of the investigation was to study the mechanics 
of liquid film flow with particular reference to:-
a) the interfacial area of the wavy liquid film
b) the film thickness
As a result of the investigation the author proposes:-
1* Theoretical expressions for the interfacial area of 
the wavy liquid film for "two-dimensional waves";
2. New equations for the velocity distribution within 
the wavy film;
3* New flow zones and limiting Reynolds numbers;
U. A correlation of the film thickness data for all 
regimes of flow,
3* A method of measurement of the maximum velocity 
of the falling film#
6. A method of measurement of the wave length of wave 
motion at its inception#
A new technique has been developed for: -
1# Recording the profiles of ripples
2. Experimental determination of the increase in
interfacial area due to wave motion on liquid films#
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N O T A T I O N .
Re - Reynolds number = ^  , dimensionless *
Vs - film surface velocity, cn/sec
v0 - mean stream velocity, cn/sec
k - phase velocity of wave motion, cn/sec
z - the ratio of phase velocity to mean stream
velocity, k/v0> dimensionless
Vx - velocity in X-direction at a point, cm/see
Vy - velocity at right angles to main direction
of flow, cn/sec
u* - friction velocity defined by eqn. (15) ? 011/860
u+ - universal velocity parameter defined by eqn«(l3),
dimensionless
y+ - universal distance parameter defined by eqn* (11+),
dimensionless
m - film thickness in laminar flow, cm
aG - mean film thickness in wavy flow, cm
a - the varying thickness of the wavy film, cc/sec.cm
Q - liquid flow rate/unit wetted perimeter, cc/sec«cm
Hl - liquid hold-up, cc
VL - liquid drainage, cc
- mean liquid drainage, cc
V* - residual liquid on vertical plate, cc
A0 - cross sectional area of liquid filn/unit wetted
perimeter, cm/cm
unit interfacial area, cm
XIX
DOTATION (Contd.)
GREEK LETTERS <>
i—i
I - liquid flow rate/unit wetted perimeter, gr/sec.cm 
jj,l - liquid viscosity, poises 
p, - liquid density, gr/cc
v. - kinematic viscosity of liquid = , stokesrx
pc - density of core fluid, gr/cc
- magnitude of the universal distance parameter at 
k the liquid surface, dimensionless
%> - shear stress at the wall, dynes/cm
b - dynamic surface tension, dynes/cm
6 - kinematic surface tension = ~“~
Pl
\  - wave-length, cm 
(3 - a0/m, dimensionless
. 1 *
Chapter One*
Introduction.
Falling liquid films are encountered in various 
ty^es of heat ahd mass-transfer equipment, hoth industrial 
and experimental. Wetted-wall columns and packed towers 
are used as gas absorption and desorption equipment; films 
evaporators are commonly used .Cor handling heat-sensitive 
materials, such as citrus juices* milk and pharmaceuticals —  
a reeent development in this field is the Luwa and Sambay 
type of evaporator (l) which is reported to be extremely 
versatile; vertical condensers and water tube boilers 
operating at high flow rates are other practical examples 
of industrial equipment utilising flowing liquid films.
A new technique in gas separation processes, "sweep diffusion” 
(Il9) provides yet another recent application of the use of . a 
liquid film for component separation.
An understanding of the mechanism of film flow will
help to supply fundamental information concerning the
hydrodynamics of liquid films. This will not only be of
general interest with regards to hydrodynamical theory but
will facilitate mass and heat-transfer analysis in research
and industrial equipment using.two-phase flow involving 
falling liquid films.
The work described here was undertaken to investigate 
as fully as possible the mechanics of film flow with partic­
ular reference tos-
1) film thickness
2) maximum velocity of the falling film
3) inception of wave motion
U) phase velocity and wave length of ripples
5) the profiles of ripples
6) the inter-facial area of the wavy liquid film*
0-3®
Chapter Two.
Wave motion and ripples associated with liquid films*
l) Summary of published work*
The mechanics of falling liquid films are closely 
connected with the phenomena of wave-motion and ripples 
appearing quite naturally on liquid films at practically 
all flow rates. The only worth-while theoretical treat­
ment of the subject available at the time of planning 
of this investigation (in 1952) was that due to Kapitsa 
(2, 3 )• Similarly Grimley*s work (11,12) was the only 
guidance on the difficulties experienced in a serious 
practical investigation, connected with rippledfilms.
In the past few years there have been a number of 
attempts to investigate liquid film conditions of the 
wavy flow configuration, both from the practical and 
theoretical points of approach (h?5»6*7»Ul*U2). An up- 
to-date summary of the work published on liquid film flow 
is given in table 1. In most cases the efforts of the 
investigators seem to have been directed towards measuring 
the film thickness; the existance of wave -motion on the 
liquid film is mentioned by nearly all workers: very vaguely 
by some, toore precisely by others.
Some time had elapsed before it was realised that 
it is an experimental fact, and not a fault in the design 
and erection of apparatus, that when a liquid falls along 
a vertical or inclined surface, wave formation begins at
*4*
the free surface after some distance of travel, even j
though the Reynolds number may be well within the laminar 
region corresponding to full-pipe flow* It is not surprising 
that comparatively few workers have attempted to investigate 
the phenomenon of wave-motion accompanying film flow, since 
both the theoretical treatment and the experimental technique i
to obtain quantitive measurements leading to reproducible |
results, are difficult,. j
.  i
2) Historical review of work on film flow. j
One of the first workers to attempt a rough quantitive j
estimation of the wave-motion on liquid films was Kirkbride !
(14) who made direct measurements of film thickness with a
micrometer and reported that the thickness at the wave peak j
I
was several times the thickness of the film expected for |
normal laminar flow. 'y
i
In order to obtain a more precise analysis of the 
behaviour of the ripples one needs, of course, a considerable 
refinement of this rather crude method of approach. Fallah,
i-
Hunter and Hash (9) obtained the average film thickness by 
measuring the drainage after stopping the flow of liquid at 
the top of a vertical tube. This method gave satisfactory ;
results at low flow rates but was subject to increasing errors j 
at hi^ier rates. This was most certainly due to the formation 
of a weir-head of quite appreciable height, which decreased 
when the flow was stopped and resulted in the collection of 
an excessive quantity of water. The authors could have avoided
this in their experiments, had they somehow closed the
top of the tube at the same instant as the collecting
the
vessel was placed atAbottom, as suggested by Verschoor 
(3 0). As a result of their experiments Fallah, Hunter 
and Nash reported that in spite of the waves present, 
sometimes of considerable amplitude, the flow behaviour 
was that expected for orne viscous flow.
Cooper, Drew and McAdams (20) came to the same 
conclusion as a result of their literature survey on the 
subject of thin film f'Jow up to the year 1934* They took 
no account of ripples in the equations which they derived* 
Furthermore, they seem to be of the opinion that the ripples 
are a manifestation of a "high velocity” flow originating 
at the edges and producing "uncertain end-effects".
Friedman and Miller (10), on the other hand, were 
quite successful in demonstrating that the ripples were 
a natural phenomenon associated with film flow and they 
tried to show in their work that, when waves are present 
the apparent surface velocity, measured by a dye diffusion 
experiment, is greater than that expected from the semi­
parabolic velocity distribution in true viscous flow. They 
introduced therefore the notion of a "pseudo-laminar flow" 
for the portion of the supposedly viscous flow with wave- 
motion present.
Grimley (11,12) has investigated this region of flow 
a little closer and he succeeded in obtaining several photo-
Table 1 *
Up-to-date summary of the work published 021 flow of t
No.
1—  .- — ...........*
Yearj Investigators
!i
i
Apparatus
1
dia of tube! length, 
or width ofj cm 
channel or | 
plate,cm
angle of 
inclina­
tion, 
degrees.
1 1910 Hopf (16) inclined
channel
3.2 ko
f
0.5-3.5
2 1918 Claassen (2U) Liquid
outside
vertical
tube
5.0
h.O
135
196
90
90
3 1920 Schoklitsch
(25)
inclined
trough
23.5 - 0.25-2.0
k 192a Chwang (26) inclined
plate
2 5 .0 0-13
5 1930 Warden (27) Liquid
inside
vertical
tube
6.18
6 .3 5
76. k 
73.2
90 . 
90
6 1930 Cooper and 
Willey (28)
Liquid
inside
vertical
tube
1 .1 3 63.5 90
i j
i 1 I
1j*
.7
Table 1 contd.
No
7
8
Year
1934
Investigators' Apparatus
Kirkbride 
(1U# 19)
193it Fallah
Hunter
and
Nash (9)
Liquid
outside
vertical
tube
dia of tube 
or width of 
channel or 
•plate o cm
Liquid
inside
vertical
tube
2.5k
2.20
length,!
cm
76.0
1.35
2.2k
2.57
1 k3.5 
21k. 2 
146.2
angle of ! I 
inclinat­
ion,
degrees
90
90
90
90
1938 Verschoor (30) Liquid
inside
vertical
tube
2.6 68.8
10 1941 Friedman 
and Miller 
(10)
Liquid
inside
vertical
tube
2.54
1.59
127
127
90
90
90
11 (1945- Grimley
47 (11, 12)
12 1952
13 : 1952
Pennie and 
Belanger (29)
Dukler and 
Bergelin (4)
Vertical 
tube and 
short 
vertical 
plate
0.7 55
Liquid
inside
vertical
tube
Vertical
plate
1.28
6l.4 204
90
90
90
90
.8.
Table 1 continued.
No
*!
Year Investigators Apparatus jdia of tub< 
or width od 
channel or 
■plate, cm
3 length 
E cm
i
| angle of 
inclina­
tion, 
degrees
?
Ik 195k
1
i
ti ■ -
Emmert and 
Pigford (22)
Liquid 
j inside 
! vertical 
tubes
2.51
2*kl
j 1 1 3 .7
1 3 .8 6 .!
90
90
15 1 195k
1
Brotz (23) Liquid
inside
vertical
tubes
1.U8
2.00
4.00
j 30.0 
1 50.0
! 100.0II11
90
90
90
j 16
I -
i
1955 Jackson (5 ) Liquid
inside
vertical
tube
3 *6 1 30 90
17 1955 Stirba and 
Hurt (39)
(a) Liquid 
inside tubes 
coated with 
crystalline 
org. acids
1.96 -
2.87
76-
189
9°
GJ
cc
wi
01
(b) Liquid
inside
tube
3.8 91 90
j
]
)s
.9..
Table 1 contd.
No. Year Investigators Apparatus |dia of tube 
or width of 
channel or 
plate,cm
lengthy
cm
angle of 
inclina­
tion, 
degrees
18 1956 Kamei and 
Oishi (37)
Liquid
inside
vertical
tube
**.91 > 
4.18 | 
3.16 > 
1.90 
5.09 J 
4.22 X 
2.97 f
ca 250 
ca 100
90
19 1956 Brauer (6) Liquid
outside
vertical
tube
(a) Cylindri­
cal
(b) Conical
4.5
Taper 
4.5-3.2
5 0 .0
130.0
90
20 195/ Hanratty 
and Engen 
(38)
Inclined
channel 30.5 122 Aspect
ratio
12:1
21 1958 Thomas and 
Portalski (31)
Liquid
inside
vertical
tube
1.96 100 90
22 1959 Mantzouranis
(33)
Liquid
inside
vertical
tube
1.08 127 90
i tj
\
Table 1 contd.
No. Year Investigators Apparatus dia of tube 
or width of 
channel or 
pi at e9.cm
j ......
length
cm
\
j angle Of 
[ inclina­
tion,
! degreesj
i
i
l“
--
--
-
:--
--
| 
. 
tv>
 
i 
V
M
'
i..
..
1959 Van Rossum 
(UO)
Horizontal
Channel
'
15
118
(test
section
0 .
)
2b 1959 Belkin 
MacLeod 
Monrad and 
Rothfus (b7)
Liquid
outside
vertical
rods
2.37
2.37
100
(test
section)
90
— -
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graphs of the wave-motion on the surface of a water film
ij
flowing down a short vertical glass plate. j
I
Dukler and Bergelin (k) described their wave - motion !
- ■ ■ ' I
studies, directed primarily along experimental lines, with 
particular reference to the wave profiles obtained from 
oscilloscope deflections photographed by a drum camera while 
water was flowing on a vertical brass plate. These photographs 
demonstrate qualitatively that wave-motion on the liquid surface 
causes the interfacial area to differ considerably from that 
of the restricting plate. By visual examination of the photo?* 
graphs one may reasonably agree that they show also that this 
iaterfacial.area changes because of increased wave-motion as 
the flow rate increases.
Emmert and Pigford (22) carried out experimental
j
determinations on the absorption and desorption of oxygen and j 
of carbon dioxide with no wetting agent added to prevent rippling j 
The results showed, as expected, that the rate of mass transfer j 
was up to 250% of that predicted by their theoretical equation j 
for true laminar flow and observed when ripples were suppressed |
by the addition of a suitable amount of wetting agent. They j
■. |
have very reasonably concluded therefore that this increased j
j
rate of mass transfer was most probably caused by a combination j 
of two effects; the bulk mixing caused by the ripples and the j
increase in the surface area. !
i |
The most advanced work so far on rippled film flow has j|
j j
been undertaken by Brauer (6). His is a most thorough and j!
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laborious investigation carried out on several liquids flowing
outside a vertical tube- partly cylindrical and partly conical.
Brauer's results on the residual film thickness and the height
of the heighest wave crests are very interesting, as are the
empirical relations he has developed for the determination of
the values of the boundary Reynolds numbers pertaining to
different portions of the pseudo-laminar mode of film flow. But
due to the nature and the design of his apparatus most of his
other results are rather disappointing - this is particularly
so in the cases of the shadow photographs of the film profiles,
the velocity distribution data and his conclusions regarding
the increase in the interfacial area caused by the ripples.
Brauer, in common with other authors, confuses the maximum film
velocity and the phase velocity of the ripples. ( In fact
Kapitsa and Grimley are the only workers free from this confus­
ion)
The shadow photographs of film profiles are out-of-true and 
convey a tri-dimensional impression. Furthermore, his inference 
that the enlargement factor of the interfacial area due to 
rippling varied from 1.005 to 1.03 between the Reynolds'numbers 
Ro s- 25 and Ro = 1675* is quite unexpected and very misleading,
as will be shown later.
There is very little theoretical work on the problem 
of the inception of liquid-film surface instability in general, 
and of wave-motion on vertical liquid films in particular. A 
recent survey of postulated theories has been presented by
Ursell (43)* The analysis of Lord Kelvin (iU;) based on friction-
.13.
less fluid streams and (the "Sheltering” theory of Jeffreys’ (1+5)
have to he discarded as they apply only to "deep water” condit­
ions o
Recently analyses of the problem based on the Orr - Sommerffeld 
equation (1+6) have been presented in the literature (l+l»l+2,7). 
Yih (l|l), who analysed the case of a film flowing down a 
vertical plane, predicted a critical.liquid Reynolds number 
for the inception of ripples as Re^ *=6. This is somewhat 
smaller than the value arrived at by Kapitsa (2), i.e. Re^ = 23 
for water. Kapitsa’s theoretical work seems to be the only one, 
so far, capable of physical interpretation and application 
within the limits specified, as will be shown later.
3. Present Work.
The present work will provide many links which are still 
missing from our knowledge of the flow behaviour of liquid films, 
in particular it will throw some light on:
a) The interfacial area of the wavy liquid film.
b) The profiles of the ripples.
c) The phase velocity of ripples.
d) The wave length of wave-motion at its inception, 
c) The line of inception of wave-motion.
f) The maximum velocity of the falling film.
g) The flow zones and limiting Reynolds numbers.
In fact the author proposes: l) theoretical expressions
for the interfacial area of the wavy liquid film for "two-
dimensional waves”, 2) new equations for the velocity distribut­
ion
within the wavy film, 3) a correlation of the film thickness
data for all regimes of flow as a result of pt.2, k) a method 
of measurement of the maximum velocity of the falling film,
5) a method of determination of the line of inception of 
wave-motion, 6) a method of measurement of the wave-length of 
wave-motion at its inception.
A new technique is shown of: 7) recording the profiles 
of ripples and hence 8) the experimental method of determination 
of the increase in interfacial area due to wave-motion on liquid 
films.
CHAPTER THREE,
A critical literature survey of the characteristics of flow
1. Film flow characteristics.
The flow behaviour of liquid films has a direct bearing 
on heat and mass transfer phenomena Involving two-phase flow.
The most obvious characteristic of the film is its thickness 
and in the past several different approaches have been tried in 
estimating this property.Nusselt (8) presented the first import­
ant work on film flow. He tried to analyse the problem of heat 
transfer to falling vertical films; in his work the film was 
assumed to be in perfectly viscous flow, where no shear or wave- 
motion existed at the liquid surface; his equations were derived 
from force balances on an element in the liquid film, viz the 
weight of a falling element of the film was taken to be in 
equilibrium with the frictional forces alone. Nusselt thus 
established the following equations;
the velocity at the surface, V = gm2p /jlXs (1 )
2  U l
the mean velocity of the film. 2
v = m  a  (2)av ----- - - — K )
therefore, V
s = 3
Vav 2
1/also the mean film thickness; - y
 U )
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Fallah, Hunter and Nash (9) have developed similar 
expressions retaining the second assumption of perfect 
laminar flow with a smooth interface, but introducing 
the concept of an interfacial shear. This concept is 
important in the case when the core fluid is a liquid 
and not a gas. Their expression for the mean film 
thickness is:
which reduces to equation (k) when the interfacial shear 
stress is zero. In cases where the core-fluid is a gas, 
the term ( p^  - gc ) is nearly equal to p . In most cases, 
however, the interfacial velocity term, V_, is unknown and 
so the equations proposed by Fallah, Hunter and Nash cannot, 
in general, be used. Equations (l) to (5) were derived for 
flow down a flat plate. Jackson (5) redeveloped these 
equations for liquid flowing down a circular tube, assuming 
again perfect laminar flow and neglecting the frictional 
force exerted by the core stream. His equations are:
so that
and
- -(3)
-  - (6)
-(7)
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The weakness of all the above equations is the fact that 
they were developed with the assumptions of perfect viscous 
flow and no wave-motion at the liquid surface* However, 
early work has shown that the liquid may assume a wave motion 
at extremely low flow rates well within the viscous flow 
region (30,10)* One has to realise that the flow behaviour 
of liquid films on vertical surfaces is much more complicated 
than the flow of liquids in full pipes or channels* In the 
latter case there are certain more or less well defined 
regimes of flow, the laminar, turbulent and transitional zones 
( as shown by the classical Reynolds dye experiment)* In film 
flow these zones are no longer so well defined and additional 
complications arise due to the wave motion or the presence of 
ripples on the surface of the liquid at quite low Reynolds 
numbers.
The Reynolds number at full-pipe flow is defined as;
Ee = . Yavd  (9 )
\x V
For the values of the Reynolds number below about 2,100 the 
flow is laminar, whilst for the values above about ii-,000, the 
flow is regarded as completely turbjilent# Between the values 
quoted the flow is transitional in nature being neither 
laminar nor fully turbulent*
For two-phase film flow the characteristic dimension of length 
in the equation for the Reynolds number is taken as the average 
film thickness, m ; similarly the velocity used is the mean 
stream velocity, vav? so that one can define;
18
r4 = Vavia _a  do)
V V
and, indeed, some authors (6 ,7 *314-) use the above expression.
But usaliy one takes as the criterion of the stability of 
the film flow the Reynolds number defined thus:
_ MB—
.............. (i d
The author will adhere strictly to the latter definition;
this is in line with the American and Russian practice and 
also with the initial work of Verschoor (30) and Gfrimley( 11,'12) 
in this country.
Grimley (11,12) has stated that at very low water rates> 
over a range of Re below 20, it was quite difficult to maintain 
a continuous film on his apparatus without constant degreasing 
of the glass tube. However, at Re about 21+ a pronounced wave- 
motion persisted on the water surface. There was already some 
evidence available at that time that this wave-motion assisted 
heat and mass transfer across the film (9*13*1^*15*51>52>53) 
and it seemed logical to Grimley to examine its causes with the 
idea of promoting such a motion under actual operating conditions 
in chemical plant. He presents several photographs taken at 
different water rates using a Kodatron flash-bulb giving an 
equivalent exposure of about 1/3000 sec. Prom the photographs 
Grimley observed that the wave-motion consisted of short trains 
of six or so wavelets of individual wavelength about 0.3cm,
.19.
each train being 3 or i+cm from the next.
As a result of direct visual inspection Grimley states 
that at higher water rates the liquid surface is more violently 
disturbed and separate ripples are not easily distinguished.
At a Re of about 1000 no disturbance is visible but at much • 
higher rate turbulence sets in. Jackson (5) reports also that 
with 2-propanol in a glass wetted-wall tube ( and it appears 
that with 2-propanol only) there is a flow-zone when the waves 
disappear. No other investigators have reported any such 
discontinuity in rippling and it would seem from the experience 
of the author that once the wave-motion sets in, above a certain 
Reynolds number of inception, it persists with the film flow 
quite naturally and continuously, although at higher Reynolds 
numbers the ripples are quite random and very agitated. Thi^ 
may be seen by examination of a thousand or so still photographs 
taken by the author at various flow rates * up to Re of ^  1+000, 
using 7 different liquids, including 2-propanol, on both polished 
Stainless Steel and rough mild steel vertical plates. Similarly 
many thousands of Cine-camera frames on film were taken and; no 
disappearance of the ripples after their inception at very low 
Re numbers has ever been noticed. The remarks of Gpimley and 
Jackson are thus, no doubt, due to the difficulties connected 
with visual observations of the wave phenomena on small - bore 
vertical tubes. In the opinion of the author small tubes are 
really not well suited for research on the mechanics of film
.20.
flow.
2. Critical Reynolds number in film flow.
The values given in the literature for the Reynolds
number at which turbulence appears in film flow seem to vary.
For water-films the values quoted range betwwen Re^ = 1000 and
Re-fc *= 2400, where Re-& is the Reynolds number of transition
between viscous and turbulent flow. A summary of the results
of the critical Reynolds number of transition obtained by
various workers for water films is given in table 2.
Table 2. Values of the transitional Reynolds number 
for water films.
Year. Authors. Reference. Ret
1910 H opf. 16 1000-1200
1930 Monrad and Badger• 17 1400
1930 Schmidt, Schurig 
and Sellschopp. 18 1120-1720
1931+ Kirkbride 14 and 19. 2000
193U Cooper, Drew and 
McAdams. 20 2100
191+2 Origull. 21 1400
191+5-47 Grimley. 11,12 >1000
1952 Pennie and 
Belanger. 29 ~  1160
1952 Dukler and 
Bergelin 4 1080
1954 Emmert and Pigford. 22 -1200
1954
tf
Brotz 23 ^  2360
1955 Jackson 5 > 2000?
~  1600 
1160
The values for the Reynolds number of transition 
are normally obtained by plotting the mean film thickness 
against the Reynolds number of the film on a log-log scale* 
Usually two characteristic straight lines can be drawn through 
the experimental data and the point of intersection thus 
obtained marks the transitional Reynolds number#
The film thickness appears therefore to be quite an 
important characteristic of film flow, but the meaning liquid 
layer thickness varies somewhat in the published literature 
depending upon the particular method of measurement being 
adopted.
3# The thickness of flowing liquid films.
Since waves and ripples are naturally present on 
most falling liquid films at all but the very lowest flow 
rates, the meaning liquid layer thickness has to be carefully 
defined. There are 3 possibilities: 
a) maximum layer height, b) average film thickness,
c) residual film thickness.
The maximum layer height is, of course, the height 
of the heighest wave crests; the residual film thickness
• 21 •
Table 2 contd..
Year. Authors. Reference.
1956 Brauer. 6
195S Thomas and
Portalski. 31
•22.
represents the thinnest part of the film, ie.the part 
undisturbed by the wave motion. The meaning of the average 
film thickness should be obvious, but it must be realised 
that the value of the mean film thickness may depend very 
much on the method of measurement being adopted.
The methods of film thickness measurement given in 
the literature are of two main types: a) direct and b) indirect,
a. The direct method of measurement.
This method involves the use of a micrometer screw 
and its different modifications. It was used by Hopf, Chwang 
and Kirkbride in the past (l6 ,2 6,lU*i9 ) and by Hanratty and 
Engen very recently (3$)» At its best it may be useful on 
extremely rare occasions when dealing with true laminar flow, 
but when waves are present the height of the heighest- wave 
crests is naturally obtained, rather than the mean film thickness,, 
The feeler-probe method, used by Pennie and Belanger 
(29) and also by Brauer (6) is a fefined modification of the 
micrometer screw method. Here a very fine needle is mounted 
on a micrometer and is adjusted so as to touch the liquid film 
-the contact being registered normally by an electronic counter. 
The objection to this method is quite obvious: by touching the 
surface of the film by a probe, or even worse, by introducing 
the probe into the film, however fine the probe may be, one 
interferes with the natural flow of the film. One measures, 
therefore, a disturbed condition which may not be closelyrelat 
to the original undisturbed mode of flow.
.23.
b. The indirect method.
In the indirect method the film thickness is 
calculated from some other measured quantity and it can 
thus be obtained in several ways, e.g. by ; l) a drainage 
or hold-up method, 2) shadow-photographs, 3) radio-active 
tracers, U) a balancing tower method.
The drainage method is quite simple, at least in 
theory; the feed to the wetted-wall apparatus is suddenly 
stopped and simultaneously a measuring vessel is placed 
below the outlet, the liquid film layer being thus collected 
in toto. From the amount of liquid collected and the known 
wetted-wall area the average film thickness can be calculated. 
With a refined technique of draining and using a carefully 
designed apparatus^ this method is capable of very high accuracy.
The balancing tower method, introduced by Kamei 
and Oishi (37)* is similar in principle to the drainage 
method, but the hold-up is actually weighed during the 
operation of the column. High accuracy has been claimed for 
it under no-gas-flow conditions (3?)•
The methods of shadow-photographs and radio-active 
tracers are characterised by certain inherent difficulties 
which have not yet been overcome experimentally. They will be 
discussed later.
The results shown in Table 2 show quite a wide 
measure of variation and the author considered it worth-while
.21+.
to carry out a preliminary investigation on water film 
flow using the most favoured type of apparatus for this 
purpose, vis. a vertical tube fitted with certain 
refinements. The work has been published already (31) and 
the observations concerning the average film thickness have shown 
that turbulence in water films begins quite early, i.e. at 
Re = 1160, and that the transition region may extend up to 
comparatively high value of He '= 1500 or more, before a 
fully turbulent condition is reached* It was realised also 
during the course of experiments with water films in vertical 
tubes that this type of apparatus suffers from certain 
disadvantages whichpreclude a thorough examination of the 
many phenomena relating to the hydrodynamics of film flow- 
and it would appear that at least some of these impediments 
have not been fully appreciated in the past.
Brauer (6) has reviewed some of the results given
in Table 2 in his recent work, where he points out that Hopf
(16) and Bpotz (2 3) have determined Re-j. from average film
thickness measurements which show a certain amount of scatter,
so that their results are open to doubt. On examination of 
h
Brotz es work, though, it would appear that it is not the 
scatter of the measurements which matters,but the type and 
the design of his apparatus (cf Table 1 ) which make it 
difficult to obtain reliable hold-up data. The same remark 
applies to the results of Copper et alia (20). It is the 
experience of the author that the hold-up method of film -
.25.
-thickness measurement is very unlikely to produce highly 
accurate and reproducible results, unless the apparatus 
is so designed that it possesses such features as an 
automatic device for stoppage of the feed and simultaneous 
elimination of weir-head liquid as well as the collection 
of drainage from a fairly large wetted area, This cannot 
be achieved easily, if at all, using small-bore tubes of 
moderate length.
Kirkbride (lLj.,19 ) measured the thickness of the 
film on the outside of a tube with an ordinary micrometer*
The thickness was taken "as that at which permanent contact 
was made between the liquid and micrometer. The film- 
thickness was therefore the maximum and not the average..«"
His results may thus be open to doubt, as the "permanent 
contact" may be easily established by a large wave crest or 
a spray droplet bridging the small distance between the film 
surface and the micrometer head.
Brauer (6) has introduced many refinements to Kirkbpide^s 
idea of film thickness measurement, but fundamentally his 
method still depends on an immersion feeler-probe mounted 
on a micro-screw. The author is very sceptical about the 
results obtained by immersion-probe measurements, however 
reproducible they may be. Brauer himself has admitted that 
he had feared at first that the feeler-probe’ tip, when 
coming out of the wave-crest, would "pull a liquid thread" 
and thereby falsify the results. To investigate this problem
.26.
the immersion impulses were simultaneously applied to a 
flash-counter and an oscillograph which recorded their 
time: of duration on a film strip. Brauer has shown two 
of the recorded oscillograms and put forward a justification 
for his immersion - probe technique of film-thickness 
measurements by claiming that "the shortest time during 
which the feeler-tip immerses into the wave was found to 
be about one millisecond". He seems therefore satisfied that 
from this small value of the immersion time the conclusion 
could be drawn that the results were not falsified by the 
pulling of liquid threads.
In the opinion of the author, on the other hand, the 
two presented oscillograms demonstrate only the fact that the 
sensitivity of the instrument was such that it responded to 
impulses, or strictly capacity changes of the system, with 
time intervals of one millisecond or so. These impulses, or 
capacity changes> are no longer the primary changes, but are 
the result of the interaction of the immersion-probe with 
the surface of a fast moving wavy liquid film.
Jackson (5) has employed the method of using 
radioactive tracers (yttrium 91) to establish the thickness 
of liquid films by the following expressions
m = C x Ac  .....  (12)
where C is a constant
and Ac is described as the activity of liquid film on 
a vertical tube apparatus, corrected for absorption and 
sample activity, in counts per second.
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He had to evaluate first the constant C in equation (12).
This was done apparently 5!by operating the vertical tube 
apparatus under conditions of flow where the film thickness 
could be calculated from the flow rate5* using Nusselt's 
equation (U), i*e. the value of the constant was determined 
by plotting corrected activity, Ac;against the calculated
film thickness,m,
The author*s criticism of this technique is the 
fact that, even if this could be done for the region where 
the flow is truly viscous and waves are absent, this method 
automatically shifts the experimental film thickness results 
at low flow rates and pins them down on to the theoretical 
line proposed by Nusselt. On examination of his results 
Jackson states that ?,the data permit few conclusions concerning 
the inception of turbulence55 and that ?5for water and the lighter 
liquids no significant departure from viscous behaviour is 
indicated up to Reynolds numbers of 5000 although greater 
scattering of the data is observed above Re = 200051 In view 
of the above criticism Jackson* s results are not entirely 
surprising,
Dukler and Bergelin (1+) have tried to establish the 
transitional Reynolds number for film flow by mathematical 
anaylysis of the equations based on the universal velocity 
profile developed by von Karman (35) for the case of full 
pipe flow. By assuming that the von Karman universal velocity 
distribution equation, with its limits of application suggested 
by the data of Nikuradse (3 6) for full-pipe flow, could apply
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to the liquid phase in two-phase film flow, Bukler and Berge'lin 
have shown that the transition from laminar to turbulent film 
flow occurs at a Re number of 1080. It may be quite fortuitous 
that the critical Reynolds number of transition is of that order 
(cf Table 2), but the author is of the opinion that the 
assumptions of Dukler and Bergelin are quite invalid.
Kamei and Oishi (37) have devised a balancing tower 
method for weighing of the hold-up. They claim that the sensit­
ivity of this method without gas flow is 0.5gr. However they 
admit that "with counter-current gas flow the weight necessary 
to balance^he tower was unstable and so the measurements were 
rougher than those without gas flow*.* In fact they mention that 
"with the air flowing, the tower swings violently and irregularly 
and the accuracy of the balance decreases. It is inevitable that 
the observed film thickness is more or less in error under such 
conditions’1.
It would thus appear that the balancing tower method 
of film thickness measurement is quite sensitive for the 1 no- 
air-flow* condition but it is much less reliable with the air 
blow. It is perhaps not inappropriate to mention here that by 
using the technique and the wetted-column designed by the author 
one can measure the hold-up quite comfortably to the nearest 
0.5ml with the apparatus of approximately four times the wetted 
area of the largest tower used by Kamei and Oishi; there is no 
difficulty at all with the measurements during air blow in either
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countercurrent or cocurrent flow. At the same time one 
has to stress that the new method of Kamei and Oishi is 
a real improvement in the technique of film thickness 
measurement in wetted-wall tubes and this is reflected 
no doubt in the experimental results which they obtained 
for no-air-blow conditions. These workers note that !! by 
the use of this method of measurement it became obvious 
that the observed thickness of the liquid film was smaller 
than the theoretical”* i.e. in the perfect laminar region.
Their observations agree with Kapitsa’s theory (2) and with
4
the authors experimental results on the thickness of vertical 
liquid films with no air blow.
Belkin and associates (1*7) have published very 
recently a paper on turbulent liquid flow down vertical rods. 
Their method of film thickness measurement is exactly the 
same as that used by Brauer (6), except that Brauer fully 
realised the limitations of his method and was taking great 
care ( seven photographs of the water film for each value of 
the Reynolds number) to obtain the best results possible with 
this technique. To justify the photographic method of measuring 
film thickness Belkin et alia argue that ” if a side-view or 
elevation photograph of the dry rod and the corresponding
photograph of the wetted rod are carefully taken from the
the
same position with same camera and then enlarged to the same 
length, the diameter of the dry rod in the picture bears the 
same proportional relationship to the actual diameter of the
.30.
dry rod as the average liquid layer thickness in the 
picture does to the actual average liquid layer thickness”.
But it appears that Belkin and associates have not exactly 
followed the above requirements of using ”the same camera 
from the same position” and in fact they used a slightly 
different technique, where ” in one apparatus the illumination 
from a 10000 volt spark of 3M- sec duration produced a silhouette 
of the wetted rod.•.• and in another apparatus the light of 
a 10000 volt, fPM* sec spark directly illuminated the water 
layer so that qualitative information about its physical 
appearance might be obtained in addition to thickness data”..
In the author’s opinion it is extremely difficult to enlarge 
photographs of apparatus to the same length - especially if 
two cameras are used for the purpose - unless the photographed 
portions are *frery accurately marked beforehand, as in Brauer’s 
work (6) for instance. In any case this photographic technique 
does not produce a true silhouette of the liquid film, but a 
three-dimensional effect which is quite obvious from the 
photographs submitted. In other words Belkin et alia did not 
obtain the exact orthogonal view or elevation photograph they 
had hoped for , but an isometric view which is a definite 
disadvantage and, of course, cannot be corrected for by 
subsequently employing “enlarged images on large sheets of 
paper”. It is not surprising therefore that the spread of the 
data presented in the paper is quite consiedrable and is no
doubt due to the reasons discussed above and possibly also 
due to the tank-level effects ( no constant head ) and 
persistant entrance disturbances ( no knife-edge feed but 
annular orifices at the top of the test section )•
U* Velocity distribution.
The propsed equations for truly laminar film flow 
have already been given in an earlier section. Basically, 
they represent a parabolic velocity distribution within the 
liquid film and this appears to be true at very low Reynolds 
numbers (8,9,6,US)• Comparatively very little theoretical 
work has been done on velocity distribution within turbulent 
lquid films (lj.,3i #55) • A brief mention of the work of Dukler 
and Bergelin has already been given* These workers made use 
of the hypothesis of von Karman (35) 9 who has suggested - as 
a result 
flow-the 
in terms
where u* 
shear by
of Nikuradses (3 6) experimental work on full-pipe 
existence of a universal velocity distribution equation 
of two parameters, u+ and y+, which are defined as
u+ = " . . . . . . . . .  (13)
M*l
is the friction velocity and is related to the wall
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The resulting equations of von Karman and their limits 
of application suggested by the data of Nikuradse on full- 
pipe flow are;
for the laminar sublayer,
u+ ss y+, 0<y+< 5 . . . . . .  .(16)
for the transition zone,
u+ =-3.05 + 5.0 In y+, 5< y+< 30 . . .  .(17)
and for the turbulent layer,
u+ = 5.5 + 2.5 In y+, 3 0 < y +< £  (18)
where ^  = magnitude of the universal distance parameter 
at the liquid surface, viz.;
2= 4^     .09)
Dukler and Bergelin have assumed that the above 
equations, which were developed for full-pipe flow, would 
apply to the liquid layer in two-phase film flow. With this 
assumption, the liquid flow rate per unit length of wetted 
periphery follows in terms of the universal parameters, thus:
d
p= |i | U+ dy+ .(20)
This integration can be accomplished by dividing the 
integral of equation (20) into three parts limited by the 
boundary conditions for the three regions of flow proposed 
by von Karman and substituting for each u+ the proper 
defining equation:
On integrating and collecting terms one obtains
(22)
Having obtained this expression Dukler and Bergelin go 
on to claim that '* for any flow rate P can be calculated
and  ^evaluated from this equation. In order to eliminate 
trial and error solution Figure . . .  (graphical solution 
of equation (22) ) has been prepared*...M
derived from a summation of the flow rate in each of the three 
regions of flow, it must not be used for ^<30 and therefore 
it does not apply " for any flow rate". In fact the author 
has shown (see Appendix 1) that for the laminar sublayer, 
using von Karmanfs equations, as above:
This is quite misleading. Because equation (22) was
(23)
and for the laminar sublayer plus buffer layer:
•3U.
In this connection one should point out that the graphical 
solution of equation (22) presented by Dukler and Bergelin
seem to have been noticed by anyone so far) •
The extension of the universal velocity profile concept 
from full-pipe to two-phase film flow - as proposed by 
Dukler and Bergelin - is a welcome suggestion. In the author1s 
opinion the form of the original universal velocity distribution 
may and indeed should be retained* but it is not legitimate 
to apply the very same equations - with the boundary conditions 
and the constants worked out for full-pipe flow - to the case 
of two-phase film flow. Calvert and Williams (55)* for instance, 
reject the use of the Universal velocity profile but they 
adopt its most useful aspects in their analysis of the upward 
co-current annular flow of air and water in smooth tubes. In 
the opinion of the author this is a very sensible approach 
to new research problems and its usefulness has been demonstrated 
in the analysis of counter-current two-phase flow in wetted 
wall tubes (31)•
the idea of Dukler and Bergelin indiscriminately and applied 
it to turbulent film flow inside vertical tubes using, once 
again, the original equations with the very same constants 
and boundary conditions as prescribed for full-pipe flow. 
Extensions of essentially the same method to cases involving 
shearing forces at the gas-liquid interface in condensers
is incorrect for the lower ( this does not
Mantzouranis (33) on the other hand has accepted
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have recently "been presented by Rohsenow and his 
associates (50).
The author is of the opinion, though, that these 
well established concepts from single-phase full-pipe 
flow should not be transplanted readily into two-phase film 
flow, where there exists a free interface subject to the 
influences of gravity and surface tension. It is interesting 
to note in this connection that the experimental results 
of Dukler and Bergelin show a marked deviation from the 
theoretical line constructed on the basis of the applicability 
of von Karman*s equation to film flow. The same is true of 
the results of Mantzouranis (33) who states that the results 
obtained from falling-films support the conclusion that the 
observed deviations between experiment and theory for annular 
flow are attributable to the effect of ripples. In fact it 
is becoming quite general to blame the existence of ripples :
h-
for vitiating a comparison between theory and experiment 
(54,4,33,5).
Friedman and Miller (10) found that in pseudo-laminar 
flow,i.e. with waves present, the ratio of the surface velocity 
of the film to the mean stream velocity differed from the 
value 3/2 which should prevail according to the parabolic 
velocity profile of equation (3) for smooth films. In their 
experiments they followed the travel of an indicator dye, 
injected into the film, between two points on the column
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wall* Their measurements have shown that the velocity 
of dispersion of the dye was up to 1*5 times greater than 
the theoretical velocity of the flow of the outer liquid 
layer*
Brauer (6) carried out a lengthy investigation of 
the film velocities and showed that the first deviation from 
equation (3) occurred at !,the Reynolds number of instability,, 
fiej[* He presents an experimental graph of the ratio of the 
film surface velocity, Vs, to the average stream velocity, 
vav* as a function of Re* According to his data this ratio 
is bigger than 1.5 for all values of Re.
Jackson (5) presented also a graph of the ratio of 
the surface velocity, Vs, to the average velocity, Vav, as 
a function of the Froude number by recalculating the data 
of Friedman and Miller (10) and from another source (56).
One has to be very careful indeed in interpreting the 
data on the surface velocity or the maximum film velocity 
presented in the four sources mentioned above (10,6,5556).
These workers seem to confuse the outside-layer velocity 
of the film and the phase velocity or the group velocity ^ of 
the ripples. Only Grimley (11,12) and Kapitsa (2,3) distinguish 
clearly the material difference involved, other workers do not 
seem to find their way out of the general state of confusion 
regarding the ”surface velocity” of the film flow.
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5. Wave-motion and ripples.,.
The critical conditions necessary for the appearance 
Q-f the wave—motion on the surface of vertical films do not 
seem to have been finally agreed upon, Kamei and Oishi (37) 
noted in their work that ripples appeared on the surface 
of the liquid film irrespective of the liquid flow rate 
”due to the disturbance of the liquid at the time of its 
feed and also to the friction with the air at the surface”.
It has indeed been suggested that air traction (14-5*57*38) might 
be responsible for wave or ripple formation* but Grimley 
(12) investigated a falling water film on the outside of a 
glass tube surrounded by an annular jacket which could be 
evacuated or through which air could be blown in either 
direction. His observations were that ripples were found 
to persist over the whole range ”under all conditions of 
reduced pressure and with air streams in either direction 
at all velocities tried”. The ’’disturbance of the liquid 
at the time of its feed”.- as Kamei and Oishi (37) put it 
- does not seem to be a serious contributing factor either* 
since Peaceman (58) conducted an investigation of mass- 
transfer in wetted-wall columns in which he tried various 
types of entrance slots and found no ftifference in mass 
transfer rates. This would indicate* therefore, no change 
in the surface characteristics of the liquid films.
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It is being slowly recognised that wave-motion and 
ripples are a natural phenomenon accompanying a liquid 
film flow (10,11,12,5,6,7) and Kapitsa (2) has presented 
a mathematical analysis demonstrating that the wavy film 
flow is more stable than the true laminar one*
Davidson and associates (5U) regard ripples as an 
“instability phenomenon” and Benjamin (7) argues that the 
vertical film flow is always unstable, i.e. “a class of 
undamped waves exists for all finite values of Re, however, 
the rates of amplification of unstable waves are . . . very 
small when Re is made fairly small, and their wavelengths
become very large”.
According to this formulation the outset of wave—
motion should he a very gradual one hut this is certainly 
not the case in practice (6,7,10«'1 "I *"12,59) *
6. The effect of surface tension.
This topic seems to have heen considered only 
qualitatively hy most workers (5,23,12,33,5U,70,37,U0).
Jackson (5) carried out film-flow experiments 
using methanol,water, iso-propyl alcohol and one or two 
glycerol solutions. For some of his experiments he used 
0.1# hy wt.of Ethomeen C/15 to reduce the surface tension 
of these liquids to more than one half the normal values 
and his measurements indicated that the "decrease of surface
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tension caused no change in film thickness” and that 
"the point of wave inception did not change upon the 
addition of the surface-active agent”.
Brotz (23) stated that the addition of a surface 
active agent, octyl alcohol, which reduced the surface 
tension of water from 72 to 39 dynes/cm, did not 
influence his experimental values of the film thickness 
either.
It is very difficult to understand the observations
ti
of Jackson and Bi>otz with respect to the effect of surface 
tension on film flow. One wonders how accurate their measure­
ments of _ film thickness were, hut this criticism has 
already been made in one of the earlier sections. The 
author would like to stress here that it is quite unsatisfactory 
to add at random a certain amount of a surface-active agent
at one, and only one, concentration and draw general conclusions !
therefrom. Other workers, trying to minimise the effect of j
ripples in their experiments with film flow by adding an j
arbitrary amount of a surface active ^ gent, were equally in 
no position to make general remarks on the effect of surface 
tension; Davidson and Howkins(70) used an unspecified amount 
of Teepol in ref(70); Davidson and associates took 1% (vol) 
Lissapol in water in ref(5U)| Cullen and Davidson used similarly 
1% (vol) Lissapol in ref(7l); Mantzouranis (33) chose water j 
+ 0.3% Lubrol W; van Russum (i+0) selected, again quite at 
random, 1% "Teepol i+10” solution.
.1*0*
Some workers have tried to examine the effect of 
surface tension on film flow at two or more different 
concentrations of surface active agent (6 ,3 7,12,6 9,72).
Emmert and Pigford (22) found that the addition of a 
wetting agent produced a marked effect on rippling in falling 
liquid films. Visual observation showed that an increase 
in the concentration of wetting agent was accomplished by 
a decrease in both the amplitude and frequency of the ripples. 
Continued addition of wetting agent, beyond the concentration 
at which ripples were not visible, caused the restoration 
of rippling, so that there existed an optimum concentration 
for the attainment of a smooth film. They also found that 
as the concentration of this wetting agent (Petrowet R,sodium 
salt of alkyl sulphonates) was changed the rate of absorption 
went through a minimum, showing an optimum concentration 
for the elimination of ripples.
Ternovskaya and Belopolskii (73) investigated the 
effect of three wetting agents on the absoprtion of sulphur 
dioxide in w^ ater and found that one of these gave a pronounced 
minimum for the rate of absaption, despite the fact that the 
surface tension continued to decrease; a second caused a 
shallow miniimm; and the' third decreased the rate of absorption 
up to a value which remained nearly constant.
The present work confirms the findings of Emmert and 
Pigford and Ternovskaya and Belopolskii in the sense that
•U1 •
there is an optimum amount of surface active ggent for 
the elimination of ripples, furthermore it shows that 
surface active agents influence the thickness of the 
liquid films.
Grimley(ll) points out that because of the 
tendency of surface-tension forces to bring about a 
reduction in the surface area of a liquid, it coud be 
expected that there would bea reduction in the film 
thickness of films flowing on the outside walls of tubes, 
and an increase in thickness of films flowing on the 
inside. Some of the experimental results of Brauer(6 ) 
seem to be in agreement with Grimley's predictions.
7. The effect of viscosity.
Brauer’s (6) experimental work with liquids of 
different dynamic viscosities shows that at a given flow 
condition, e.g. at Re = Ret, the height of the wave crests, 
and hence the mean film thickness also, increases with 
increasing viscosity, which is to be expected.
Kamei and Oishi (37) observed that "the critical 
Re^ between the perfect laminar and pseudo-laminar regions 
decreases with the increase of u a^d they were "assured
that the kinematic viscosity has a function in pacifying the 
ripples”. Their experiments were confined to four different
.1+2.
solutions the dynamic viscosity of which varied over 
an approximately seven-fold range.
The present work will contribute further to the 
elucidation of the effect of viscosity on the mechanism 
of vertical film flow.
8. The effects of wave-motion and ripples.
The significant increases in the rates of heat 
and mass transfer when rippling occurs have been observed 
by many workers (6 ,6 0,6 1,62,23,11,12,39,2 2,13,11+, 13,5 2, 
53,66). This increased rate is most probably caused by a 
combination of two effects; a) the bulk mixing caused by 
the ripples and b) the increase in the interfacial area 
due to rippling (22). Nobody so far has been able to show 
reliably the contribution of either of these two effects 
separately, either in theory or in practice. There have, 
however, been some speculative attempts. Recent measurements 
of the absorption of pure gases in falling liquid films at 
low Reynolds numbers by Stirba and Hurt (39) substantiated 
the findings of other investigators (6 3,61+,67,6 8,8) that 
■Sue mass transfer rates were many times greater than could 
have been predicted if molecular diffusion were the only 
transfer process.
Stirba and Hurt speculated therefore that it was 
the presence of turbulence and not so much the "slightly 
increased interfacial area due to rippling51 of the liquid 
films which accounted for the large increase in mass
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transfer rates found. Stirba and Hurt mention that they 
have selected a falling-film tower for their work 
’’primarily because of its relatively constant and known 
interfacial area”. They also choose to believe that the 
’’maximum increase in surface caused by the presence of 
ripples as fudged by visual observation and photographs(?)
n
is probably less than 50$(?) and this could not be adequate — 
they argue- to explain the increased rates observed in 
their mass transfer experiments.
This is, of course, pure guesswork; one simply 
cannot estimate the increase in interfacial area due to 
ripples by ’’visual observation”, furthermore, it is quite 
wrong to suppose that the main characteristic of a falling 
film tower is its ’’relatively constant and known interfacial 
area”. Another weak point in the above investigation is the 
fact that Stirba and Hurt were using the parabolic velocity 
distribution equations throughout the Reynolds range studied 
(i.e. 3 0 0 4 Re^ 5000 ) and they justified this because ’’the 
data of Grimley (ll) indicated a maximum deviation of about 
30% between measured and calculated velocities” (i.e. based 
on a parabolic velocity distribution).
One has to point out that Grimley’s measurements 
were done for a Reynolds range of 14 < Re  ^400 and it is 
therefore quite misleading to extrapolate his results to 
a Reynolds number of 3000.
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Brauer (6) has attempted to measure the increase in 
interfacial area due to rippling and found that within 
the range of Reynolds number, 100 c Re < 6700, the 
enlargement factor of the surface area varied between 
1 .0 0 5 and 1*03.
One has to realise that the problem of direct measure­
ment of the rippled interfacial area is a very difficult 
one indeed and it would appear that Brauer has simply failed 
to cope with it* He emplyed a curvometer to measure the 
developed length of the ’^ silhouette” of the flowing film 
from photographs of a directly lighted vertical tube* This 
technique seems to be quite inadequate: one measures with 
the curvometer a comparatively ’’flat profile” caused by 
the distortion due to lack of parallelism in the light beam. 
The troughs of the surface waves at the boundary of the 
photographic image are always masked by the crests of waves 
closer to the camera* This is obvious from the photographs 
submitted by Brauer and by Belkin and associates (47)»
The present work ie the first attempt in this field 
to find both
1) A theoretical formulation for the calculation of the 
increase in interfacial area due to the wave-motion of the 
film flow, and
2) A practical method of evaluation of the increase in the 
interfacial area caused by ripples by the measurement of 
their profiles.
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CHAPTER FOUR*
Theoretical Work*
1 * Introduction*
It has been mentioned already that there is very little 
theoretical work on the wave-motion associated with the 
vertical liquid films* Kapitsa’s analysis (2,3#) seems to 
be the most wofcth-while proposition capable of physical 
interpretation and application to chemical engineering.
It is quite obvious from any literature survey on film 
flow that Kapitsa’s work is known only from abstracts which 
cannot do full justice to his treatment of the subject*
The author has extended Kapitsa’s analysis to cover the 
increase in interfacial area due to wave formation associated 
with the film flow and since this aspect of the solution of j
I■ V  I
the problem is a very important one, there seems to be suffieient 
reason for setting out the argument from the beginning, with I
■ j
suitable modifications,where necessary*
2* Basic relationships* j
The experimental investigations reffered to in the
literature survey show clearly that the laminar type of
’ ■ I
flow can be observed only as an overall effect and refers 
to the mean thickness of the layer but in fact the character 
and mechanism of flow differs from a simple laminar one.
In the classical derivation of the hydrodynamic equations
.U6.
for laminar flow, the force of surface tension is not 
taken into account* Kapitsa has pointed out that with 
a liquid of low viscosity and in thin layers the surface 
tension is important, even if there is only a small 
curvature of the free surface. If this curvature has 
an appreciable magnitude the force due to surface tension 
is very consiedrable, fully comparable with the viscous 
forces.
In the following formulation it will be shown that, 
if capillary forces are taken into account, the wavy flow, 
even at low velocities, appears to be more stable than the 
Simple laminar one*
The physical quantities which determine 
the film flow are: the density,p, the 
viscosity,\x and the surface tension,
For convenience we shall introduce the 
kinematic surface tension, 0 ;
6 = S /p   ( 25 )
We shall consider that the motion is 
maintained by a steady force, j, taken in 
the direction of flow. For vertical planes 
this will be simply equal to g*
Assuming that the flow is two-dimensional 
and that it occurs in the direction of the 
axis x, the y coordinate is taken at a distance aG from the
 ^^ d o H \
y
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retaining wall (fig 1 ). The varying thickness of the 
layer will be denoted by ®*au, therefore
a = a0 + y . . . . . . . . .  (26)
The components of the velocity at a given point of the 
stream will be denoted by vx and v^  • The mean velocity 
along the x * axis at a given stream section will be denoted 
by v ; therefore
r a
i r  -  &  \ a y  , .  ...........(27)
*■'0
For any small element of stream, dx, input must equal output
plus accumulation, or any "gain*1 due to change of flow rate
must be equal to "gain" because of change of cross section, 
whence we have
"]) If cl () Qs
% T  ~ ~ H  ................... (28)
which is the "equation of continuity11 (7U).
The equation of the free surface of the moving film is
7  =  a ° i*  ............. .(2 9)
and the thickness of the layer will be established by
Cl = Qo(l+ <p) . . . . . . . . . .  .(3 0)
where the quantity $ is a function of position x and time t. 
Assuming that the profile of the free surface does not change 
and travels with a constant phase velocity,k, it is possible
to regard 0 as a function of one variable, equal to 
x - kt; then all the quantities which appear as its 
functions, F=F {</>), satisfy the following equation in 
partial derivations;
Since we are dealing with a “stationary random process” we 
may use the “ergodic principle” (7 5*76) viz. 
mean value of the function of 0 wrt. x at a constant t = 
mean value of the function of 0 wrt. t at a constant x. 
Therefore denoting the mean value by a bar, we have
These conditions make it possible to formulate the problem 
with one variable which we will choose as x, putting in the 
expression for 0 time t .5= 0 #
We shall consider conditions to be steady when the thickness 
of the layer, a , assumes a constant mean value
1 >.F If
K W  ~ (3 1)
(32)
a* = a
It follows therefore from (30) that:
0 = 0
From relations (28) and (31) we obtain
* (33)
Hence
2,(lz3n =  o
j x (35)
Let us denote by f!un the difference between the velocities 
"ku and Mv”; this will represent the mean velocity along 
the section relative to an observer moving with the velocity 
of the wave front t!ktf* Then we have:
v = k - u; v0 = k - u0 . . . . . . .  (3 6)
where % and ua represent the velocities at the mean section 
of the stream, a0 . From (35) it follows that
ua = uda0 = const. (37)
The mean rate of flow of the liquid, Q, is determined
according to expression (3 2), therefore
,»r0
Q  = ~r -'ijfidi —  vol
^  x. 1
Substituting the value v from (36) we obtain for Q when the 
flow is steady:
Q =  )Ju = ( k - v jo . = fca-&a= feae-uffa0 =
(39)
3* Equations of flow.
V Consider a thin lamina (Fig.2) of
1 / J ) f
j ju,(±0!' thickness dy having faces of unit area.
J Then for steady flow:
x ‘)
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Integrating:
i h -r. _ £ S U  + C
With the choice of co-ordinates as in Fig.l., if the film 
thickness is a,, and there is no air traction at the surface, 
the velocity is a maximum when y = 0;
= 0; C , * 0
cUl p  4
also cLiJy
Hence A  ^  a  a  ^
Integrating again:
J4. Z "I
when y = - a , % = 0 ,  if there is no slip at the wall;
and therefore
tr _’ ~ ju, | 2/ J. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . (kO)
Also the average stream velocity, defined by expression (27):
,r_ £ 1 . 1  fa [ ± X l  J. . 1 1  £
¥- “ J, ~ f  3 . . . . . . .  .ty)
so that
7k ~  1 / 1  \
Z \ ± ~o, j . . . . . . .  .(U2)
With the wavy motion, where the capillary and inertia forces 
are to be considered, this expression for the velocity 
distribution may not be valid. In examining of the mechanism 
of film-flow we shall limit ourselves to the case when the 
wavelength considerably exceeds the thickness of the layer.
In that case the viscous forces would play by fir the main role, 
and so the boundary conditions defined above would be maintained
and it may therefore he accepted that the parabolic velocity 
distribution would apply to the wavy flow condition as well.
In view of the fact that the wavelength to film-thickness 
ratio is small, one can neglect the influence of the component 
velocity y . Then the Navier- Stokes equation for vertical 
film motion along the x- axis may be formulat.ed (77,78) thus;
? ' k  ^K    _L 1 • -h
i t  2 ~ ~  p t f *■ J ■ v  %     . ( b 3 )
In order to solve this equation we shall introduce into the 
mean values for y and y7 • The mean value for y with respect 
to the crosssection is given by expression (27) and the mean 
value for the quantity y* is found thus;
pq / *
% = i w  ia  V J '  *(uo)
and from equation (l+l)
2
.
i
■ -1- —  u -
therefore; J
CL , H \ n  I I  i. S)I fbcj Ci ^ - 1J
L /Li i \n ~ CiliL j- 1
Cl ■
= 1  l l Y b  £  V
/6 5 • • • • • • • • #  • (^ 4-)
Introducing the mean values and replacing in equation (U3) the
derivative with respect to time by the derivative w,rt. x
according to (3.1)* we obtain;
 ^ „ I, e r^= / - h  // ■
0.52*
From equations (ko) and (Ul)s
?h _ a ii,. 
' 7 r - - 3 a ‘ '
and since w 0
, _ * /iVx Aad \ 
^ r/ $ *  h : ?  + j >
we have finally:
 ^/I ty2! £ • I \p , j 7 V , 
t V P  7 i  ^ 6t J)X
•  0 9 •  C  O O  •  <1(45)
We are seeking here an approximate solution for the function 
0, satisfying tie above equation and having a steady periodic 
character. We shall assume*that in expression (29) the 
amplitude of the oscillations of the wave surface will at all 
times be smallo!.* than the tnean thickness of the layer a0 , 
and so it follows that the amplitude |0j must be smaller than 
unity:
If I < 1 • • • • • • • • •  • (h6)
We shall assume also that the order of magnitude of the 
derivatives of 0 is determined by the relationships:
I t i u.
& &
i ? ■ fc
° K(b7)
In the film flow under consideration the pressure gradient 
in equation 0+5) may be set up by : a) the pressure of the 
gas stream sweeping the interface^ b) surface tnesion*
Ignoring at present the influence of the gas stream, the 
pressure gradient'formed by the capillary forces (79) is given 
by:
Where R is the radius of curvature of the surface.
Therefore, putting for R its proper value (80), we have:
N . /v;. a z
y ,  ^>X f 4 . / oa \£ j Vi
(/ ' [Ujx'j |  (k9)
According to stipulation (1+7) the value of the denominator in 
the above expression may be considered as equal to unity, 
since from equation (30),
Cl ~ (Zc + ^  k
but according to the relationship (1+7) s
4 l M <  [ a . l $ V <  l?l'< 1, « w < t
1+ ♦ Anrroximate solution of the Navier-Stokes equation for 
film flow.
We shall introduce the function <j> into equation (h5) • 
According to equations (30), (36) and (37) we can express the 
velocity v and its derivative with respect to x in the following 
form:
i 'i/o . iLi. -
dx~fl + d)Z lx  ..  . . .(50)
' L / J-
We shall introduce also a special notation for the ratio of 
the phase velocity k to the velocity %  , thus:
.5+
Rearranging equation (k-5) > we have therefore according to
(U9),(50) and (51):
ff _ ?;2 1
?;>-!}{ Z-/-2)
(/^)*
u (f> r )) (j, •' O I ZOoPt'^o S
S x + Aa"573 w  " J;; f o o + f f ]
i M ^ " 1) *- "“I*- ‘Aix / i" ! _  r,t ----------------  j - 0
3
multiplying through by (1+0) and simplifying:
to
a. ji
o  a  o ..(52)
which, as a first approximation, reduces to:
y jf-
" t £/z-l}fT.~l-2\r- + +' I- Z rf-i <2 W 1 - .1 ;~r 1-0
. .(53)
^eVa,(?-/)/ 2 -/-2 ) y  * os/-- p - \ 4 + ( r 3oX ' •■ • a ' M® t v-
In the case when 0 = 0 ,  we have simple laminar flow. For a 
vertical plane j = g. Demoting therefore the film thickness 
by m, the mean velocity by Yis, and introducing the value of 
Qfrom (39), we obtain from this expression the usual relation­
ship:
J ~ (j 3 t ;i fil ~ jt'-Q/'ll . . . .  .(5U) (cf. eqns
(2) and 
(U) ).
When 0 is not equal to zero, we obtain a linear differential 
equation of the third order. The necessary condition for it
to have a steady periodic solution is that the term with 
the constant and the term with 0 will be equal to zero.
Hence it follows that the equality (5*+) would, be fulfilled 
and, consequently, in the first approximation the wavy 
film thickness, ac , would be equal to the thickness ffmH 
which, of course, is the case in true laminar flow. Also 
the mean section wavy stream velocity, v0 , will be equal to 
the velocity \.v to a first approximation* j 
Equating to zero the coefficient of the term with $> gives 
for a vertical films
This equality is quite important for the existence of the 
steady film flow with a periodic character* Substituting into 
it the value of JfgH from (5U) we see that z is positive and to a. 
first approximation z 3* It follows therefore that. the 
phase velocity,k , is in the first approximation three times 
the velocity of the mean section of flow, vc. ,
If we deno-fe the wave length of the motion by A and introduce 
the notation
then the required periodic solution will be (see Appendix 2)
ft f • • O O «(55)
f t  4  f t  f t  f t  C (56)
<j> . = a sin nx . . . *
The quantity "n” is determined (Appendix2) thuss
o . . .(5 7)
e • • (58)
• 56©
With given z and a,., this expression establishes the 
wave-length of the motion. Hie quantity %  is determined 
by equation (39) from the rate of flow,Q •
5* A more accurate approximation.
To show the degree of accuracy of the first approximate 
solution of the fundamental differential equation and in order 
to appreciate the boundary conditions with which the wavy 
flow may occur, it is necessary to develop a more accurate 
approximation. The second approximation will be obtained on 
introducing into equation (53) the terms with $ of the second 
order of magnitude (cf.eqn.52). Having done this we obtain 
the following non-linear differential equation ;
. . .(59)
We are looking here for a steady periodic solution of this 
equation - a solution adding to the first approximate expression 
(equation 57) the terms of double periodicity. The following 
solution satisfies the required conditions ( see Appendix3)*
_1__
z
<p*a, sin r a + G - Z l*  Cofi "  * " A • • • .(60)
In order that the above solution may exist it is necessary 
that the previous condition (see equation (55) from the 
approximate solution) of equality to zero of the term with
c57«
r
$ be observed ( see Appendix 3 ) <>
Substituting expression (60) into equation (59) and
equating to zero the terms independent of <fi gives (Appendix 3)»
f + J rr j
• « • O * . o .(61)
This equation shows that in the second approximation the mean 
thickness of the stream* a,. * depends already on the amplitude 
a.
Let us denote by (3 the ratio of the mean stream thickness* ac *
to the layer thickness* m * of the true laminar system occuring
at the same discharge* Q„
a<j = • • • ° ° • • • • •*(62)
Then from expression (6l) and (54) we obtains
3 / \(3 = 1 + a • e o o e o a « « (  63)
It can be seen from this expression that |3 is dependent on
the amplitude and it will always be smaller than unity and*
consequently* with the wavy flow the mean stream thickness will
be smaller than with the laminar ones 
a
fJ = 5 • ' fi < I, A  < j
\ o J Yyi *■ (Gb 1Kf ; * * * o & + n o * • + * * \ J
It will be shown presently that this is a manifestation that th/ 
steady wavy flow is more stable than the laminar one*
Equation (58) determining n* i.e. the wavelength* remains 
unaltered in the second amroximation.
a is
One should add that in expression (60) for <f> the second 
harmonicterm with cos 2nx arises in consequence of the fact 
that in the flow of a liquid film symmetrical conditions do 
not exists rhen the value of 5!a55 becomes smaller than its 
mean value, ac , then the conditions of flow will differ from 
those when ,fa,f has a value bigger than f,ac Sf. The coefficient 
of cos 2nx is rather small .and this shows that, even with 
considerable amplitudes, the simple sinusoidal form of the 
waves will not be substantially altered.
The term with sin 2nx arises with the wavy flow due to the 
lack of balance between the viscous and the inertia forces 
along the stream. This absence of balance mentioned above 
will be manifested by the formation of harmonics of the second 
and higher orders. The value of the coefficient in this term 
decreases quickly with the increase of n (i.e with the decrease 
of wave-length). This term may show an appreciable influence
on the wave-form only at the time when the wavy motion develops
and practically,therefore, one can neglect the influence of
the term with sin 2nx on the wave-form in all ranges of the
wavy system. This term is necessary, however, in order to
establish the critical conditions for the formation of the
wavy system. As the influence of the terms representing the
harmonics of the higher orders in the proposed series would
be even smaller, there appears little reason for the inclusion
of these items, especially as their evaluation is rather 
difficult©
It may be concluded therefore that the second approximation 
shows that a sinusoid will well represent the wave-form of the 
wavy film surface* If time* t, is introduced into expression 
(60), then the full-form periodic solution of the basic 
differential equation will be in the second approximation for
of-stability of the wavy system of flow and from its energy 
balance* With the condition of flow being examined the dissipa^> 
tion of energy will only take place owing to the viscous forces* 
Let us denote by dEp, the magnitude of the energy dissipation in 
the whole transverse section in the stream for the element of 
its length dx* Ihen according to a known hydrodynamic formula 
(ref (79)511-512) and within the limits of the accepted 
assumptions, this quantity will be
Substituting the value of y from (14-2) and integrating, we 
obtain the dissipation of energy on the stream length dx:
1
u .
6. The determination o an velocity.
The amplitude a may be determined from the conditions
(63)
c6o a
Therefore the mean dissipation of energy for the unit 
length will be
j 0 0 I
/ ^ W  0 CM o « o « * © O *>(63)
Substituting the value nv?? and ,:a" from expressions (31) and 
(50) and uzu from (pi) and also denoting by F the function
- 1 (i +■ z yj ^^  - 1
1 .A
we obtain;
t ; f  -  ^ 7 7 7 ? )  j 3  ~  7  a -  •  - ( 6 7 )
and with a given discharge Q the mean dissipation of energy 
for unit length of stream is
u —  a  ^  n  h
*~'.h jHi,b(£?0 I . . . . . . .  .(68)
When <f> = 0? i»e» when there is no wave-motion, F = 1 and the 
dissipation of energy will be equal to that which occurs with 
true laminar flow*
The dissipation of energy is possible only at the expense of 
the work of the inertia forces* The mean work per unit length 
of the stream at the rate of flow, Q, is given bys-
F. ~ I P vu  - - ---  ipQ. .
Lj t ! ,jj ...............(69)
With a given discharge, Q, this is a constant quantity,therefore
T
the amount of dissipated energy under steady conditions, 9
j
A j **’" i v. > *■'/ / 7, \
1 l) ~i~ C Q v * » • • • •• # • « \7 U
c ' Z l o
will have a constant value. Comparing this and the previous 
expressions, we obtain for the mean layer thickness
' • e * a e o 0 O < r o  \ I ^  ;
It can be seen from this expression that the smaller F becomes, 
the smaller mean leyer thickness, ac. ,will be.
We shall now calculate the value of F; to do this, we shall 
assume that a definite integral of the following form is known
f| _ i i _  =  f ( c , h )
rr\
t
Differentiating !!f'f with respect to parameter ”cn or nb,f and
assuming afterwards that they are equal to unity one can obtain
all three types of integrals to which expression (66) reduces. 
(Appendix kA) e.g,
t i t
O s ; 2
6h
and so on.
Considering only the steady periodic system we shall introduce
the function 0 from equation (57) into expression (7l) limiting
ourselves at the beginning to the terms with the first harmonic
we shall obtain then the following integral (Appendix l+B):
A j _ i .  .  ,  -- 7
v
- i  A
ic^ l o V
cix__
(1* $)b . . . . . . . . . .  o(72)
4X /} 2 J2- \ ^
A j -- --- —  ~  (o '~eo( j
b *C0( Sin frX v /  (73;
Carrying out the calculation by the indicated method we arrive 
at an expression for F (Appendix UC)t
The calculated curve F = 1 (Appendix i|D) is plotted in Fig.3 j
r, |
in coordinates ,fzn and t f 11 • It can be seen from the graph that j
this curve, together with the z axis, circumscribes a closed !
area. For the points with the coordinates !fz,J and !}cT ,} lying j
inside this area the value of F is less than one (F<t *1 ). !
In order to find the minimum value of F one has to calculate !
^ F  ^p
(Appendix IpS) and plot the curves \ T ’z \ ~ Q  OncL ^ 0 (Fig.
0(c< J o a. |
3).
The intersection of these curves (curves 2 and 3 in Fig.3) gives j
i !
point M with the corodinates z =1.50 and a = 0.50; at this 
point F =' 0.707? which is the smallest possible value of this 
function (Appendix 1|F) •
The interpretation of Fig.3 is as follows:-
Imagine that a liquid film is moving in laminar flow,. >
Let there occur a sinusoidal disturbance, having such a character; 
that its phase velocity will have a value falling within the 
area circumscribed by the curve F = 1, then the dissipated 
energy? will be small# than the energy tj imparted to the stream**~.i a
Therefore the kinetic energy and the capillary energy will star*! 
to grow and this will bring about an increase of the amplitude 
of oscillations. This process will continue until F assumes 
the minimum admissible value and the stream thickness is reduced j  
to the value determined by expression (70).
As in this analysis we have limited ourselves to the examination:.
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of9 a steady periodic solution, then, as well as j haying 
the smallest value, it is also necessary for the quantity 
?fzsf to satisfy condition (55) of equality to zero of the 
coefficient of $ in the basic differental equation (53)* 
Substituting for j from (5U) and for a0 from (62) in 
expression (55)9 we obtains
■ rr *> O ~/ : ir. d  2- zz h jl*-j t-' ir, 3 J f-j , f \
•‘O j * «  a 0 0
If we compare equation (70) for the wavy condition with the 
usual laminar one, described by expression (5^ 4-)? and introduce 
the relationship of the thickness a0 to m from (62), then we 
haves
3 I
F = (3 = J z « • . . . .. • (76)
This equality together with the condition of the least value
of P determine the quantities a and z, In order to solve this
problem we shall calculate the value of F„. with coordinates 
 ^ m m
of the curve CTT; ^  0  * We shall construct therefore the
*
curve 2 - 3 P • (Appendix U&) and determine its point of
m i n  ^  F  _  /-v
intersection with the curve yrir* &  • This point is denotes
h a )
by ,f0” in Fig»3 and gives the required values of the quantities
2 and a" , namely s
Z 3
a = 0.3.93; a = OoLjlj.; z = 2.U8;- F = (3 = 0.83; (3 = 0»9U
• • « o • ( ( ,
The corresponding results given by Kapitsa ares
a = 0.21; a = 0.U6; z = 2.i+; F = 0.8; p = 0.93
,624-
According to expression (77) it follows therefore that 
with a steady periodic wavy flow the mean stream thickness, 
a0 , is approximately 6-7% smaller than the corresponding 
,fm?? with the laminar flow at the same discharge, Q. It can 
"be seen from the value of a obtained that the amplitude of 
the waves is of considerable magnitude, equal to O.kh of 
the mean stream thickness,a0 ; also the phase velocity is , 
equal to about 2*5 times the velocity v0 in the mean section, 
i.e. it exceeds it considerably* .
Let us assume now that the length of the wetted-wall on which 
the flow of liquid occurs, measured from the line of feed, 
is equal to x and that it is sufficiently long for the system 
to be regarded as steady. Then, with a given discharge Q, 
the potential energy of this film layer will bes
between all the forces in the system the most stable system 
of flow will be that in which the above quantity has got the 
least value, i.e. when the mean layer thickness, a0 , is at 
its minimum. Therefore, as ,!a0 H is smaller than ”m?! for a 
given discharge,Q, the wavy system under consideration will 
be more stable than the laminar one.
riut
It does necessarily follow from thepresent anaylsis that the 
steady sinusoidal wave-form (expression (60) ) obtained from 
equation (59) is the most stable type of wavy flow. It is
u
With steady conditions and a complete equilibrium established
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very probable that a more complete investigation (possibly 
a three-dimensional one) of this type of flow may lead to 
a solution describing a wavy system proceeding with an even 
smaller film thickness and consequently-being still more stable
7<* Increase in interfacial area due to wave-motion.
On the basis of the preceeding mathematical analysis
of the wavy viscous flow (2), the author proposes now to
derive an equation for the increase in interfacial area due
to the wave-motion associated with film flow.
The expression for the length of arc of a curve (80) from
a—b is as follows s 
■h
U7
a
In our case:
and
L  J  ( 7 9 )
y  = a* ’ <f>  (29)
•"V
i1 y ^ {P
Vx =  Uo 7
therefore the expression for the unit interfacial area
becomes  _______ _
^
(80)
C _  ft , !n7) —  I I ( CJq ■ j 
^  L V dX /
which is a mean value along the wave-length.
It is now necessary to check whether the expression
L U
144 u0 I >y'-- j ! can be expanded into a series with diminish-i \ c.1 X /' !
ingterms suitable for integration.
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For this purpose tic\ j has to be smaller than un:‘.ty0
k ox /
Let equation (60) be expressed in the following forms
0  = A S m r a  + B Cos 2 n x  -  ••'7t U x   ,(6o)
where A ?B and 0 are constant coefficients* viz.:
A-oi, O-nP; C  =/2i.
Ha„d
Then:
r^Acc57ix~23sia %hx) - T r  ^
/ 6
and ^ ,
/ V (p 1 '^( A '$'*> • -T] s- VC n  f) ( h  % -Q ' i -~'7- COo A / t j X
!r !-n,[h,mmmas//zX/?x;~— Ax/Mcosftx-< £•>/**xf m  .. ,
/ \ / ' • - '' « e o » v, o f  ■
Substituting now into expression (5-3) the values obtained for
Ifz-? and ”F? from (77)? and introducing the discharge Q and
*?■
employing equation (70), we obtain for n~ s 
 ^ > % i j ‘o£ ,w  *. j ^ i
L ' (82)
\
From expression (56) we have for the wave-length* 7.
i... _J7l  —  7  * (tL.
• - ( O  U - M r f  ■ /'XvQ; / (83-,\ V O X  ® o • » a o o o \ /
The mean layer thickness is determined from equation (70) by
substituting the value of F = 0,83 
. . -fXQ 7 5
a„ = l w r /
..............  .(so
Equations (83) and (88.) enable the range of Re and the discharge 
Q, to be calculated in which the assumptions made for the
approximate solution are justified® The limiation of the 
values of the derivatives in expression (k7) determines the 
limit of the wave-length* \ * up to which the assumptions 
accepted by us are true,, We obtain therefore from (U7) "by 
substituting the values of <p and as
l . i 5  %•"K
f'4.
***> m
Therefore s  ^ •;
(kl
which on dividing through by a sin nx becomess
^o( ax ^  Q# n
and since sin'nx is always less than one* therefore:
2 & i .
a tzQJi ; .J. c< ^ aQ n
Zh
and since n = 9 in the limiting eases
ji
K Lin __ jlj, ^
*  • . (85)9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
For the sake of evaluating expression (8l) we have therefores 
Let
] ir ^ , A _ /‘v fit; . S  — A,A" 15 Qc ; a, ~ 0. oi ; A =-a - ()■ IA • cx. - 0 -1!? ;
res '
C  = in. At cent of water
7<~in 0
Therefo  
"5
Also: P t m B ;  h A ? A ^ - 2 o o -
- M l  sr _2 . SCh ~  4 . HC* , j
.<-> —  A * ~ r“ < ) ..v" ‘A -*•
a, w ? rt j- ■ /vv
which after substituting into (8l). givess 
• h -
and therefore: \ j- o
cZi'it) S  0 5 1 5
' c y- '
Equation (80) can therefore he expanded into a series with 
diminishing terms suitable for integration and after substituting 
0 from equation (60) and rejecting all small terms we obtain 
an expression for the unit interfacial area (Appendix 5)?thuss
11 ' f t *  /A P P h  v + - M - r r ,  C o$% xl I  J) - , J p  4*nz4 l  Cos nx  i r T T T z  o$ 2n  j p' ^ y  ■- 1 i n  n  6 J ( ^ X
O  C •  O 9 O « . ( 86)
which after expanding the integrand into a series and neglecting1 
the small terms becomes: %
C1 ! ’ • • * ® \ ®  p*
and therefore3 after integrating within the specified limits:
S.
c  _ ^  / * * * a  f h — , 1
p  - i p ^ z - i a  [ t ^ U ^ a i n )  . . . . . . .  .(88)
Equation (88) is a theoretical expression determining the wavy 
interfacial area taking part in diffusional processes, such 
as heat and mass transfer. In fact it gives a ratio of the actual
wavy interface to the area of the retaining wetted wall.
The fractional surface increase caused by th wave motion may 
accordingly be expressed in the following way:
/ i cUk
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which after substituting the values of a, j and n (u = 0*1+6
% T ;
(ref.2), j = g = 981, n = j^'” ) becomes for a vertical plane;
 ^ r / s\ X/ \2. )/ /*■, vv f ryu> y • V/'j  ^a ! |
h S - ' I t - ' M )  1 *  i  y  / 1 I (90)
By means of the above equation one can estimate therefore
the percentage increase in the film interfacial area dxie to wave
motion as a function of a.:. ? A  and ;) •
Theoretical expressions for 0.0 and A have already been given
p-
(equations (83) and (81+) ), and 0 f 'the kinematic surface 
tension, is a physical contact of the liquid under investigation
8. The limiting conditions of the regular wave-motion -
- the inception of waves or the point of transition from 
true laminar flow.
Equation (85) obtained in the previous section may also 
be interpreted in another way. Clearly it determines the 
shortest wave-length up to which one can confidently consider 
that the amplitude, a, and the phase velocity, z , will be
practically independent of the wave-length,A I the shorter the
waves the less reliable the accpted approximation (0 = sin nx) 
may prove to be. This' condition, of course, does not preclude 
the existence of a wavy system with much smaller wave-lengths 
and the analysis shows only that with the decrease of wave­
length, A the vaTue of a will grow (see equation (85)) and this 
will bring about a decrease in the value of z» since
One should also note that equation (85) complies with the 
assumption adopted by us earlier on that the wave-length 
should he greater than the thickness of the film«
The establishment of the limiting value of the greatestwave­
length at which inception of the wave-motion takes place 
may have no exact solution and seems to be connected with
difficulties (7) which may not allow this to be carried out
t: ‘ i !:l
reliably* Nevertheless it seems quite legitimate^theoretically
the limiting value of the rate of flow at which the inception f|
of wave-motion of a certain wave-length takes place*
This can be established by consiedring the mean potential energy
of surface tension, or the surface energy per unit length of the
1
stream* This will be equal to the interfacial area, determined J
by equation (88) and multiplied by b , thuss |
f. Sf "'i!j/ r e *
% /, J «.... .
e ;i L j
(91)0 9 0 0 0 0 9 9 0 0
It can be seen from this expression that with increase of A  * I-
i.e. with decrease of n, while the quantity in the brackets is
r  j ’i
small, the Surface energy, y will also decrease* But when the I
term in the brackets becomes large, with a certain wave-length
Ac 9 the change of sign of the derivative )} wrill occur
and the aiergy will start to increase. One can justifiably assume
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that this will correspond to the turning point in the 
stability of the system and therefore the limiting wave­
length may he established by the equality 
>. Fr
l) f is
from which we obtain (Appendix 6):
tl -  — '
Ui; () • 0 • O O O o O v93)
and 1 « r 2
L  ~ Al ~  2 Uc ^  n
n' 2/7 vToc ^  oo o , o o » # , (  9^4-}
Introducing into equation (9U) the values of n,a and Re
from expressions (82), (77) and (11) respectively, we
obtain for the limiting ratio of J\L and <XQ at inception;
.  f\.j- \r Til. - 7?
; f  =  / 6 ' j  ^  "  v» -  A &i
which, after substituting the values of A andfrom expressions
(83) and (Sk) respectively, gives finally Re- at inception
(Appendix 6); }/
/ O'3 V j> J-
...............(96)
Th is may be regarded as a critical value of Re, establishing 
the point of transition of the laminar flow into the wavy one.
Comparison with experimental results.
Above are the general outlines of the theoretical 
approach to the problem of the mechanics of film flow. The main
a (2. o
features of the theory described, will now be subjected
to extensive experimental tests on vertical planes with
particular reference to the average film thickness, Q 0 ,
\
the wave-length of the wave-motion- at inception, -4; , the 
general profile and the amplitude of the v/aves, the phase 
velocity ( or the group velocity ) of the wave-motion, z9 
and above all the increase in interfacial area due to rippling.
1• Design of experimental equipment»
The preliminary investigation on the hydrodynamics 
of the wetted-wall columns (31) has provided some valuable 
experience and finally confirmed the author9s initial ideas 
on the selection and the design of the experimental equipment 
which should prove must useful for the elucidation of the
A very large wetted-wall area seemed absolutely Operative |
for instance9 for an accurate determination of the mean film 
thickness from the hold-up measurements„ These9 it would seem, 
could be carried properly out only with the provision of such 
features as an automatic operation for stoppage of feed and 
simultaneous elimination of weir-head liquid and collection 
of drainage into a receiving vessel suitably coupled with a
triggering device. There would also have to be a proper liquid |
~ i
distribution system with calming grids etc.
An automatic record of an undisturbed flowing-film 
thickness and wave-profile seemed also highly desirable,
These requirements could only be met by a well-planned 
construction of a flat-plate apparatus incorporating all the 
refinements mentioned above and also providing the facilities 
for reliable photographic investigation of the surface phenomena 
associated with the two-phase liquid flow.
mechanics of film-flow on vertical planes
2* Erection of apparatus.
In order to pr ovide a flowing film with an absolute
minimum of external disturbance an upright flat-plate
apparatus was erected,
  »
This consisted of a flat steel plate which could be 
bolted to a steel framework so that a channel 21in.wide 
and 7ft* high was formed. The frame was built up from two
i -rolled steel C sections (2tf x l'£ ) bolted to wooden blocks
which rested on the floor* The blocks themselves rested on 
soft rubber and cork slabs to insulate them from stray 
mechanical vibrations. To provide flexibility two flat steel 
plates were made up in the first instance, the first being 
a plate of highly polished stainless steel, the second being 
a plate of rough mild steel.
The wetted-plate was aligned with the vertical to within 
0c05 in. on the front elevation and to within 0.1 in. on the 
end elevation over the entire length with a surveyor?s transit. 
The symmetrical distribution of liquid about the central line 
of the wetted-plate was found to be very markedly dependant 
on the vertical alignment of the front elevation of the apparatus 
and the latter was constantly checked and improved whenever 
necessary to and even higher degree of accuracy than that 
assured by using a surveyor4s transit.
Liquid was pumped by means of a small centrifugal pump 
to an overhead constant-head tank, wherefrom it passed through
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a selected rotameter9 a steam heater/water cooler arrangement 
and to the liquid distribution tank* where the flow was calmed 
by means of screen baffles before flowing over the knife-edge 
on to the selected vertical plate* After flowing down the plate 
the liquid entered a mixing tank from which it v/as either 
recirculated or discharged down the drain* in the case of mains 
water*
A 3/l6}? perspex plate was installed in front of the 
wetted-plate to provide a wind channel for the experiments 
on counter-current and co-current two-phase flow* The air 
was supplied by a blower through a long straight hn diameter 
pipe into an air gunction-box provided with grid baffles and 
shutters and thence into a special air distributor either at 
the bottom or at the top of the column* There was a flared 
entry at the bottom of the column to provide an even air- 
distribution and the overhead air-box had a set ofconical 
grid baffles and was followed by a length of wind channel, 
serving as a calming section*
The rate of flow of air was measured by means of an 
orifice plate with D and D/2 tappings connected to a U~tube 
water manometer (Appendix 7)«
Lengths of flexible rubber tubing installed in all the 
flow-lines leading to the apparatus provided insulation from 
the vibration transmitted by the ancillary equipment and the 
steam or water mains*
The pressure drop across the wetted column was 
measured by means of a micrometer (3l)? designed according 
to (Twer (81+) and adequately described by him*
The general lay-out of the equipment is given in 
Drawing No.l which provides the side and front elevations 
of the apparatus, A photograph of the wetted part of the 
column arranged for ordinary hold-up measurements (with 
no air blow) appears in Plate 1.
Liquid was intodruced by over-flow from a distribution 
tank with calming grids* the slot in the weir-box being 
right across thwwhole length of the tank and matching 
accurately the width of the wetted plate* precision-ground 
at right angle to a knife-edge of 1+5°• This part of the 
apparatus is shown, in two views as detail B in drawing No*Li. I
i
The fact that the feeding tank, the over-flow slot !
and the wetted plate must be of exactly the same width is j
rather important and it would seem that an apparant failure 
to provide for this has led some investigators to believe 
that flat wetted plates with raised edges gave rise to additions' j
I
diagonal waves on the film surface (6*83)# 1
j
The unique design of the column has made it possible j
to measure the hold-up also under counter-current and co-current:
|
air flow conditions. This has not been attempted by anyone 
so far with this type of apparatus* Kamei and Oishi (37) 
introduced ^ery recently a so-called balancing tower method
.7(0 a, .
Plate 1
Wetted part of the column arranged for ordinary 
hold-up measurements.
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of hold-up measurement and tried it with counter-current 
air flow only hut they admitted that '.'with air flowing the 
tower swings violently and irregularly and the accuracy of 
the balance decreases”.
The hold-up measurements described here were not infl­
uenced in the slightest by the air blow in either direction .
A photograph of the apparatus arranged for hold-up and 
pressure drop measurements in counter-current flow appears in 
Plate 2 and an arrangement for similar work in co-current air 
flow is given in Plate 3*
The collection of hold-up under any conditions of flow 
was made possible by designing a special semi-automatic device , 
for this purpose. This part of the apparatus is shown in three 
views as ”detail A ” in drawing No.k and Plates k and 5 provide 
two photographs of the material parts of the equipment in 
question*
3* Proximity meter for recording wave profile and film thickness 
r In order to permit the .measurement of average film thickness 
over a small area without the need for interfering contact 
with the surface of the liquid9 Dukler and Bergelin (U) tried 
an electronic method the essence of which was the continuous 
determination of capacity of a condenser formed by the 
combination of the wetted plate and a very small probe facing 
it. It may be arranged that the output of such a Capacitometer 
is a direct measure of the mean film thickness of the liquid
•77 a , .
Plate 2
The apparatus set up for pressure drop and hold-up 
measurements in counter-current flow.
Plate 3
The apparatus set up for pressure drop and hold-up 
measurements in co-current flow.
.7 7c.
Plate b _
Uncovered mixing tank with three-way valve and 
coupled spring-loaded sliding catch-trough.
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on the wetted plate and? if the probe size is reduced to 
a dimension smaller than that of a wave-length of the 
periodic motion on the surface of the film* it is possible 
to extend this capacitance technique to the evaluation of 
wave profiles- With a probe 1/8 in wide and 3/16 in.long 
and employing a capacitometer measuring and indicating a 
continuously varying function of capacitance on an oscilloscope 
tube Dukler and Bergelin (1+) managed to hbtain permanent records 
of wave motion as a function of time by photographing the 
deflection of the electron beam with the drum-camera.
A very significant drawback of this technique is the 
fact that the tMckness of the electron beam line on the 
oscilloscope is quite commensurate with the thickness of the 
film and as a result of this outlines of all the wave* appear 
quite blurred (cf. drum photographs of oscilloscope tube 
submitted in ref (b) ) and the profiles of small ripples are 
in danger of being blotted out altogether.
To avoid this difficulty and also to be able to measure 
the film thickness and record the wave profiles simultaneuusly 
at different heights of the column the author has adapted a 
commercial four-channel dynamic strain recording equipment 
(Appendix8 ) to work as a four -channel proximity meter.
To achieve this* four special capacitance pick-ups 
had to be designed9 built,-and tested to offer the lowest 
permissible value of capacitances stipulated by the manufacturers
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(86) as applicable with this particular type of existing 
commercial equipment (Appendix 8).
Drawing No*3 furnishes all the working parts and 
Drawing No.2 gives a sectional elevation of an assembled 
capacitance pick-up. Ihere were four identical probes used 
with suitable lengths of coaxial cable to match the required 
input impedance of the four channels of the equipment (Appendix 
8).
A photograph of the apparatus set up for recording 
wave profiles appears in Plate 6. A close-up of one of the 
capacitance pick-ups mounted on the column is given in Plate
The small metal probes themselves were 2mm wide, Zj..5rom 
long and 1.3mm thick and the ,fcapacitometers” they formed 
were well protected from the influence of stray electrostatic 
and magnetic fields by the earthed metal bodies and discs of 
the pick-mps. The probes were screwed with watch-makers 
appliances into insulating Perspex rods which in turn were 
mounted on the micrometer screws calibrated to within 0.001 in.
The pick-ups were calibrated by means of a Q meter (87) 
and their work as 5fcapacitometers5} was ensured to be well within 
the linear relationship of the response of capacity changes with 
the distance of the probe from the retaining wall of the column, 
or the surface of the flowing liquid film (Appendix 9)»
This is rather important when using the pick-ups 
subsequently for measuring the wave profiles and the liquid 
film thickness.
Plate 6
The apparatus set up for recording wave profiles
Close up of the No.3 capacitance pick-up mounted 
on the column.
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Experimental work' and results0 
6*0,1o Scope of work.
Considerable thought was given to the design and 
the erection of the apparatus described in the previous 
chapter* but this has been quite worth-while;, as was 
subsequently experienced during its operation.
In all9 31^ 4-3 recorded runs were made during which 
measurements were taken,, In conjunction with this some 
900 ,?still photographs* ’were taken and developed* about 
half of which were printed for the analysis of such surface 
phenomena as the line of wave inception* the wave-length* 
the critical Reynolds.number at wave inception* the optimum 
concentration of wetting agents for suppresion of ripples* 
the spontaneous pockets of ripples* the ”surge” waves and the 
wave profiles.
In addition about 900 fi) of Teledeltos paper (Appendix 
8) was used for recording the profiles of waves and ripples 
of many liquids on both smooth and rough vertical plates 
( in fact all experiments were repeated on a rough plate)„ 
Also about l+OOft of *Cine* film was used and subsequently 
processed for frame analysis.
It would be very difficult to include all the 
recorded information* expanded by calculations* in the 
present work and it was decided ( very reluctantly) to leave
®8lo
out most of the work concerning the mechanism of flow 
down the rough vertical plate« Furthermore it would 
probably be unwise to register all the data obtained in 
the case of the hydrodynamically smooth plate, as this 
thesis would become unwieldy®
Belikn and associates (k7) introducing their recent 
paper on some aspects of turbulent liquid flow down vertical 
walls have remarked that "In total some sixteen investigators 
using various experimental methods have reported 50i| thickness 
measurements" and that their paper "reports 85 additional 
points"*
Investigating the film characteristics of ten different 
liquids the author took 387 hold-up measurements in the case 
of the smooth plate alone and about the same number of hold­
up measurements were taken with the rough plate on the column*
It would appear therefore that? if in the present thesis the 
corresponding data referring to the rough plate were to be 
included, this would, amount to considerably more than the 
combined output of all the investigators up to date*
But since the film thickness measurements were not the 
only concern of the author, it seems that it should be quite 
enough to report at present only a part of the film thickness 
measurements carried out in the course of this owrk and to 
use the rest of the available space for recording the cuperiuaental 
results on such phenomena of film flow ass wave inceijtion,
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J\ at the line of wave inception, optimum concentration 
of wetting agents for elimination of ripples, phase velocity 
of ripples, velocity distribution within the film, liquid 
velocity as a function ofccolumn height, increase in interfaciaj 
area due to wave-motion etc. j
i
On most of the above topics there appears to be practically 
no data in the literature at all.
6«0o2o Experimental procedure. ;
The column and the ancillary equipment were designed in 
mid 1955 and built entirely, including the pick-ups for 
recording the wave-profiles, in the departmental workshop !'
by May 1956. All the experiments recorded here were performed j
during the period June 1956 - Jan 1958- j-
a) the column f
The column dimensions are given belows ji
Length of wetted plate - 84.0 in (213.7cm)
Width of wetted plate - 21.0 in (53*3cm) is
Tower wall area' - 1764 sq.in. (11380 cnT )
The wetted plate was thoroughly cleaned orery morning before 
use. Hot water and ’Tide1 were found to be the most useful 
washing agents. After cleaning, the column was flushed with 
water for about 20 minutes when subsequently performing 
experiments with water films, or it was thoroughly dried first 
and then flushed with the liquid under examination, again for i;
about 20 minutes, before any experimental runs. This proceedure f
was always rigorously applied and as a result no trouble at-all
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was experienced with the liquid film channelling on the 
wetted plate*
Ordinary mains water was used for experiments with water 
films, similarly tap water was employed for preparing four 
different glycerol solutions for experiments with liquids more 
viscous than water.
The column was made water-tight and air-tight by means 
of soft rubber bands, l/l6 in. thick, laid on both faces of 
the vertical channel section adjoining the wetted plate and 
the perspex plate respectively.
b) liquid rates
Two rotameters were used for the water runs5 their ranges are 
given below;
Low range rotameter - 0.025 - 0.25 cu.ft/min water
at 20°C
High - " - - 0.1 - 2.0  " -
Six other liquid films were investigated in this work (four 
different glycerol solutions, isopropyl alcohol and methyl 
alcohol) and in order to cut down on the cost of instruments, 
a * universal* type of Ilowmeter was employed as described in 
Appendix 10. The manufacturers'* calibration chart (88) was 
checked by calculation (Appendix 10) to have been accurately 
prepared and was subsequently used with confidence.
c) still photography 
Practically all the fstill* photographs of the wave phenomena
o Ql~ J. o
were taken with a Franka miniature camera (35mm) which 
had a Prontor SVS shutter with flashlight synchronization, 
a Xenar 1:2.8 lens and a range finder.
Proper lighting of the liquid film on the wetted plate 
is important; after some trials the author finally adopted 
an electronic flash system of illuminating the plate and 
this was produced by a high light intensity !3troboflood? 
instrument shown in Plate 8 and described in Appendix 11.
It was found by trial and error that in our case the instrument 
was best suited for single flash photography and with this 
arrangement the light was of just sufficient intensity to 
photgraph the flowing liquid film on the Stainless Steel plate 
at a.distance of 10ft with a lens aperture around f/11 using 
a high speed film. The liquid films on the rough plate on 
the other hand had to be illuminated from the bottom of the 
plate at a glancing angle of incidence and a close distance.
In both cases the camera was facing the column at approximately
a right angle at a distance of about 3? ft. '
d) Cine photography.
The fcine? pictures were taken with two types of cameras.
The first camera to be used was a Bell and Howell *Filmo 70D? 
16mm motion picture camera. This was a seven speed model (with 
a nominal frame speed of 8,12,16,24,32*48 and 64 frames^) with 
built-in 3 lens turret head and lw F 3*5 THC universal focus 
lens. Various other lenses were used as well. Only the highesl
nominal frame speed was used, giving actually about 35 frames/^ ,
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The technique of illuminating the wetted plate varied 
with the type of plate on the column (smooth SS plate 
or rough MS plate) for’no-air-blow’ runs and the presence 
of the perspex plate (3/l8in thick) in front of the 
liquid film for counter-current and co-current flow* From 
three to seven 130W floddlight lamps were used against a 
grey-white "background*
Either G0V Pan 30 or Ilford HP3 Hyper Pan cine 
negative film was used* The camera was usually about 6 ft 
away ( depending on the lens and plate area photographed). 
About 350 feet of film was used with this type of camera^
i
mainly for the sake of recording the different types of 
wave-motion and ripples associated with vertical films 
and their appearance as a function of the flow rates of 
liquid and air respectively,
e) high speed camera.
It was thought that the top speed (some 60 frames/sec) 
of an ordinary motion picture camera might be too slow to
record satisfactorily the seemingly very fast surface
phenomena associated with a rippled liquid film and 
subsequently a 16mm Fastax WF 3 Wollensak High speed camera 
with a WF 110 f 3*5 lens was tried.
This camera was capable of taking up to 8000 frames
per sec (92) oh a Pan Type 931 High speed film.
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f ) Stroboflash foxy f reqiiency__analvsis 0 
To investigate the frequency hand of the ripples 
a TStbboflash* instrument shown in Plate 9 was used (9l)o 
The liquid films on wetted plates were illuminated 
intermittently by the Stroboflash to produce the optical 
effect of slowing down or stopping the motion. The Strobe-- 
flash circuit consited of a nuTc i v ib p a tor the output of which 
was applied to a discharge lamp causing' a series of short 
duration flashes, between 10 and 15 micro-seconds*
The frequency of the multivibrator and therefore the
t
flashing rate of lamp was controlled by a potentiometer to 
give, with this particular instrument - Type 1200D, three 
fspeed* ranges, ise* 1) a low range 300-100Orpin, 2) a 
medium range 1000 - l|000rpm and 3 ) a high range 1000 - I8000rpu,s 
Using the instrument under all flow/ conditions of the liquid 
films in a semi-darkened laboratory it was soon ascertained 
that, except for very low rates of flow or at the line of 
inception of wave-motion, no single stroboscopic frequency 
could be found to give an absolutley ’stationary picture* 
of the rippled film well down the column (smooth and rough 
plates alike)o Nearly !static images* could be obtained quite 
clearly with some frequencies confirming the visual observations 
that, when fully developed, the ripples exhibit rather a 
spectrum of frequencies and amplitudes, some of which appear
* 8 6  a,.
V T
bit
Plate 9
Stroboflash for frequency spectrum analysis.
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to be predominant * as it basic or fundamental frequencies 
and amplitudes* to Honed b.y the whole series of harmonics*
The observed wavelength varied from 10cm down to ^Imm®
g) viscosity measurements#
Experimental measurements of the viscosity of glycerol 
solutions were made by using Standard U-tube viscometers 
^Appendix 12A ) a It was found that the laboratory data for 
27fo (&t) glycerol solution* obtained by direct measurement# 
differed by less than 1 per cent (Appendix 12A) from the 
results published by Sheely (93$94) and therefore his data 
for other compositions of glycerol, and water were subsequently 
used with confidence*
The glycerol solutions were prepard by mixing known 
volumes of pure glycerine and water and the calculated compo­
sitions were checked by direct density measurements by means 
of suitable hydrometers* The values obtained agreed with the 
handbook values (95) very closely.
Viscosities and densities of methyl alcohol and propyl 
alcohol were taken from the literature (94?99?96) and 
interpolated from a suitable graph for the required working 
temperatures when necessary (Appendix 12B )#
h) Surface tension measurements.
Some surface tension data of the liquids used* i.e, 
glycerol solutions, iso-propyl alcohol* methyl alcohol and 
water were taken from the literature (96?99s>94)o These were
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suitably plotted (Appendix 13A ) and the pertinent surface 
tension values of liquids used ( for the required working 
temperatures and concentrations) were obtained from the 
resulting graphs*
Where surface tension data could not be found in the 
literature direct measurements were made by the torsion 
balance method (100). The results are given in Appendix 13B.
i) Units.
C.G-.S.units were used throughout this work and all 
the experimental results and calculations were worked out 
accordingly.
6.1. Wave-motion with a liquid film on a hydrodynamically smoofK
Four surface phenomena were investigated in this sections
1) The critical Reynolds number of wave inception, Re--. ;
2) The line of wave inception; 3) ^he wave-length, A , at the 
line of wave inception and U) The optimum concentration of 
wetting agents for suppression of ripples. The word Suppression 
is used here deliberately. Rippling is an absolutely natural 
phenomenon on vertical liquid films and one has to use special 
means, e.g. wetting agents at a suitable concentration, for 
its elimination or suppression.
Only the work carried out on a hydrodynamically smooth 
plate (Stainless Steel) will be reported in this section.
Several liquids were used* Their dynamic viscosity varied 
between^-80cp and ^  0o6cp and their surface tension changed 
from^73 dynes/cm to'~22dynes/cm. All the measurements were 
taken as a function of the liquid rate of flow. The Reynolds 
number varied from U to well over U000.
The experimental data were taken from both the visual 
observations and the photographs and as a rule thw two 
parallel runs were made at different times,
a) The visual observations.
The surface of the stainless steel plate was well 
illuminated from the top by permanent fluorescent lighting 
and in addition an 'inspection lamp* could be brought from 
any side to provide an additional source of light. Under these 
conditions the liquid-bearing SSplate behaved as a mirror 
in which the slightest film surface disturbance could be noticed 
A millimeter scale was fixed on the side of the column with 
'zero reading' corresponding to the position of the knife- 
edge on the wetted plate. Th optimum concentration of wettqng 
agents for the suppression of wave-motion could be found by 
both a) the visual observation of the tendency of the film 
surface to ripple and b) the measurement of the extension of 
the film surface area provided by the U-channel recording 
capacitometer. The results obtained by the two methods are 
in excellent agreement3 The first method is much simpler and 
quicker and therefore the results reported here are exclusively 
based on it.
b) Tlie photographs.
Much information on the film wave-motion was obtained 
from tailing measurements from scores of photographs taken.. 
Some of these are included in a special photographic 
supplement to this work„ The code number of the photographic 
series will be given in the text for reference*
6.1.1. The critical Reynolds number of wave inception. Re;. » 
Wave motion on the film of 82% (wt) glycerine solution 
was selected to demonstrate that the notion of the critical 
Reynolds number for wave inception, , is quite well
founded (though some workers are sceptical about it (7) ) and 
can be confirmed by experiment.
a) The experimental results.
The pertinent physical constants of the liquids used 
appear in Table 3«>
Tile physical constants of the liquids used.
Liquid
Water
\iVD7o ~ " - !22
182% - - 23
|iso-Propyl alcohol 2C | \ 
j M ethyl ale oho h  j 1 9
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The results obtained diiring an experimental determination 
of the critical Reynolds number of wave inception with 
82%(wt) glycerine solution are given in Table -2+. The 
relevant photographs are included in the supplement, page 1,
Table J-u The critical Reynolds number of wave inception Rtg 
for 82% glycerine solution..
Q
1/mini cc/ sec
j  C I I l  o
t
r Re
1.951 O o 609 h  1a I ip 0 6
2.451 0,766 I 1.2+2+! 5.8
2°65! 0,823 I 1.59 !
6.2+
2.95 j
I
0.922 i 1.74 
j
7.0
I
3.20 1 .000
|
I 1.88 7.5
3*50 | 1 „09U ! 2.06 8.2
3o80 j i . 1 87 I 2.23 8.9
r.ie an 
°G
f
Line of wave Photo- 
inception, grapnic
cm below Lnife Suppleme:
visual* photo-I 
|graphicvj
No waveso"| No waves"
i? Jf i ;s if
coae
«? jf ff ?f
Faint* one sidey t
i No waves
5
6 
7
7*5 
11 
13.5
0hrvlh—WP-:
l
wi 1
W i 1
*5 1
j w 6 1
j wi
we 1
The values of L in Table k were obtained from the calibration 
chart. Appendix 10, Fig.1« The values of Q denote the volumetric 
rate of flow per sec per cm, length of the wetted width of plate
p
and similarly, * denotes the mass rate of flow in grams per 
sec per cm, of wetted perimeter. The last column of Table 1+ refer 
to the photographs tahen at the relevant film flow rate. The 
photographs are appended in the photographic supplement, p 1.
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I d )  conclusions „
At least three conclusions can be drawn from the I
above experimental results?
1* There is a definite rate of flow for the inception of 
wave motion which begins at the Reynolds number of inception,
Re±.
2* Even at the Reynolds number of inception, Re^, the line of 
inception does not start at the knife-edge, but some disLance 
below it, depending upon the physical characteristics of the 
liquid*
3«. The experimental results obtained for the critical Reynolds 
number of inception,Re_. « are in good agreement with the out­
lined theory, as shown in Pig.3a for the case of S2fo(wt) 
glycerine solution : the theoretical Re^ =' the experimental
Re = 7«0o 
i
6*1 *2o The line of wave lnception0 i
The experiments described in this section were perfomed 
with the object of elucidating the problem of the initial 
wave formation on the column* It was observed that as a rule 
at liquid rates higher than the critical Reynolds number of 
inception, Re^, the waves appeared over the entire wetted plate, 
except for some distance ar the top, below the knife-edge.
Several liquids were used and in all cases, as the flow 
rate increased, the line of wave-formation - quite sharply define cL- 
progressed down the column. The influence of air traction on the
at waye i niccptipr
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line of wave inception was also studied in the experiments 
with water films and this was done at three air velocity 
levels in both counter— current and co-current flow. Both 
visual and photographic measurements were taken. Appropriate 
photographs may be found in the special supplement*, The 
results are tabulated according to the liquid films used*
i.e. a) water (no-air~blow)7 b) water with counter-current 
and co-current air flow at three air velocity levels, c) four 
different glycerine solutions, d) iso-propyl alcohol, 
e) methyl alcohol.
Discussion of the results and conclusions are given 
at the end of the section.
A. Experimental results.
1° water (no air-blow).
The experimental results are given in Table 5*
The line of wave inception-rate of flow relationship
water
for. with no air-blo?*/- is plotted in Dig5l+a According to Jackson 
/ *
(fj) the stretch of liquid film free of wave motion increases 
linearly with the flow rate. The results plotted in Fig.i+ do 
not appear' to confirm Jackson’s observations on the linearity 
of this relationship and it seems that a better correlation can 
be obtained by introducing the Reynolds group, as shown in Fig.5- 
Both visual and. photographic observations were plotted in each 
case for comparison. The results refer to the same phenomenon 
observed by different techniques and, as mentioned already, on 
different occasions.
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Table 5* The line of wave inceptions water on SS plate - no air
blow,
L 1 Mean jtemp.j ,
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visual
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53,0
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106 00 I
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10.19
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Table 5» contd5
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2. Water in counter-currsnt and co-current film flow (at three 
air velocity levels)0
For brevity, only the visual observations are reported 
here. Air velocites and Reynolds numbers are calculated in 
Appendix J0 Throe air velocity levels were used?
I; Uuir = 155cm/sec; 10900
II: Id = 253cm/sec; K€ .,= 17800
III: Ui.V = 281 cn/sec; 'R ?.«,>= 19800,
the last one representing the maximum possible velocity with the
available blower.
The experimental results are given in Table 6. The
appropriate graphs are shown in Fig«6 and Fig.7*
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34.glycerine solutions
Four different glycerine solutions were used to
investigate the effect of viscosity on the line of wave
inception* Both visual and photographic measurements were 
takenj they are tabulated alongside for comparison.
Table.6. The line of wave inveptionj water in counter-current 
and co-current film flow.
Mean) Q 
temp! cc/sec
0.178
0.353
0.531
0.709
0.884
1.062
1.237
1.415
1.594
1.769
1.947
2.125
2.300
2.656
3.009
10.76
11.89
13.03
14.16
15.29
16.42
17.56
Re. Wave inception*cm below the 
knife edge
Counter-current flow.J Co-current
flow.
jtfeioEfty 
l ie ye
17.8 
35*2 j
53.0
7 0 .8
8 8 .2
3 .3 6 2
3.715 
4 .0 7 1  
4 .4 2 4  
4 .7 7 8  
5.131
5.487
h5,«ML
212.1
265.1
353.61 13421 
370.9! 1484J
406.4| 1626
441.6! 1766| 
477.0| 1908 
512.2 2049 
547.81 21911
71 3.5 -7y 1
141 5 4 3
212 6 5.5 3.5
283 7 6.5 4.5
353 8 7.5 5.5
424 9 8 6
494 10 9 7.5
565 11 9.5 9
636 H.5 10.5 10
706 12 11 10
778 12.5 12 11
848 3-4 12.5 12
918 j 15 13.5 13
106C1 16 14 13
1202I 16.5 15 14
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The line of wave inception - BeL relation of the 
visual observations for the glycerine solutions used is 
shown in Pig*8.
i) 27% (wt) glycerine silutiorio 
The experimental results are given in Table 7« The relevant 
photographs are included in the supplement9 p 6-8 *
ii) 37% (wt) glycerine solution.
The experimental results are given in Table 8. The appropriate 
photographs are appended in the supplement9 p 9~10„
iii) k5% (wrt) glycerine solution,,
The experimental results are shown in Table 9* The 
corresponding photographs are included in the supplement,p 11-12 .
iv) 82% (wt) glycerine solution*
The experimental results are given in Table 10. The apprpriate 
photographs are included in the supplement, p 13.
The experimental results are shown in Table 11 and 
the relevant photographs are appended in the supplement,p lk-15^
The experimental results are given in Table 12 and the 
appropriate photographs are included in the supplement p,16-17* 
The line of the wave inception - Re, relation of the photograph-' 
measurements of both iso-propyl and methyl alcohol is plotted 
in Fig„9o
Fig 8  . Line oj ktavc inception. - 7{cu ftlqtfcn.
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Mean i._ Het Line of wave f?hotographi c
l/min temp cc/ sec i inception, cm 1 Supplementv
°C cm below
-edge.
knife I
1
' visual1 photo- ! Code 1 Page.
2775~~ ~07K59
!
“ 2 T7T ~ 8,5
j grarhi
f  9,5” j Kis — jj—
2,90 0,90 6 22.9 92 9 9.5 K17
3.12 0.975 24.7 99 9*5 10.0 1 k i6 11
3*40 1.062 26.9 108 10 10,5 1 K15 11
3*70 1.156 29*3 117 10.5 10*5 K!4 «.
4.35 1<359 34*4 138. 10,8 K13 11
4.95 1.547 39.1 156 12,5 n.5 5 K12 I 11
6,10 22 1,906 ; 48.2 193 13*5 12,5 Kll 11
7.65 2.390 I 60.5 242 14*5 14*0 1 K10 j 
K9 I
12
9.05 2.8281 71.6 286 16 15.0 12
10,35 3.234 | 81.8 327 18 116.5 I K8 | 12
12,00 j 3*750 94.9 380 20
i _
+7.5 K7 12
13*40 ! 4*187 105.9 424 22 118.5 1 k6 12
14*95 : 4.671 118.2 473 24 119.0 K5 12
15.70 4-i 906 1 124-1 496 — .. _
16,45 I 5.140 130,1. 520 ! 26 ' 1 *“18,0 j 5*624 j 142,3 569 27 - 1
-
Table 10, Theline of wave insert
Mean i Q, r
l/min tempi cc/see tc;.
°G ' j cm
3.20 n 1.000 “ 0 5 "
3.50 11.09U 2.06
3.80 1.187 2.23
4^* »-l-0 23 !1.281 2.41
4*45 j1.390 2.59
1
1.1+84 2.79 
-1U27J 3.38
*HwtJ glycerine solution. 
ne of wave ince-photographic 
ion,cm below j Supplements
ife-edge, a_
ualf photograph! ‘
" “T  T.ff
11.0
, E 4 i ~ h L _ l ] . ling ofpvaVe Inception; iso-propyl alcohol
L
l/min
QMean!
temp| cc/’sei 
'C 1 cm
4.00 
4.25 j
4.50 
4.80 
5.05 i
6.50
8.20 s 
10o05l 
11.901 
13.6ol 
15.4o!
17.20 
19.15
20
1.250 
1.328 
1 «4o6
1.500
1.578
2.031
2.562
« 140
3.718 
4.240 
4.812 
5.374 
5.984
Het Line of wave inceptiorj* Photog-
cm below knife edge raphic
I .  T  
I 1 v i s u a i
4l,5l 166 8.5
44* 1 i 176 9
46.7! 137 9.5
49,9 j 200 10
52 0 4 210 10.5
67.5 270 14
85.1 1 3l+o 16
104,4 418 18
123.6 1 494 20
141,2j 565 21
159.9 640 22
178.6 ! 714 24
198*9 ! 796 26
7
8
8.5
9
9.5
13.5 
14
14
15
21
21.5
Supplem-
i ent.
- M - e s s f
! X4 j 14
! X5 | 14
1 X6 j 14
! xi ■; 14
j xs ! 14
1 X9 | 15
1 X1° 1 15Xll 1 15
] X12 | 15
X13 15
X14 15 c
Table 12. The line of wave
J  ~ | "
L I Mean 0, ! "
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l/min tempi cc/ j jlt I j cm below knife-edge
'C | sec*cm j \ ||Wnunl|photo/caph
4*90!
5.10!
5.35!
5.651
5.95I
7.851
9.50'
11.20
13.15
11+. 9.
16.6
18.1+
20.2
19
ic
1.5311 201.7! 
1.591+1 210.0 
1,672 1 220.3 
1.765 i 232.5!
Het|Line of wave inceptionJ Photographic
. ' Supplement._
Code! page.
**” 16 
16
1.859
2.1+53
2.968
3.50C
1+.109
I+.656
5.187
5.71+9
807 
81+0 
881 
930
21+1+.9 j 930
3*3«* | 129:
391.0! 1561
1+61.1 j 1811 
51+1.1+ 2166121+ 
613.I+! 21+51+! 26.5 
+ 1 2731+ 26.5 
3030 j 277s7 )t J  I O
8
8.5
9
9.5
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4
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Z26
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Z28
Z?3
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tno
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B. Conclusions.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the 
experimental results on the line of wave inception on 
liquid films:
1. Above the critical Reynolds number of wave inception,
Re;. , (which is quite low for all liquids, as demonstrated 
in the previous section) waves appear over the entire 
column except for some distance at the top.
2. As the flow rate increases, the line of wave formation 
-quite well defined - progresses down the column leaving 
a space free of wave motion below the knife-edge.
3. This distance free of wave-motion is obviously a function 
of both the liquid film and air Reynolds number, it 
increases markedly with the viscosity of the liquid film, 
but evidently it does not increase ’linearly* with the
flow rate as assumed by Jackson (5)»
i|. The line of inception -Re^ relation shows definite trends 
reflecting on the character of the film flow. Over the 
range of flow observed the following flow regimes can be 
identified:
1. The true laminar (before the wave inception)
2. The pseudo-laminar
3. The transitional
k» The pseudoturbulent
3.The turbulent.
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These flow regimes are demonstrated by the distinct breaks 
in the line of inception - Rew relation, as shown in Pigs.
5-9 • It may be seen that the corresponding sections of the 
curves for all liquids are approximately parallel.
5. The distance free of wave motion decreases markedly with *
i
!l
the increase in Re*;,, in both countercurrent and cocurrent *
I
air blow, as shown in Pig.6 and Pig.7. ?
t
6. The change over from the pseudolaminar to the pseudo turbulent L
ji
mode of flow is reflected in the appearance of the line of J
wave inception, as shown by the photographs in the supplement 
(CI15 - Cl20, pit).
7. The line of inception may be used very conveniently for 
the determination of wavelength (or spacing between waves).
6.1.3. The Wavelength at the line of wave inception.
It was shown in Chapter U that the wavelength, -A , is
i1
expected to be a function of the rate of flow, the kinematic U| j j
viscosity and the surface tension of the liquid (cf eqn.83). £
) -
Careful examination of the photographs submitted in the j- 
supplement also reveals the fact that 4 is a very complicated 
function of the height of the column. It is evident, inddeed, j
that at times A practically looses its identity some ^
distance below the line of inception of wave motion and the f
only location, where this does not happen, is the immediate j
of {
vicinity of the lineAonset of wave formation. The immediate j
vicinity of the line of wave formation is therefore the only j
place on the wetted column which can be used for measurements j
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of wavelengths having the usual physical meaning.
Measuring \ at the line of wave inception offers 
also the advantage that )[ may he examined as a function 
of the rate of flow which is not the case, of course, 
when it is attempted to follow ’’the progress of typical 
single waves” only at the Reynolds number of wave inception, 
He- (59).
A. Experimental results.
All the measurements reported here were taken from 
the photographs appended in the supplement.
As a general rule average values of wavelength, A  # 
were obtained by measuring the distance occupied by a train 
of five apparently equally spaced crests.
Theoretical results predicted by Kapitsa*s analysis 
(2) are included fox* comparison.
“ *•» “ ■*’ ^  - i - M f
- 1 =
Seven liquids were investigated. The results for the SS plate 
and no air-blow are given below.
a) 82$ (wt) glycerine solution
.1 0 4.
^ at the line of wave inception; GZ% (wt)
Photo­
graphic
supple­
ment. 
Code Page
Mear
temi
C
■ Q 
cc/
sec
cm
- ? '0 \% a
% ) *
-cT 
j1
>ory.
Oo'ttf
Cm
A
a c
K
trtu
W6 ■ 13 1.000 7 .5 2 9 6 .7 9 1 7 .2 3 1.29 1 0 .9 1 1 1 .8 2.5f
W7 13 1 .0 9 4 8 .2 271.29 16.47 1.24 1 1 .2 5 1 1 .0 2.51
W8 13 23 1.187 8 .9 250.04 15.81 1.19 1 1 .5 6 1 0 .3 2.5
W9 13 1.281 9 .6 231.69 15.21 1.14 11.85 9 .6 Z*k
W10 13 1.390 1 0 .4 213.52 14.60 1.10 12.18 9 .0 2.9
Wll 
—. . .
13 1.484 1 1 .2 200.00 14.14 1 .0 6 12.45 8 .5 2.5
b) 45%(wt) glycerine solution.
Table.14. A, at the line of wave inception; k5% (wt) 
glycerine solution on SS plate.
Photo­
graphic 
Supple- 
ment 
Codet Page
Mean 
temp 
o
C
K18
K17
K16
K15
K14
K13
K12
Kll
K10
K9
K8
K7
KG
11
11 
11
11 
11 
11 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
K5 12 
K4
22
Q
cc/
sec
cm
-
0.859
0.906
0.975
1.062
1.156
1.359
1.5471
1.906
2.390
2.828
3.234|
3.750
4.187
4.671
4.906
Re.
87
92
99
108
117
138
156
193
242
286
327
380
424
473
496
M S
1 0 '
2 9 .6 9 1
2 8 .1 5 0
26.158
24.016
22.063
18.767
16.487
13.381
10.671
9.019
7.886
6.801
6.091
5.460
5.197
Theory.
.A
5 .4 4 9
5 .3 0 6
5 .1 1 4
4 .9 0 0
4.697
4.332
4.061
3.658
3.266
3.003
2.805
2.608
2.468
2.337
2.280
c in.
0.409
0.398
0.384
0.368
0.352
0.325
0.305
0.274
0.245
0.225
0.210
0.196
0.185
0.175
0.171
x
Q *  10* W
tn-t
4.36
4.44
4.55
4.68
4.82
5.01
5.31
5.69
6.14
6.49
6.79 
7.13 
7.40 
7.67
7.79
X
Q.
9.4
9.0
8.4 
7.9
7.3
6.5
5.7
4.8
4.0
3.5
3.1 
2.7
2.5
2.3
2.2
A P
l.U I
;1.6 j
1 *7 i
1.5 I
^  !
1.4 I
1 .5  i
1^]\
1.3 M
1.4 j I
1.4 !
1 .5 : 
1 .4  i
1 .3  I
1.3 j:
  --«.S
c) 37% (wt) glycerine solution
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Table,15. A at the line of wave inception; 37% (wt) 
glycerine solution on SS -plate, _______  _ _
Photo­
graphic
supple­
ment
Mear
tenrg
°c
CC/
sec
cm
Re4 W S  \i iFT H o  Q'/J
Thee>ry .
4J
tfn
Qo«l0%
cm.
A
Code H i  Pm*
136 9 0.969 136 1 9 .4 9 0 4.415 0.331 4.07 8.3 1.6
1351 9 1.062 150 17.784 4 .2 1 7 0.316 4.20 7.*: 1.5
134 9 1.265 178 14.930 3 .8 6 4 0.290 4.45 6.*: 1.3
135 9 1.625 229 11.622 3.409 0.256 4.83 5.3 1.4
132 9 2.093 295 9.024 3 .0 0 4 0.225 5.26 4.3 1.3
131 — 2.312 326 8.169 2.854 0.214 5.^4 3.S 1.2
130 9 22 2.562 361 7.372 2.715 0.204 5.63 3.6 1.3129 10 2.781 392 6.791 2.606 0.195 5.78 3.1 1.2
I2tt 10 3.250 458 5.811 2.410 0.181 6.10 3.C 1.1127 10 3.750 528 5.036 2.245 0.168 6.39 2.6 1.1
126 10 4.218 594 4.478 2.117 0.159 6 .6 5 2.1 1.1
125 10 4.687 660 4.029 2.007 0.151 6 .8 9 2.2 1.2
124 10 5.187 731 3. Ski 1.908 0.143 7.12 2.C 1.2
d) 27% (wt) glycerine solution.
Table.16, A at the line of wave inception; 27$ (wt) 
glycerine solution on SS plate, ______
Photo­
graphic 
Supple­
ment .
Mean
temp
°C
Q
cc/
sec
cm
• w w m
>':) ,,,'V /v£ J
:7r-; */C
'•PV'
Theor
A
CtVi,
2____
Qo'lO1
tth
- ± l
ac
V
Code
H4 6 1 .0 7 237 ii .6 5 0 3.413 0 .2 5 6 3.63 7 .ii 1.2
H5 6 1*18 261 10.580 3.253 0 .2 4 4 3.75 6 .5 1.2H6 6 1.42 313 8.832 2.972 0 .2 2 3 3.99 5 .6 1.0
H7 6 1 .6 0 354 7.805 2.794 0 .2 1 0 4.15 5.1 1.2H8 6 1.79 395 6.989 2.644 0 .1 9 8 4.31 4.6 1.1
H9 6 2*06 454 6.091 2.468 0.185 4.51 4.1 l.C
H10 7 2.31 508 5.432 2.303 0.173 4.69 3.7 1.0Hll — 2.51 553 4.994 2.235 0.168 4.82 3*5 1.1
H12 — 25 2*781 612 4.621 2.150 0.161 4.98 3.2 1.2
H13 7 3.000 660 4.186 2,046 0.153 5.11 3.0 l.C
H14 7 3.218 708 3.903 1.975 0.148 5.23 2.8 1.0
H15 7 3.50 770 3.588 1.895 0.142 5.38 2.6 1.1
Hl6 7 3.75 825 3.349 1.830 0.137 5.51 2.5 1.1HI 7 7 3.98 876 3.181 1.783 0.134 5 .6 2 2.4 1.1H18 8 4.187 921 2.999 1.732 0.130 5.71 2.3 1.1H19 8 4.437 976 2.830 1.682 0.126 5.82 2.2 1.1
H20 8 4.687 1031 2.679 1.637 0.123 5.93 2.1 1.2
H21 8 4.968 1092 2.528 1.591 0.119 6.05 2.0 1.2
H22 8 5.218 1148 2.407 1.552 0.116 6.15 1.9 1.3
H23 8 5.437 1196 2.310 1.520 0.114 6.23 1.9 1.2
.106,
e) water
Photo­
graphic
Sunnlemenl
Meai
tem]
■ °c
Q
i cc/ 
sec 
cm
Re,
Jm IV M V V JLmA
(V
6 . L xjof
Q-j
lA
1,77 \'IQ
*■»
Thei
X
C n:
2S7 _
a,sic'
C/J.
A
a 0
a, uv *
thvCode
CI3 2 0 .2  SS 106 27.639 5.257 0.394 1.87 2 1 .1 1 .0
CI4 2 0.353 141 20.827 4.564 0.342 2.05 1 6 .7 1 .1  1
CI5 2 0.531 212 13.845 3.722 0.279 2.35 11.9 1 .1
CI6 2 0.709 283 10.369 3 .2 2 0 0 .2 4 2 2.59 9.3 1 .1
Cl 7 2 0 .8 8 4 353 8.317 2.884 0 .2 1 6 2.79 7.7 1 .1
Cl 8 2 1 .0 6 2 424 6.923 2.631 0.197 2 .9 6 6.7 1 .0
CI9 3 1.237 494 5.943 2.437 0.183 3 .1 2 5.9 1 .1
CI10 3 1.415 565 5.196 2.280 0.171 3.26 5.2 1.1
c m 3 1.594 636 4.612 2.147 0.161 3.39 4.7 1 .0  :
CI12 3 1.769 706 4 .1 5 6 2.038 0.153 3.51 4.4 1.1 !
CI13 3 20 1.947 778 3.776 1.944 0.146 3.35 4.1 1 .0
CI14 3 2.125 848 3.460 1.860 0.140 3.74 3.7 0 .9 1
Cl 15 4- 2.300 918 3.196 1.788 0.134 3.81+ 3.5 1 .0
Cl 16 4 2.478 990 2.969 1.723 0.129 3.93 3.3 0 .9
CI17 4 2.656 1060 2.768 1 .6 6 3 0.125 | 4.02 3.1 1 .0  :
Cl 18 4 3.184 1272 2.309 1.520 0.114 4.27 2.7 0 .9  i
CI19 4 3.540 1414 2.077 1.441 0.108 4,43 2.4 1 .0
CI2o 5 3.893 1554 1.888 1.374 0.103 4.57 2.3 1 .0
Cl 21 5 4.424 1766 1.661 1.289 0.097 4.77 2.0 1 .1  j
Cl 22 5 4.956 1979 1.483 1.218 0.091 4.95 1.8 1.0 !
Cl 23 5 5.309 2120 1.385 1.177 0.088 5.07 1.7 1.2
Cl 24 5 5.662 2261 1.298 1.140 0.086 5.18 1-7 1.0
\ f) iso-propyl alcohol 
ate.16* ^  at tixG line wave inception; iso-propyl on SS
Photo­ Mean Q A0 L /V X A  u. Theory 1
graphic temp cc/ h r  bin X A
Sunt)lement ° r sec Qa
-J\ (1, X iff
Code Pa r g C cm t t'i'i Or. a 0 O n
x4 14 1.250 16 6 ~T7fSo 2.600 0.195 4.51 4.3 l.l
X5 14 1.328 17 6 6 .3 6 3 2.522 0.189 4.6l 4.1 1.2
X6 14 1.406 187 6 .0 1 0 2.1+52 0.181+ 4.70 3.9 1.2
14 1.500 200 5.63*+ 2.371+ 0.178 4.79 3.7 1.1X8 14 20 1.578 210 5.355 2.311+ 0.171+ 4.88 3.6 1.1
X9 15 2.031 270 1+.160 2.01+0 0.153 5.07 3.0 1.1X10 15 2.562 340 3.298 1.816 0.136 5.74 2.4. l.CXll 15 3.140 418 2.691 1.61+0 0.123 6.14 2.0; 0.9XI2 15 3.718 494 2.273 1.507 0.113 6.49 1.7 0.9
X13 15 4.812 640 1.756 1.325 0.099 7.08 1 .4 0.9
X14 15 5.984 796 1.1+12 1.188 0.089 7.61 1.2 1.1
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Table 19. A  at
g) methyl alcohol
(v’Cttrg
the line of/- ince-ption: methyl alcohol on SS plate
Photo­
graphic
Supple­
ment
Code! Base
Mean
temp
°r
.Q
cc/
eec
cm
.
Qy
(ti fyf
\Gq ] ■ ' A
e/M
Theor
q0*Lq
Cm,
A
U0
^ p
c m
Z20 16 1.531 807 * 4.441 i.2di "bVdgt X o f S. 6 oVS1 ■’1
X21 16 1.59k 840 1 1.384 1 .1 7 6 0.086 3.0S 2 .8 0 .6
Z22 16 1.672 881 1.319 1 .1 4 9 0.089 3*1*1 2 .7 0 .7
Z23 16 1.765 930 1.250 1.118 0.084 3.2C 2 .6 0 .8
Z2U 16 1.859 980 1.187 1.089 0.082 3.26} 2.5 0*6
Z25 16 19 2.453 1293 0.899 0.948 0.071 3*57 2 .0 0.7
Z26 17 2.968 1564 0.743 0.862 0.065 3.81 1 .7 1.0
Z27 17 3.500 1844 0.630 0.794 0.06C 2+.0P 1 .5 1.0
Z2S 17 4.109 2166 0.537 0.733 0.055 b» 2h 1 .3 1.0,
Z29 17 4 .6 5 6 2454 - - mm — 1 .3
Y13 17 5.187 2734 — - • — — 0 .9
Y11+ 17 6.312 3326 — — — -* 1.0
B. Conclusions.
It will be appreciated from examinination of the ratio
of the theoretical wavelength to the film thickness, aa 0 '
in the above tables thkt most of our measurements fall outside 
the range of flow for which the theory proposed was meant to 
apply. Nevertheless the trend of change of the experimental 
•Ap # is in the right direction and of the same order of 
magnitude as that proposed by the theory. This is certainly 
very encouraging, especially so , when one considers that the 
above theoretical and experimental values of  ^$ are the first 
to be published on a variety of liquids and at a different 
flow rates.
The experimental results show clearly that at times
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we are dealing with a type of flow which appears as a kind 
of deformation of the theoretically obtained sinusoidal 
flow and one of the manifestations of this deformation is 
the fact that the experimental s are slightly longer than 
those predicted by the theory.
This may be explained by a general observation that 
the waves appear in practice as though coalescing and 
agglomerating into groups with the obvious result that the 
wave-length and amplitude of the waves are slightly bigger 
than those established by the theoretical analysis.
6.1 .U. The optimum concentration of wetting agents for
Water solutions of three surface active agents were 
used; Manoxol 0T, Teepol L and white Tide (Appendix 13B).
The film surface was examined visually and also by means 
of the four-channel capacitometer. Both methods provided 
results leading to the same conclusions and therefore only 
the simpler technique, i.e. the visual observations and the 
photographs will be described here.
A. Exneremental results.
The reduction of the surface tension of water is a 
general property of water-soluble wetting agents and detergents 
This effect was measured in most cases directly by the du 
Nouy tensiometer. The results and graphs showing the relation­
ship between the concentration and surface tension of the
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solutions used are given in Appendix 13B#
Increasing amounts of surface active agents were 
added to water and the solutions recirculated over the 
SS plate, the appearance of the film surface "being 
examined for any formation of wave motion or ripples 
at different flow rates.
a) water and Manoxol OT.
A full account of the observations is given in Table 20*
Table 20* Optimum concentration of Manoxol OT for suppression
UJL X I M M l v O  VXi G% OillVU OXX •
Mean temparature : 20^ C.
Surface
tension, dynes/cm. 60 I .50...... w . u  .
cc/
sec
cm.
\ c /  , / I 
m/u) i
X
0 .00050% ! 0.00X25% 0.0025%
O . W j. 177 Damped waves: 1 
low freqncy, 
low ampldfc.
Incp*' 6cm below 
KE^*wave motion 
gradually damped 
out along the 
plate.
No wave motion 
Smooth film 
surface.
No wave ! 
motion. j
i
1
1
|
j
0.662 2 6k
Incptv 7cm below 
KE.Damped low 
freqn^v , low 
ampl^ waves 
•smoothed out 
at the bottom 
of the plate.
No wave motion 
Smooth film 
surface
I I
•it
; J f
No wave ; j  
motion. j j
0.881| 353
Incpn 9cm below 
IKE;otherwise 
I as above
V. faint puls­
ations appear 
V. low freqn and 
v. low amplitude.
No wave 
motion*
i
^  ■ j
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Table 20. contd.
Mean temperature; 20^ 0*
Surface dynes/ 
tension, cm 50 bl.k
Q
cc/sec
cm
*\ 0/
Re^X
\
j
i
0.00030% 0.00125% 0.0025%
1.237 b9b Incp * 13cm below Pulsations 
KE. Higher freqn'^ more pron- 
set in at the top. ounced but 
Bottom of plate still very 
quite smooth. damped; very
low freqn^ 
and v.low 
amplitude.
First v faint 
pulsations 
appear Damp­
ed; v. low 
freqncy and 
v. low 
amplitude.
1.59b 636 Incp*' 15 cm below 
KE. Damped waves 
spread out across 
whole column
As above
Single waves 
Amplitude 
slightly 
bigger;
1.9U7 778
a
Incp 17cm below 
KE. Higher amplit­
ude and frequencies .Single wave- 
at the top than lets appear, 
at the bottom of 
column
Pockets or 
f nuclei! # ** 
of disturb­
ance appear 
at KE and 
give: rise to 
flat wave­
lets.
2.300 918
Incpn 1 9.5cm 
below KE. High
frequencies top, Single wave-lets- 
low amplitudes lose their ident- 
and frequencies ity 2/3rds down 
bottom. the column.
Occasional 
1 family of 
ripples1 
oringinating j 
from the 
1 nuclei1. 
Ripple |
formation in 
slow motion
.111,
Table 20. contd.
temparature 20 C.
Surface
tension
dynes/ 
cm 60 50 47.4
Q
cc/ sec 
cm
2.656
^  0/ / i
Re^'/w >
4*424 1766
5.309
6.193
2120
2473
0.00050% 0.00125%
1060 I Incp"''21 cm Single wavelets;
Ibelow KE. start at KE, lose
jHigher identity halfway
|amplitudes down the column.
|and frequencies 
|ies spread­
ing down to 
the bottom
3,540 11414 Incpn 23 cm 
| I below KE.
j j * Turbulent
j waves* on 
jthe whole 
{plate.
Single wavelets; 
start at the hem* 
immediately below 
KE, lose identity 
l/3rd down.
Incp 30 cm 
below KE. 
Otherwise 
as above.
Pulsations spread 
but no continuous 
wave motion yet.
Incpa 34 cm 
below KE.
Much agitated 
rippling.
0.0025$
Single waves 
spread out from 
the ’hem* below KE.
’Nuclei* giv­
ing rise to 
waves flowing- 
down as sep­
arate entit­
ies.
The *hem* 
appears just 
below KE. 
’Nuclei* 
burst giving 
rise to fami­
lies of ripp­
les.
Discrete : 
families of 
ripples orig­
inating from 
the ’nuclei* 
Plow down in 
expanding 
circles.
Ditto
Incp 36 cm 
below KE 
* Turbulent 
rippling*
Waves spread out 
from the *hem* below 
KE.Some high freqnes 
present. Much damping,
Ditto.
KE - Knife edge; start at KE or immediately below it.
• 112 •
•LclUJLX €~\J V-'Vjli OLt •  ^ W
Surface tension 
dynes/cm U3.9 39.8 30.8
° ^ sec! X Xcm ; X
t
0.0075$ 0.017552 0.075052
0.1*1*1*. 177 No wave mot- No wave mot- Damped waves of 
ion. ion. small amplitude j
and low freqncy.
Incpn ^  half- j 
way down the 
plate.
0*66 2 261*.
p
No wave mot- First faint Regular incepn | 
ion. wavelets of damped wave 1
appear half- motion ^  i*.Ocm 
way down the below KE.
0 .88U 353
plate.
Faint low Gentle damped As above, 
ampl*’* puls- wave motion | 
ations of starts l/3rd j 
low freqncy down the plate. j 
start on the j 
sides of the | 
column. 1■I
1.237 U9k
1
Damped waves Damped waves As above 
of very low of low freqncy 
amplitude and v.small 
at the bottom amplitude cover 
of the plate. 3/5th of the
plate.
1.59U 636
1
fNuclei1 or 1 Nuclei1 or Inception^50cm 
pockets of pockets of below KE. Higher 
disturbance disturbance freqncies set 
appe'.r at appear at KE. in at the bottom 
the top of 
the plate.
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•®able 20 contd. 
jMean temparature: 20 C
Surface tension. j 
dynes/cm U3.9 1 39.8. 30.8.
Qcc/seciV-Cfc“iW 0.0075$ [0.0115% 
/ an ,  “fci ''-■4. 1 i
0.0750%
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.947 778 ’Nuclei* formed at * Nuclei* Line of 
KE and immediately more freq- inception 
below, lose ident- uent, sprea- not at all 
ity half way down ding out sharp. Sta- 
the plate. down**j?late• nding waves ;
A appear.
2.300 918
■
The ’hem* appe- Higher freq.- Higher 
ars at KE. Incp"' ncies appear freqncies 
of damped waves at the bottom. and'surge* 
2/3th down the waves begin* 
plate. to appear. ;
2.656 1060 Higher freqncies The ’hem*
set in at the appears at As above
lower half of KE.
the plate*
3.540 1414
;  »
’Surge waves* Surge waves The ’hem*
appear on the at the lower at KE,
lower half of half of the horizontal
the plate. plate. ’surge waves’
and vertical
ridges on the]
lower half 1
4.424 1766 ’Nuclei* at the The ’hem* More’surge 
top and ’surge immediately waves', ' 
waves’ at the below KE, vertical 
bottom. ’nuclei* on ridges wash-
the top half ? ed further 
and ’surge waves down. | 
on the bottom 
of the plate.
5.309 2120
j
The’hem’ spreads More ?surge 
out downward waves’. Ditto. j 
generating vertical | 
’ridges* of high ! 
freqncy pulsations
?Surge waves’. j
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Table 20 contd.!r,«sz.rri ♦„ .,Q----- - - -, ......... ...... .  ... ....- -------
Mean temperature:20 C
Surface tension j 
dynes/cm. 43.9 j 39*8 30.8
Q
ss/sec 
cm
' s a ^ r 0.0075% j 0.017555
...... . ...... 1___  . .........  ....
0.0750%
6.193 2k73
. . . . .
As above ^  3-h surge Quite
waves on the violent and 
bottom half of turbulent 
the plate at any surge waves 
one time. superimposed
on general 
.. . .. .....rippling. . ...
The first appearance of the wave motion is plotted
in Pig.10 as a function of the flow rate and the concentration 
of Manoxol OT. The resulting curve shows quite clearly the 
optimum concentration of the surface-active agent for the 
suppression of rippling.
b) water and Teepol L.
A simplified summary of the observations of the effect of 
increasing concentration of Teepol L solutions on wave 
formation is presented in Table 21.
The results are plotted in Pig.11 and ,once again, the 
optimum concentration of Teepol L may be clerkly seen.

Table 21. Optimum concentration of Teepol L for suppresion
of ripples on SS plate. 1
Mean temperature:20°C.
Surface tension j
53 U3 37 34
Q
cc/sec
cm 1 ReX
\
0.012555 |
I |
0.02555 0.05055 0.125$
'
0.375$
0.444 177
'
Wave motion Smooth
surface
Smooth
surface
Smooth
surface
Smooth j 
surface• j
0.662 264 ft ?! tt s tt It j)
Hi
________ i
0.884 353 a ? 5? tt tt
j j; 1 i-s\ : 
j i
1*237 494 1! It Wave mot­
ion. it t Wave . 
motiop.
1.59U 636 ft ft St Wave
motion. tt
I!
tt ij
1.947 778 ft Sf tt tt tt
if
P
» ill 
fj
_ ...... ii
2.300 918 It ft ft tt Wave
motion.
1:
11 ' [j
2.656 1060
:
ft tt tt tt tt
HjiJin
tt K
ill
-  ............  Pi
nwnyr »!-' mwjhwh h »Hf y pf-yp w
if J  ^  j  4  £
"  ■*!& '9tf/99 $
o «•
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c) water and Tide.
Likewise, Table 22 sums up the effect of varying concentrations 
of Tide on wave formation with a water film on the smooth plate.
Table 22. Optimum concentration of Tide for suppression of
*ripples on SS pla te.
Mean temperature;20°C.
Surface tension 
dynes/cm k5 • 0 38.3 36 .5 28.1+ 28.0
c c / s e c j M ^
cm ! Re. \  ■ 0.0125$ 0.025$ 0 .05$ ' 0.10$ 0.20$
0.1+1+1+ 177 1 Wave mot­ion.
Smooth
surface
Smooth
surface
Smooth
surface
Smooth
surface
0.662 261+ ft f! Smooth
surface
tt tt ft ; |
1 i
0.881+
:
353 ft ft Wave mot­
ion.
tt tt I f
■ j
1*237 1+91+ tt ft tt f ft tt Wave
motion.
1.59U 636 tt tt tt tt ft tt
; ; i
•j!
tt ' -j
f;!
1*91+7 778 tt ft tt tt ft Wave
motion
tt ! j
i I
2.300 918 tt tt tt 11 if t
) i
tt M
2.656 1060 tt ft ft tt ff tt ft ]\
3*51+0 11+11+ tt If tt tt Wave
motion
t t tt ;j
1+.1+21+ 1766 t t  ft it I! tt tt ;
............_ .1
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The above results are plotted in Pig.12.
B.Conclusions.
In all cases considered the additions of surface 
active agents to water diminished the tendency of the film 
surface to ripple, but the effect varied with the concentration 
and flow rate. The line of wave inception also changed 
upon successive additions of the wetting agents used.
It was noticed that in each case the initial small 
concentration of wetting agent was accompanied by a decrease 
in both the amplitude and frequency of the wave motion, as 
described in column 1 of Table 20. The corresponding 
photographs of the top, middle and bottom sections of the 
plate with a water film containing 0.0005% Manoxol 0T may be 
found in the supplement, p 18-20. The photographs referring 
to the same ReL are arranged underneath each other. The 
pictures shown may be regarded as a typical example of wave 
motion setting in quite naturally and in spite of the 
wetting agent which was at too low a concentration to suppress 
the wave motion at its inception. It succeeded, nevertheless, 
in damping out or eliminating practically all higher frequen­
cies (harmonics) and attenuating the amplitude of the 
remaining vraves.
Continual addition of the wetting agent suppressed 
the wave motion further ■until the film surface appeared 
absolutely smooth and mirror-like, only occasionally to
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be disturbed by ’nuclei* of localised pulsations giving 
rise to a small family of ripples losing their identity 
less quickly than usual. These *nuclei* or pockets of 
disturbance* not losing their identity straight away but 
expanding sideways whilst travelling down the plate as 
separate entities may quite possibly serve as a starting 
point to the experimental determination of l£ , the 
mixing length defined by Prandtl (103) as the mean 
distance which a fluid in any oddy travels at right 
angles to the direction of flow before it can be considered 
to have lost its identity.
Appropriate photographs taken at this stage of concen­
tration of the wetting agent are shown in the supplement, 
p 21, including a single family of ripples at the bottom 
of photograph TU. The pictures are so arranged as to show 
the entire length of the column at two flow rates.
Further addition of wetting agent, beyond the concentration 
at which practically all wave motion was eliminated, caused 
the restoration of rippling and a clear emergence of ’surge 
waves’ (cf ring waves observed by Brauer(6) on the outside 
of the tube), despite the fact that the surface tension ]
of the solutions used continued to decrease. j
The relevant photographs taken at this stage r.re shown j 
in the supplement, p 22-2U. j
Thus in each of the three cases of the surface-active j
agents used there existed an optimum concentration of the agent 
for the attainment of a practically smooth film surface.
smooth -plate.
Both the smooth and the rough plate were used for 
investigations in this section under no-air-blow, counter- 
current and co-current conditions of flow, but for clarity 
and brevity of presentation only the results with a hydro- 
dynamically smooth SS plate with no air-blow will be reported 
here •
6.2.0. The experimental technique.
Four glycerine solutions, two alcohols and water were 
used. To study the influence of surface-active agents on 
the film thickness, Manoxol OT, Teepol L and white commercial 
Tide were tried in aqueous solution.
The average film thickness was calculated from hold-up 
data. The collection of liquid in all the measurements was 
achieved by the use of the semi-automatic device described 
in Chapter 3*
The drainage time varied between 20 minutes - for the 
very viscous 82% (wt) glycerine solution - and 3 minutes for 
the very mobile methyl alcohol.
The collected drainage was corrected in all cases by 
the amount of liquid still adhering to the plate and the 
catch-trough at the end of the specified time. The amount 
of the residul liquid left on the plate and the sliding 
catch-trough was found directly by mopping it up with a linen
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swab and weighing. This was found to be independent of the 
flow rate.
The results are given in Table.23•
Table 23
Liquid /water j water j water j water j 
used ! | + j + | +
; ! 0.128% 0.20$ ! 0.00128$
glycerine ] 
solutions’ '
. % w/w . r.. .
Alcohols
i
|
\
i
Teepol L. Tide,, i Manoxol 
j ' j OT.
27;371 45! 82
| j |
Proi MeOH
f!
Residua]] 
amount j 6.5 
Vr, cc !
j
! !
7 i 7 ! 7
1 i
! 1 .!
i 1 1
19 24j 28 171
1 1 
_________i—
1 t .i!
6 2
The experimental film thickness was compared with the 
calculated results based on the theories due to Kapitsa (2), 
Nusselt (8) and the application of the postulate of von Karman 
(35) due to Dukler and Bergelin (4)*
Consequently, new velocity distribution equations are propsed 
by the author.
6.2.1. Worked example.
From the experiments on water film flow (Table 24);
Width of the wetted plate .= 53»34cm.
Vertical plate area = 11380.62cm
Average water temperature = 20°C.
Dynamic liquid viscosity, jiL = l.OOOcp.
Liquid density, p., = 0.9982 gr/cc
Kinematic viscosity, v = 1.0017 cs
.121.
Liquid^per unit wetted perimeter, Q jjwsj*Q-OOOtyW
Volumetric liquid hold-up, Ht ccs
H.
Experimental film thickness, mp = r Hi.* 0‘0000^726 H  1cm
i t »»* •. U  t* A* f
dynamic surface tension, 6 = 72.0 dynes/cm ^
Theoretical film thickness according to Kapitsa,#/- £ 'j3 9 ^ ^ J c*i
Theoretical film thickness according to Nusselt,
i f
Theoretical film thickness based on Duklerfs graphical method,
j V> ~ rr   L I
I, J
Theoretical film thickness based on von Karman's universal
velocity profile, developed in this work
When the water rate, L = 1.42 1/min and the volumetric 
hold-up, E l » 226.5ml (the latter is made up of : Volumetric 
drainage, V^  plus residual amount, V* , where VL * 220cc 
and V^. = 6.5cc) we have*
Q = 1420 x 0.000312461 = 0.44 4 cc/sec.cm.
The experimental film thickness, m,, = 226*5 x 0.00008?8686?
n
as 0*0199cm = 1.96 x 10cm.
a 3
Qv X  10 = 0.444 X  0.010017 X 10 a 4.45
% L= * G  -  0 - o o o o i o t n« Q
,7 J
0-00OOlOZl^ O-^ l4= CnS5cr>!
and f t  Q  \ h  >•, ~— — ; — 0-0it h cm
\ p / &
< ? * *  1‘ 3 W  * 0 - 0 / 6 5 '  =  0 0 , 2  21 cm  -  2 - 2 1  * i 0  e *
and 0‘OZ^cir, ~  &>n
£ f  7  *  - d k o o n  *  C * ^ - * 3 0 3 * 0 ^ *  W 3 0 3  •
• , P ^ . 3 = i 7 7
.122. 
f 2
From^graph (b), ^ ~ H'O 4  % ~ I Zl
■'■ i '  4  -10**121-0-00000010ZZW = i2  i%
l . ‘■ J
■ ■ rrir^Trf’- 0-Of.il * 10 cm!lGt \ cj J
u
Also from graph (Appendix 1, Fig.2) : rJ = 9*6 and conseq­
uently; .:,>/Z1:Z }■ ,
• -  V  *10 '^ Of* iZ ^  -O'OGOOOOiozzm ~  9 ^ 5 6
m K J L ~  \ ~  0‘O Z H e m  -  2 H*!0 C m
■ ;t
6.2.2 Tabulated results.
a) water on 88 plate
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Table 2U. Average film thickness, water on SS -plate*
1
Q
r
h
"P
I \ i 1 / i ; t. IcQ) ;/3
\0. j
u  I
IK t c
L y•L ! 1 lTlp'jO G W o -
¥ ‘ii>j
Xopltsa Atuspt
tym/n cc ee CC C m
a
Cm Cm.
. X/ 
£?0* 10 
cm
!Y) * £n■ Cl
1.1+2 o . W j- W+.3 177 220220 220 2 2 6 .5 1.99 4.45 0.1+53 0.0165 2.21 2.3
1.70 0.531 53.0
i
| 212 232 2 3 3 .5 21+0 2.11 5.32 0.51+2 0.0176 2.35 2.5
1.98 0.619 61.8 21+7
251
248 250 .5 257 2.26 6.20 0.632 0.0185 2.1+8 2.6
2.27 0.7)9 70.8 283 270270 270 S7S.5 2.1+3 7.10 0.721+ 0.0193 2.59 2.7
2.55 0.797 79.6 318
286
281 283.5
' " ' " 
290 2.55 7.98 0.811+ 0.0201 2.69 2.S
2.83 0.88U 88.2 353 221293 293 299.5 2.63'
8.86 0.903 0.0208 2.79 3.C
3.11 0.972 97.0 388 313mmhmK .311 312 318.5 2.80
-
9.71+ 0.993 0.0215 2.88 3.)
3.1+0 1.062 1 0 6 .0 1+21+ ^20320 320 326.5 2.87 10.61+ 1.081+ 0.0221 2.96 3.)
3.96 ► 1.237 123.5 1+91+
31+6
31+2 3104- 350*5 3.08 12.39 1.263 0.0233 3.12 3.J
1+.53 1.415 141.3 565 362366 365.5 372 3.27 11+. 17 1.1+1+5 0.0244
3.26 3.!
5*66 1.769 176.6 706 1211+00 395.-5 14,02 3.53 17.72 1.806
0.0262 3.51 3.'
6,80 2.125 212.1 81+8 1+31+ 1+31+
'
440*5 3.87 21.29 2.170 0.0279 3.71+ 4.<
Table 2h( continued).    _^____1
r
Y-
T? w L I X
Q » * i o
?9'io
(A
o
L Q v. h l t t y / o
j y Q \  •
1T )
l o ' p D s o .
C . p t c .  C D } CC CC CC c m
3
cm C m Q 0 •* >0 
O n
/
c m
7.93 2.478 247.4 990 J||it6 l 467.5
. . i . f ... .
■
4 .1 1 2 4 .8 2 2 .5 3 0 0.029U 3.93 4 .2
9.06 2.831 282.6 1130
j
I ® 503*5!. ... i
510 L.L8
. .
28.36 2 .8 9 1 0.0307, 4.11 4.ij
10.19 3-184
i
317.9
j
1272
•
527
529
c-5280 .5 535! 4 .7 0
__________ i__________
31.89 3 .2 5 1
1
0.0319
!
4.27 4.6
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Table 2h (continued)#
Q j
n £ 1? V, u 1 * ft,»» 10 Q y  * to3. y  Q  j 5
ff t
w
c e / u c .  C m
* Km n .
r f X o t i h dt
t / m i n . C C C C C C c m c m C m Q 0 * i Q  Ctn 'V
11.33 \ 3.540 353.4 1414 599 559 565.5 4.97
35.46 3.615 0*0331 k . k 3 4.
12.46 3.893 388.6 1554
590
585 588 594.5 5.22 39.00 3.975 0.03U1 h.57 4•
13.59 4.246 423.9 1696
621
621 621 627.5 5.51 42.53 4.336 0*0351 U.70 5.
14.73 4.603 459.5 1838
636
640 639 645.5 5.67 46.11 4.700 0.0361 4.83 5.
15.86 4.956 494.8 1979
668
670 669 675.5 5.94 49.64 5.061 0.0370 4.95 5.
16.99 5.309 530.0 2120
69!
690
1
690.5! 697 6.12 53.18 5.421 0.0378 5.07 5.
18.12!
. i
|
5.662 '565.2 2261 720
7lS
718
:
724.5 6.37 56.72 5.781 0.0387 5.18 5.
19.26 6.018 600.8 2403 liii744 742.5 749
1
6.58 60.28 6145 0.0395 5.28 5.
20*39
l
6.371
.._1
636,0 2544
780
780 780 l{
j
786.5 6.91 63.82 6.505
i
0.040a 5.39 5.
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Table 24 ( cont jnued). _________________ _____
L
'-/min
Q
Ccjlec.cm
' £  
flu -> ! v,
CC
\ L
CC
H,
CC
-V/G*
Crrt. Cm
V1J
Cm
Tiopitia, 
c>ox ICfcm
■Wi'Mt
ton'll
21.52
i
6.72h 6 7 1 .3 2685 816805 81 0.5 817 7.18 67.35 6.866 0 .0 4 0 9 5.48 5.9*
{2 2 .6 5
]
1
7.077 7 0 6 .5 2826
! ........ -
H839 845.5 7.43 70.89 7.226 0 .0 41 7 5.58 6 .0:
1
23.79
.
7 .4 3 3
.
1
.
7 4 2 .0 2968
862
870
567
867 873.5 7.68 74.46 7.590 0 .0 4 2 3 5.67 6.1!
24.92 7 .7 8 7 777.4 3110 m .891 888 894.5 7.86
78.00 7.951 0 .0 4 3 0 5.76 6.2
26.05 8 .1 4 0 812.6 3250
927
913
2i2
920
919 925.5 8 .1 3 81.54 8.312 0 .0 4 3 6 5.84 6.2
27.19 8 .4 9 6 848.2 3393
941
220
928
947
934 940.5 8.26 85.10 8.675 0.0443 5.93 6.3
28.32 8.849 883.4
1
\
3534 9659§1 963 969.5
8.52 88.64 9.036 0.0449 6.01 6.1
29.45
1
9.202 918.6 3674 222'975 973 979.5
8.61 92.18 9.396
1
0.0455 6 .0 9 6.f
30.58)' 9.555
| 953.9
---- L
3816 10051001 
__________ L
1003 1009.5 8.87 95.71 9.757
..i
1
0 .0 4 6 0 6 .1 6
. ... i....
6.<
P
The film thickness vs pu relation for water on SS plate is given :
Fig 15. Film thickness u ^  relation. lor votes
JO
1
«
6" *
» k®t&r
a Vnttr sntK Ttcfa
/
#• to to 40 fo to so to too fSb
£
J4*
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b) water with OJ25% (vol) Teepol L.
o
t
Table 25. Average film thickness: water with 0.125^ (vol) Teenol L on SS -plate
Mean temperature : 20 C. Kinematic viscosity. v.-„ = 1.0017cs. :Drainage time:10
L
' c/W/l
xri+s-
Q
Cc/W. f n
X
Mi ft- VL
CC
Vl„.
cc
ft
cc
n p * lo*
f/n
Gy* 10'
T  ?
/n
M j S
• 'em,
JCopi tzO*
3-o* /CPcm
r~
iV
■ o.mc I+1+.3 177 213 213 220 1.93 1+.1+5 0 .1+53 0.0165 2*22
2.83 0.881+ 88.2 353 305 305 312 2.71+ 8.86 0 .9 0 3 0.0208 2.79
5.66 1.769 176.6 706 1+12 1+12 1+19 3.68 17.72 1.806 0.0262 3*51
11.33 3.5U0 353.1+ 11+11+ 560 560 5 6 7 ; 1+.98 35.1+6 3.615 0.0331 4.U3
16.99 5.309 530.0 2120 707 707 711+ 6.27 53.18 5.1+21 0.0378 3.07
19.82 6.193 618.2 21+73 765
1
765 772 6.78 62.01+ 6.321+ 0.0398 3*33
P
The film thickness vsr rel-tion for water with 0.125$(vc
, r f-
*10
 
cm
.
Fis 14. Film thickness *s %«. relation, jor Outer Hitk 0 ‘IS \
.128.
c) water with 0.20?S(wt) Tide.
 ^» «**▼ j- JU -i-il U41*WUiWUU# VVCAVV^X VV J. UXX J.AUV Vii »k->*s^ -^A-» U W #
Mean Temperature: 20°C. Kinematic viscosity, v, = 1.0017cs;. drainage time: 10f0L
tn $.n
Q
tcj^ c.cn
I-,
K
ft. v L
cc
Vu*
CC
ft
cc
iV W
cm.
Go* i( f r *
3
cm
ivQ \ 'k
u ) Xapifbo,
n
<si; •p i it
f>i4\
*N
Q0 * tQcm
1.13 0.353 35.2 141 173 173 180 158 3.54 0 .3 6 0 0 .0 1 5 3 2.05 2 .2 1
1.42 O.I#|
-
44.3 177 223 223 230 2.02 4.45 0.435 0 .0 1 6 5 2.22 2 .3 9
1.70 0.531 53.0 212 2k5 245 252 2.21 5.32 0.542 0 .0 1 7 6 2.35 2 .5 3
1.98 0.619 61.8 247 270 270 277 2.43 6.20 0.632 0.0185 2.48 2 .6 7
2.27 0.709 70.8 283 280 280 287 2.52 7.10 0.724 0.0193 2.59 2 .7 9
2.55 0.797 79.6 318 30k 304 311 2.73 7.98 0.814 0.0201 2.69 2 .9 0
2.83 0.884 88.2 353 320 320 327 2.87 8.86 0.903 0.0208 2.79 3 .0 0
5.66 1.769 176.6 706 1+15 415 422 3.71 17.72 1.806 0.0262 3.51 3.78
8.5 0 2.656 265.1! 1060 492 492 497 4.37 2 6 .6 1 2.712 0.0300 4.02 4.33
11.33 3.540 353.4 1414 565 565 572 5-03 35.46 ■3.615 0.0331 4.43 4.77
i
I4.l6j
------1
4.424 441.6 17 66 640 640 647 5.69
i
44.3^ 4.517i
1
0.0356 4.77
L_
5.14
Table 26. (continued)*
j G r V w K tQ  * //
H
p /J  \ ^
If /
L j— f.. vL VLnx Wp'0 " Via pi H a L,
limiti CdjotC'Cfri cc cc ce C m c m C/rz,
X
& q k !0 tni
16.99 5.309 53 0 .0 2120 720 720 727 6.39 53.18 5.1+21 0.0378 5 .07 5.
19.82 6.193 618.2 21+73 780 780 787 6.92 62 . 01+ 6 . 321+ 0.0398 5.33 5-
21.24 6.637 662.6 2650
'
800 800 807 7.09 66 .1+8 6.777 0.01+08 5.1+6
— ....  -i
5-
The film thickness vs J- relation for water with 0.20%(wt) Tide is given in Fi*r-
the same relationship for water alone (the latter being plotted alongside on t3
d) water with 0«00125%(wt) Manoxol OT.
Table 27» Average film thickness: water with 0.01259£(wt) Manoxol OT on SS vl 
Mean tenrperat’ure;23UC. Kinematic viscosity, v^, = 0»9381cs. Drainage time; 10
f
V Q
£cjm-Crn
£
A
7?e
L v,
cc
v t m
cc
H,
CC trtx
QvIO*
1 3 
Cm
m h
c m , ^Qc‘IO tn
UU2. 0.444 47.3 189 222 222 229 2.01 4.17 0.425 0.0162 2.17 2.34
1.70 0.531 56.6 226 250 250 257 2.26 4.98 0.508 0.0172 2.30 2.48
1.98 0.619 66.0 264 270 270 277 2.43 5.81 0.592 0.0181 2.42 2.61
2.27 0.709 75.6 302 285 285 292 2.57 6.65 0.678 .. 0.0189 2.53 2.73
2.55 0.797 85.0 340 300 300 307 2.70 7.48 0.762 0.0197 2.63 2.84
2.83 0.884 94.2 377 310 310 317 2.79 8.29 0.845 0.0204 2.73 2.94
5.66
! .- . _
1.769 188.6 754 410 410 417 3.66 16.59 1.692 0.0257 3.44 3.70
!....
8.50 2.656 283.1 1132 492 492 499 4.38 24.92 2.540 0.0294 3.94 4.24
11.33 3.540 377.4 1510 562 562 569 5.00 33.21 3.385 0.0323 4.33 U.66
14.16 4.424 471-6 1886 636 636 643 5.65 41.50 4.230 0.0348 4 .6 7 5.02
16.99 5.309 565.9 2264 711 711 718 6.3l| 49.80 5.077 0.0370 4.96 5.3U
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Table 27 (continued).______ _ _ ____ ________________
1 Q
1*1 .±. im.
r
•
% VL v,„ H, Zm f‘iO
X
Qi;*lo » Q  ,/ i y Q  \%
u  J
I—
h
ui. 1L -  K If)
i XopiHc. yjfo
H  •uj tffjn etllK.Cn> • cc C C cc C m c m e/72 QcfiOcm
19.82 6.193 660.2 261+1 767 767 77k 6.80 58.10 5.922 0.039C 5.22 F
22.65
.
7.077 75U.U 3018 827 827
___________
83k 7.33 66.39 6.767 o.oi|.oe 5.t6 F
'W? 
Q\%
Fia 15. Film ihickncsg k ^ nlation. fo r lister nitk
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e) 27% (wt) glycerine solution...
Table 28. Average film thickness; 27$(wt) glycerine solution on SS plate. The fi
Mean temperature:25°C. = 1.93^cp: p = 1.0^3 g/cc: v' = 1 • 819cs; drainage ti*■* 2.5 A?
!
U Q r 7\4 V L H l ^let Q v ’io v Q  ,/-_,/p
. J
Cm,
f f f
Thzorzt
> Xopifsa.■Vus sdt M
Ctjoe-c. <’/»■ cc c c cc C fn. 3cx/Dl tr, rL
3*3 0 1.031 56.7 227 375 375 394 3-U6 19.75 1.912 0.0267 3.58 3.86 12
3.J+5 1.078 59.3 237 380 380 399 3.51 19.61 1.999 0.0271 3.63 3.91 12
3.55 1.109 61.0 244 385 385 404 3-55 20.17 2.056 0.0274 3.67 3.95 12
3.70 1.156 63.6 254 390 390 409 3*59 21.03 2.143 0.0278 3.72 4.01 12
3.80 1.187 65.3 261 392 392 411 3*61 21.59 2.201 0.0280 3.75 4*04 l7
3.95 1.234
!
67.8 271 393 393 412 3*62 22.45 2.288 0.0284 3.80 4.09 13
L o 5 I1.265! 69.5 278 405 405 424 3-73 23.01 2.346 0.0286 3.83 4.13 13
*
4.20 1.3izj 72.1 288 408 408 427 3.75 23.87 2.433 0.0290 3.88 4.18 13
4.35 1.3591 74.7 299 410 410 429 3.77 24.72 2.520 0.0293 3.93 4.23 lb
4.55 1.422 78.2 313 41?411 412 431 3.79 25.87 2.637 0.0298j 3.99 4.29 lb
5.15 1.609 88.5I 354 . .
441
. .  J
460 k.ok 29.27 2.983
I
0.0310 4.15 4.47 i
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Table 28»(continued).
L Q
tcpec-cn
£
% V,
tt cc
H L
ee C mi
Q»*IO vQ ,J 7 f Kl0
* 4
CO1
V Q  \ %
W  J
Cm, Qo* 10 cm
tfuteUl
flV/O*/
5.75 1.797 9 8 .9 395 882 501 8 .8 0 32*69 3.332 0 .0 3 2 2 U.31 1+.61+
6.60 2.062 1 1 3 .8 858 509508 ■508. 5 527.5 8.68 37*51 3.8 23 1 0 .0 3 3 7 1+.51 1+.86
7.80 2.312 1 2 7 .1 508
529
581
582
537 556 U.89 1+2 .0 6 1+.287 0 .0 3 5 0 I+.69 5.05
8.05 2.515 1 3 8 .3 553 563559 561 580 ■5.10 2+5.75 If.663 0 .0 3 6 0
1+.82 5.19
8.90 2.781 15 2 .9 612 583581 582 601 5.28 50.59 5.157 0 .0 3 7 2 1+.98 5.37
9.60 3.000 1 6 8. s 660 600595 597.5 616 .5 5-k2 5b.5'i
■
5 .5 6 3 0 .0 3 8 2 .5.11 5.5C
10.3 3.218. 1 7 6 .9 708
770
608
610 607 626 5.50
■
58.58 5 .9 6 7 0 .0 3 9 1 5.23 5*6j
11.2 3.500 1 9 2 .8 63033S 633 652 5.73 63.99 6.890
0.0802 5.38 5.7S
12.0 3.750 206.2 825 656656 ■ 656 675 5.93 ■\
68.21 6.953 0 .0811 5.51 5.9:
12.75 3.988 219.0 876
679
M 5 682 701 6 .1 6 72.87 7.387 0.0820
-
5.62 6 •Of
13. 8 8.187 230.2 921
I
710
709
10--C
f
i
728.
i
5 6.80 76.16 7.768 0.01+27 5.71 6.1]
18.2 8.837
1
283.9 976
1
729
730
i
7 2 9 .5
!
788.5 6.58j 80.71 8.227 0.01+35 5.82 6.2
is.o 8 .6 8 7
...4
257.7 103] 
____ _L____L
781
"785 783 762 I 6 .7 0 85.26 8.691 0.01+1+3 5.93 6.3
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Table 28 (continued).,
L Q rJUu V, Vi,„
|_| . .
T A/£)inL inpto Qtwo 4ki'i
tjmln, PCpfafim <?c ce cc c m Or? C/ft. %Oo* iQ trn/V
15.9 4.968 273.1 1092 7677S5 766 785 6.90 90.37 9.212 0*0452 6.05 6,
16.7 5.218 286.9 1148 787796 781.5 800.1 7.03
■
94.92 9.675 0*0459 6.15 6,
17.4 5.437I 298.9j 1196
811
807 809
u r n  ■ ■ ■  « ■ ■ ■ *
1
828 7.28 98.90 10.081 0*0465 6.23 6,
F‘9 *  Fi‘»  K  j.
o Z7Z t 
A *7Z
*  *rz
N -  
K ~
4
-~ ~ i__
io
So
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f) 51%(wt) glycerine solution 
Table 2 9. Average film thickness; 37%(wt) glycerine solution on SS plate. The
r
tjwir
3 .1 0
Q
Cthtccm
r
K
i
Vc
Cc
j
cc
.
K
cc
tnp>l(f
Cm.
■AG/f'MO
-----  ’
& * m s'
C >
t y )cm* • Qc* ’G c/v/.
jit* 'j 3 fl
0.969 31+. 1 136 1+26 1+26 450 3.95 27.51 2.804 0.0304 4 .0 7 4.3!
3.30 1.031 36.3 11+5 1+1+0 1+1+0 464 4.08 29.27 2.984 0.0310 4 .1 5 4.4'
3.50 1.094 38.5 151+ 1+51 l+5l 475 4.17 31.06 3.166 0.0316 4.24 4.51
3.75 1.172 1+1.3 165 1+54 1+51+ 478 4.20 33.27 3.392 0.0324 4.33 4.6
4.05 1.265 1+1+.6 178 +63.5 487.5 4.28 35.91 3.661 0 .0 33 2 4.45 4.7
5.2 1.625 57.2 229 333537 535 559 4.91 46.13 4.703 ;0.0361 4.83
5.2
6.7 2.093 73.7
90.2
295 393587 590 614 5.40 59.42 6 .0 5 7 0.0393 5.26 5.6
8.2 2.562 361 61+6650 648 672 5.90 72.73 7.414 0.0420 5.63 6.0
9.7 3.031 106.8 1+27 I S 577.5 701.5 6 .1 6 8 6 .0 5 8.772 0.0444 -5.95.1............
6.4
11.2
12.8
3.500 123.3 1+93 722722 722 746 6 .5 6 99.37 10.1291
- - .... 1
f
0.0466 6 .2 4
i . ..........
6,7
4.000 11+0.9 561+ 77%774(
770.5
1
794.5
1
6.98 113.56 11.576j 0.0487 6.53 7.C
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cepteJm
r
Lt. f ft
V Vu,
cc
b l
ee
ftp x 10 
c m
Q*W03 aQ. *iq
9 u
A
Oft I
( , \ A r \  \ It
j*.. VL
dcr
(f)
Cm
Xapits
Qo*l0c
li+,2 1+.1+37 156.3 625 &20823 821.5 814-5.5 7.1+3 125.99 12.81+1 0.050U 6.7<
15.8 1+.937 173.9 696 839m m | M^50 81+1+.5 868.5 7.63 11+0.16 11+. 288 0.0523
17.1+ 5.W7 191.5 766 919890 905 929 8.16 15I+.36 15.735 0.05kc 7.2;
x -137.
g) 2+5%( wt) glycerine, solution. ..
Table 30* Average film thickness; h5%{wt) glycerine solution on SS plate. Th
L
■'jtriln
Q
i c h u . c n
. .
• r
jUL He.
• 
..
.
-i-
j
1
v'’Lm
ce.
1 K  p.,> 1C
c c  |. C m
•  J.J.O. fV
(f)'iO*
C m --
--
--
-
1
a 
.. 
*0 
• 
! 
c? 
r t
TCofi/tsa
0(jx )0 ck',
2.75 0.859 21.7 87 433 433 U61 [1+.05 3 3 .9 5 3.461 O.O326 1+.36 Iwl
2.90 0.906 22.9 92 452 452 U80
--
4.22 35.81 3.650 0.0332 1+.1+1+ 1+. 1
3.12 0.975 21+.7 99 463 463 U91 4.31 38.53 3.928 0.0340 h . 5 5 h.<
3.40 1 .0 6 2 26.9 108 473 473 501 4.4o 41.97 4*278 0.0350 1+.68 5.<
3.70 1.156 2 9 .3 117 m ,497 490.5 518. l 4 .5 6 45.69 4.657
0 .0 3 6 0 1+.82 5.:
4.95 1.547 3 9 .1 156 565565 565 593 5.21 | 61.14 6.232 0.0396 5.31 5.'
6.10 1.906 48.2 ; 193 640t%5 638 666 5.85 75.33 7.678 0.0425 5.69 6.
7.65 2.390 60.5 21+2 690690 690 718 6.31 94.45 9.628 0.0458 6*11+ 6.
9.05 2.828 71.6 2 8 6 142746 744 772 6.78 111.76 11.393 0.0485 6.1+9
6.
7.10.35 3.234 81.8 327
790
795 793
821 7.21 127.81 13.028 0.0507 6.79
12.00 3.750 94.9 380j 852855 j853.5 881. f1
_______________L
7.75
i
f
11+8.20 15.107 
i
0.0533 7.13 7.
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v, V,.
U 2
Qi>*id ,.S-
y  *10
3
an
ju. H l Pipx 10 Jtapit'i
Ijnvn, tCIMt.im ec <?c C m Ctn
A
ac*/0c/.
13. UO *4.187 1 0 5 .9 S9o!M 9 8 8 9 .5 917 .5 8.06 165.&7 16 .8 6 7 0.0553 7.*4
1*4.95 14.671 118.2 U73
95C
937 9U3.5 97 1 .5 8.5*4
18*4.60 18 .81 7 0.0573 7.6
16.(45 5.1*40 130.1 520 i § 989 1017 8.9*4 203.13 20 .70 7
0.0592 7.9
18,00 5.62*4 1U2.3 569 1035lOhO1037.5 1065.5 9.36
2 2 2 .2 6 22.657 0.0610 8 .1 6
• 139.
h) 82$ (wt) glycerine solution. 
Table 31. Average fi^m thjg&ness: 82$(wt) glycerine solution bn SS plate.
Mean temperature: 23 C. ■%*.~. ikMcv: 0 .. =1.212 g/cc: = 5.3.1Ucs: Drainapce ti
L ' Q r % VL Ht nip* to* Q»*iO (f)/3
•■jciin,ccfjtc.m cc CC cc C m 3cm V d/n ac'!Q cm
1.95 0.609 1.15 4.6 605 605 676 5.94 3 2 3 .6 32.989 0.0691 9.25 9.9
2.20 0.687 1.29 5.2 682 682 753 6.62 365.1 37.214 0.0719 9.63 10.2
2.45 0.766 1.44 5.8 765 765 836 7.35 40?. 1 41.494 0.0746 9.99 10.1
2.95 0.922 1.74 7.0 870 870 941 8 .2 7 490.0 49.944 0 .0 7 9 3 1 0 .6 2 11.1
3.50 1.094 2.06 8.2 965 985 1056 9.28 581.4 59.261 0.0840 11.25 12,
It. 10 1.281 2.41 9.6/'. 1075 1075 1146 10.07 680.7 69.391 0.0885 11.85
12,
4.75 1.484
1
2.79 11.2 1180 1180 1251 10.99 788.6 80.387 0.0930 12.4^ 13
5.45
....." - f
1.703 3.20 12.8 13001270| 1285
f
1356: 11.91
if
905.0 92.250 0.0973 13.03 14.... J__
The results for 82$(wt) glycerine solution are plotted in.
'UlOOf^UI z
•iko.-
i) iso-propyl alcohol 
Table 32«Average film thickness: iso-propyl alcohol on S3 -plate. The film t
,T ' a  n V '  " "rT a  "-7 fi~S —  ~  - . / ?  ^Mean temperature: 20 C. u^= 2.37cp
V hr * V frf9J J—1 ^ » W V a J. ^ *• “ “* V W V *- J.
: Ota =0,786 g/cc: = 3»009cs: (Irainage
L
tjm.in
O 
-j[ 
______
r
b Vl
.CC
V w  
. cc
li
cc
trifX/o
<th%
Qs*i6
? X'l
cm
IvQ
U  )
C m
Kapiha 
0o * IQ£m
Jilu
fVl
4 .0 0 1.250 41.5 166 k&5 465 471 4.14 37.61 3.834 0.0337 k.51 h
4.50 1.406 46.7 187 k&9 489 495 4.35 42.31 4.313 0 .0 3 5 1 4.70 p
5.05 1.578 52.4 210 522 522 528 4.64 47.48 4.840 0 .0 3 6 4 U*88 p
5.65 1-765 58.7 235
! ' ■ -
5hQ 548 554 4.87 53.11 5 .4 1 4 0 .0 3 7 8 5*07 t
6.50 2.031 67.5 270 579 579 585 5.14 61.11 6.230 0 .0 3 9 6 5.31 F
8.20 2.562 85.1 3U0 632 632 638 5.61 77.09 7.858 0 .0 4 2 8 5.7^ (
10.05 3.140 104.4 W.8 700 700 706 6.20 94.48 9.631 0.0458 6.1U (
11.90 3.718 123.6 h9k 751 751 757
1
6 .6 5 111.87 11.404 0.0485 6.U9 (
13.60 -4.249 141.2 565 807 807 813 7.14 127.85 13.033 0.05071 6.79
■15.40 4.812 159.9 6I4.O 860 860 866 7 .6 1 144.79 14.760 0.05281 7.08
— 1 - - ..
17.20 5.374 178.6 71^ 901 901 907 7.97
1
161.70 16.484
l
1
0.0548 7.34
j
19.15 5.984 198.9
!
796 950 950 956 8.40 180.06| 18.355
i
0 .0 56 8 7 .6 1
.341.
Table 32 (continued).
L
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tejoec.tm
■ r
J , . \ Vl
c c
H L
cc
’Vs£ Qt>‘/0
■ J,
d m  ^
iG>
3 
s't
(j
V
s
X a p i f  
Ge* 10
23.25 7.265 241. 4 9 66 1045 1045 1051 9.23 218.60 22.284 0«0606 8.
25.25 7.890 262.2
-■■■
1049 1090 1090 1096 9.63 237.41 24.201 G.0623 8.
• 342.
3) methyl alcohol.
Table 53. Average film thickness; methyl alcohol on SS plate. The film thic 
Mean temperature: 19 C• m  = O.S02cp; p" = 0•793 g/cc; vf<j = 0,739 cs; drain
L Q
r
/V' V,
Qpx/O »U ,JS  j *IO
( f r JCopiHti Xus
ccj?ee.(m cc ee cc C m
3
C m C m . Qo *10 C m
4.90 1.531 2 0 1 .7 807 310 310 312 2 .7 4 11.62 1.185 0.0228 3 .0 5 3
5.35 1.672 2 2 0 .3 881 352 352 35k 3 .1 1 12.69 1 .2 9 4 0.0235 3 .1 4
5.95 1.859 2 4 4 .9 980 372 372 31k 3 .2 9 14.11 1.438 0.0243 3 .2 6 "2
6.95 2 .1 7 2 286.2 1145 390 390 392 3 .4 4 16.49 1.680 0 .0 256 3 .4 3 7
7.85 2.435 323.2 1293 430 U30 k32 3.80 18.62 1.898 0 .0267 3 .5 7 7
9.50 2.968 391.0
'
1564 478 1+78 1+80 4.22 22.53 2.296 0.0284 3.81 t
11.20 3.500 461.1 1844 530 530 532 4.67 26.57 2. 708 0.0300 4.02 L
13.15 4.109 541.4 2166 579 579 581 5.11 31.19 3.179 0.0317 4.24 L
14.9 4 .6 5 6 613.4 2454 628 628 630 . 5.54 35.34 3.602 0.0330 4.42
L
16.6 5.187 683.4 2734 662 662 661+ 5.83 39.38 U.013 0.0342 4.58 1
18.4 5.749 757.4 3030 710 710 712 6.26 45.63 1+. 1+1+8 0.0354 4.74 f
20.2 6.312 8 3 1 .6 3326 750 750 752 6.61 47.91 1+.88U 0.0366 4.89 1
2 6 .0 15.124 1070.4 4282 890 8^0 892 7.84 6 1 .6 6 6  • 266 0.0398 3,32 1
"ODtainea t>y solving the equH'i;ion s. S'i U n. , since the pertinen-
18. Film, th/chne-ss
6.2#3# Discussion of results on the average film thickness *
It was shown in Chapter 3 that according to the theory 
proposed by Nusselt(8) the mean film thickness m is given by:-
The above equation mny be rewritten, thus:
*' I H<j ^ " I Htj j ~ V !j j (/r / • # . # . * ♦ • (
In Pigs 13-18 the experimental film thickness, mP , is accord­
ingly plotted against juL * To compare the experimental results 
with those predicted by the theoretical equations proposed 
by Nusselt(8) and Kapitsa(2), two curves, marked *N* and ,K I 
respectively, have been added in each case for reference#
The following conclusions may be drawn from examination 
of the submitted results:
1# With the method used here only the average value of the 
falling liquid film thickness can be obtained and with a 
column of about 213cm length and more than 50cm width this 
average thickness would not be influenced by the end effects , 
i.e# acceleration etcetera of liquid flow, (see ref 3 7)•
2 #In all the cases considered, except possibly when surface- 
active agents were added to suppress rippling, Kapitsa’s theory 
approximates to the experimental results better than Nusselt’s 
theory in the region for which these theories were intended; 
this means that the experimental film thickness mp , is 
someufltint thinner than that calculated by Nusselt’s theory and 
even slightly thinner than that predicted by Kapitsa within
(U)
r
the specified limits* A thinner film signifies a more stable 
condition of flow and the fact that the flowing liquid film is 
at times even thinner than that predicted by the theory previous
ly outlined means that the waves show a remarkable tendency for 
coalescence and agglomera ti on , as already stated in an earlier 
section®
3* ‘The mode of flow may he divided into the following regions; 
Laminar - pseodolaminau - transitional -
i ' !
turbulent*
Appropriate Reynolds numbers (as above) may be easily found on 
the relevant graphs* Truly laminar flow terminates at the point 
of inception of wave motion and the critical Reynolds number for 
the change, Re* 9 is therefore the same as the Reynolds number 
of wave inception* Rcy * In the ease of water, or a liquid more 
mobile than water, Re^ is well masked by rippling byt may be 
determined easily by suppression of this phenomenon by the 
addition of surface active agents!
U. A liquid film without ripples is somewhat thicker than the 
corresponding one with ripples, as predicted by the theoretical 
considerateons given above* Accordingly, a liquid film with 
wave motion signifies stability of the system*
5* The physical properties of the liquid, such as viscosity, 
specific gravity and surface tension, influence the flowing 
film thickness. The higher the kinematic viscosity the thicker
pseudoturbulent 7
t
■'Rei
• li+5*
is the film and the more regular appears to be the wave motion* 
In fact, viscosity seems to play the role of a damping factor, 
not unlike the role of a resistance in electrical circuits*
6. The plots of the points with the same kinematic viscosity,
v, are influenced by the surface tension, (T ; this seems to 
determine the relevant ratio of the pseudolaminar to the
transitional portions of flow*£>
7* The degree cf deviation from the N - and K - line in the 
pseudolaminar i*og:lon decreases as (T becomes smaller*
8* When the film thicin.ooo:s.p is plotted against Qv, as in 
Fig* 19, a family ox’ curves results, where, generally, the 
pseudolaminar portion of the curve has a slope of less than 
1/3 and the tansitional segment has a slope greater than 1/3* 
The theories proposed by Nusselt and Kapitsa were intended 
only for the viscous flow and they hardly apply beyond the 
transitional region. For water the transitional region finishes 
at. He ^  280 x k = 1160 (cf also U,3l) .
9* The universal velocity profile concept-on the lines of that
proposed by von Katman in consequence of the data of Nikuradse 
for full-pipe flow - seems to be very promising indoed - even 
with its limits of application suggested by a totally different 
configuration of flew, as shown by the calculated results 
included in the Tables 22.5.-33*
i
Q
c
m
.
FiylS. Fxptritnudal film  ihickJKSi, nip, rs
Jo
9
-Qp *10*
• 146 *
6.2.4.Universal velocity profile equation for film flow on
smooth surfaces*
It appears quite logical to apply the idea of the universal
velocity profile to film flow, nevertheless it is not legitimate
I
to use von Harman*s original equations, proposed for full-pipe 
flow, expecting them to fit the data for two-phase film flow. 
Furthermore the universal velocity profile idea has to 
he applied generally to all regimes of flow and not to he 
mistakenly restricted to the turbulent region only, as attempted 
hy Dukler and Bergelin (4) •
Accordingly, the method employed here was that the 
universal velocity profile concept was extended to cover all
regimes of two-phase film flow hut the limits of application |
I
!
of the velocity distribution equations were found from actual j 
experimental datft. . j
This was done in the first instance for the hydrodynam- 
ically smooth SS plate in the following way: I
The film thickness data given in Tables 24-33 were pres- j 
p
ented on a logjp experimental 
Subsequently the best curve was drawn through the experimental j
points which - together by trial and error - produced the values j
- '  *  P 1 ' i'
of ^ * and p given in Table 34. ' j
>?p graph, as in Fig.20.
/0 S- 1
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TABLE 3b.
_
0 1 1.5 2 3 k 5 6 7
r 0 0.95 1.75 2.75 5.5 9.0 13.5 19.0 25.5 5c
I
20 25 30 35 ko k5 50 55 60 i
I*P 150 205 265 328 390 k55 520 590 660
The results from Table 3b were then replottedin Pig.21 as a
p
°? 2 relation on ordinary coordinates. Then graphical diff­
erentiation was used (10b) to establish the values of u+ and y* 
in the velocity distribution equations for the laminar and 
turbulent regions.
a) Laminar sub-layer.
rj- was plotted against ^ to a suitable scale for the laminar 
sub-layer only. By graphical differentiation - shown in Pig 22- 
the equation of the slope curve (taken as a straight line) for 
the laminar sub-layer was found, thus (lQi+);
. u f
* . ^  and since m = r~ -0* 6
ITl U ' +■ C
1 and c = ^ i
therefore the following equation represents conditions in the 
laminar sub-layer;
C; . f 1
..... rti i- ~
u  7 •' 2  (98)
The values of u* and y* obtained from the slope curve for the 
laminar sub-layer are given in Table 35*
Table 35. Slope curve values of u4 and y4 for the laminar sub­
layer
4*
. y .
_o.5 1.25 j 1.75. 5.5 If 5 6
+
u 0.9k 1.60
?
2.06 2.75 3.65 i+.06 5.83,
The limits of application of equation 98 may be found by 
reference to the experimental data on average film thickness 
plotted in Figures 13-18, where the value of ^ for Re^ varied
t2  r e la t io n ,  f e r  l iq u id s  en f t *  SS p lo t *
.“between 7 < ^ 12, for the flow with a natural wave motion, 
as shown in Table 36.
Table 36. ^ values at the upper limit of the laminar sub­
layer and the lower limit of the turbulent region for liquids on 
a smooth plate._____________ _
Plow Liquid
Laminar sub-layer Turbulent
In order to have one equation for all liquids it was taken,
therefore, that in the laminar sublayer:
Condit- | 
ion
r
% I
p i; i
! 1
Wave motion. methyl alcohol — — 300 32
if it iso-propyl al­
cohol. 76 12 4M>
»? if 27%(wt) glycerine
■
solution. 76 12 290 30.5
it if 37%(wt) glycerine
[solutioni S hi 9 - -
it if h5% (wt) ,f \ ;
solution. ! 28\ 7 - -
if if Water
i
iinconclu
Isive
*• incon- 
! elusive 285 30..
No wave motion, water +Manoxol OT. 62
i
I 11 285 30
- ripples supp­
ressed water +Teepol L«
C
O
0
0
i
j ih 280
i
30
by wetting agent, water +Tide. 88 i i u I 280 30
4
! f;
■41!
(99)
and in the turbulent region:
3 <
9 A.
t
.150.
so, consequently, in the buffer layer:
Q < U^C 3 O
1 « # • 0 • o(101)
b) Turbulent layer.
r
Relevant values were plotted against ^ ‘fc3:ie turbulent
region as bounded by equation. 101# By graphical differentiation
- shown in Pig.23 - the required slope curve was obtained (lOh).
The vertical scale for the slope curve is thus:
Integral curves horizontal scale « 1cm = fcfAj Ifnii*
vertical scale - 1cm = ~iO[pt W A
Slope curve: Number of cms in NO1 = b , .
rro ~  --!2.«1. vertical scale of slope curve: j ^
Um - aiCjwfc. * n i ^ J  u»iti •  l [ u rjvn iU .
Therefore the equation of the slope curve (if taken as a etr^igh, 
line) for the turbulent region:
uf = my + c
when y = 0, u^  = 10.71
also m = ;3-5~ ftA 
5%'5- 32-’ 5
/. c = 10.7
• U  ~ (box*do ' u 
+ 10.7u = 0 .055y* .  . . . . . . .  (10 2)
The values of u* and yf obtained from the slope curve for the 
turbulent region are given in Table 37*
4
y 3 2 .5 37.5 U2.5 bl.5 52.5
-j-u 12. k 12.8 13.0 13.25 13.5
r>
• 151..
When the values of u+ in Table 37 plotted vs In yf, as in 
Fig.2h> a straight line may be drawn through the points obtained 
from the 1 slope curve* and consequently u+ is found to be the 
following function of y~ :
u * a In y + b
when
also
In y* = 0, u* a 5.1; .. b a 5.1
(I
ft. chl6 ll
& (si% JOo ~~ it 11 ty'kct)
2 ‘!0&
In what follows, therefore, 1 a * will be taken as equal to 2.1 
/. a * 2#1
and the equation of u+ in terms of y^  for the turbulent laye?
becomes
U  = 5.1 + 2.1 In yf  (103)
c) Buffer layer 
The equation for xt for the buffer layer may now be 
evaluated. The values of u*" and y* calculated according to 
equation 98 are given in Table 38.
Tab].e 38. u ’ and values based on ean.98 fonf.lamlnar sub-laye
1 2
. .
3 i %  | 5\! |
..... L .;.....
i
6 1 7i).....
8 9
M* 1.39 2.28
; 1 
3.17! i+.06 |lj..9U
______ i ]______
5.83 ! 6.72
J
1
7.61 8.50
.
T5 .
So when y* = 9* u*" = 8.50
and when y4' = 30 > u+ = 12.2k (equation 103 and also Fig.21+). 
These two points may be joined by a straight line the equation
mioo
i l /nS  on a
• 152*
of which is:
u- . = m In yf + c 
and when In y'= 0 (y* = l), u* = 1*7; c = 1.7
and . H ‘tM-70 - -/^5» . J&Sty _ n,j
- - , i U f ~  t n i o - k i  ~ 0,3a ' 3’ftV J l
therefore fop the buffer layer we have
u+ = 1.7 + 3.1 In y+ .............(10U-)
d) Conclusions#
The weight rate of liquid flow per unit wetted perimeter 
was defined as follows in terms of the universal parameters:
n * / i * j ' V < y    (20)
Substituting, therefore, for each value of u* the proper 
defining equation (i#e# eqns#98,10U,103) and dividing the 
integral of equation 20 into three parts limited by the 
boundary conditions for the three regions of flow (eqns.,99# 
100, 101), we have:
a) Laminar sub-layer:
/  V /  '6 r. . t \  J  + * L '  f * '
jE. = j %)dii ,h  -o
b) Laminar sub-layer and buffer layer:
r>; . f  (j ^  31^V*) V ,   doe)
Integrating and collecting terms gives:
 (107)
 ^ '
c) Laminar sub-l^yer + buffer layer and turbulent layer:
Integrating and collecting terms gives
.....................(109)
r
Summing up, the values ofpt calculated according to equations
105*107 stfid 109 are given in Table 39•
r
The theoretical jA l values for liquid films are plotted
theoretical curve based on the universal velcoity profile 
concept for full-pipe flow differs by about 20% from the 
experimental data® This confirms the findings of Dukler and 
Bergelin (k) and lately of Mantzouranis (33) who based their 
incestigations on the general applicability of the universal 
velocity profile in its original form, including liquid films 
in two-phase flow.
vertical tube and the experiments of Dukler and Bergelin were 
done on a vertical plate and it would appear that their results 
are in good agreement with the author’s theoretical curve.
The equations proposed here apply to the naturally occu­
rring films incorporating all the accompanying surface phenomena 
and, therefore, they may be used with confidence and with the 
knowledge that they are not vitiated by the presence of ripples , j
1*3 in Fig.25• It may be seen in conjunction with Fig.20
that at the Reynolds number of "v I4.OOO (~ 1= 1000) the
r'l*
The work of Mantzouranis was carried out in a smooth
A>*.s &?*$•
*4
'c*/
-<4 *<
2  J°r s.
f/A•*J
/q*'/
%
4b
fe
.151+.
' jiL »aAuc_o..yc
Laminar sub-layer.
P  U  ^ l
L = -i n  +-7S n 
/V Hi 1 l
i r ^
r
ajii X'C 
0 1
JJL 11X111 .
1.5
J.VJVV Wli. c 
2
l OiliwVJ ox
3
1 JJ-LCl
4
r
>
0 0.94 1.75 2.78 5.5 9.
Buffer layer. 
£ ‘ 8
I 9 10 12 15 20 25
JL
A
*4-0.5 49.2 67.4 96.7 149.5 206
Turbulent layer. 1 30 35 40 45 50 55
r
f u
266.1 |
1
______  i
328.1 391.7
i
456.5 522.4
.i
58S
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The theoretical film thickness, m and the magnitude 
of the universal distance parameter at the liquid surface,
*/ , calculated on the basis of the equations proposed by
'the author, are included in the Tables 24-33• The author*s 
curve is plotted also in Figs.15-18.
The experimental results discussed in this section are 
very important from yet another point of view. Sherwood and 
Pigford(74) give a graph of the data of Nikuradse (36), 
expressed as a generalised relation between velocity and 
distance from the pipe wall (cf Al,Fig.l) and they states 
"Adjacent to the wall the flow characteristics approach 
those of laminar flow, with the velocity being proportional 
to the distance from the wall. It may be shown easily that 
these conditions correspond to equality of u4' and y+ , so 
the curved left branch of Fig.11 (cf A1 ,Fig.l) may be 
assumed to represent the velocity pattern in this region 
where no data exist
Martinelli (105) gives also a graph comparing the data 
of Nikuradse and Reichardt (Reichardt - Motzfeld, Reichardt - 
Schuh). Reichardt (106) states that the approximate velocity 
relations in the laminar and buffer layer utilised by von 
Karman are not verified by his data. Inspection of the graph 
given by Martinelli (105) reveals, however, a reasonably 
good correlation between the available data and the equations 
used by von Karman (35). Nevertheless, as mentioned above, 
virtually no data exist in the literature for the laminar
♦156*
sub-layer. Therefore the results presented in this work 
pertaining to the laminar sub-layer (cf Fig.20) are quite 
significant, especially as they do confirm in general 
the validity of the assumptions used for this region of 
flow.
One final point should be mentioned here. Equation 9,
i.e. , lt £ , + , j_
~ cj i X  ....................( 9 8 )
suggests that there might be a very small *slip at the wall* 
to be taken into account. But this should not be stressed too 
much, as, obviously, more experimental data are required in this 
region of flow.
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6,3 Phase velocity of ripples (liquid films on a smooth plate). 
Kapitsa’s theory predicts that the ratio of the phase
.velocity of ripples, k, to the mean stream velocity, 0o is
The author’s more detailed study led to the theoretical 
determination of this quantitywith greater accuracy, i,e.
It is the object of this section to describe the 
experimental technique and the results obtained in this 
connection,
6,3,0, Experimental technique, _
To measure the phase velocity of the wave motion the 
ripples were ’triggered’ by tapping very gently with a 
finger on the rubber face of the supporting channel section 
of the column, A resulting orderly wave-front generated at 
the knife-edge of the plate was timed with a fast stop-watch 
of 3secs/rev subdivided into O.Olsec, This was done over the 
entire length of the column and usually about a dozen direct- 
timing measurements were taken for each flow rate.
The mean timeof flow (or descent) was subsequently found 
in each case. The timing results are reported in Appendix lU?!* 
The ratio of the experimental phase velocity, , to the 
mean stream velocity, I)0 , was then c&ermined, as shown in the 
worked example below.
given by:-
z = 2.U8 (77)
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6#3,1, Worked example.
From measurements on water film flow (Table UO) i
mean time of passage of triggered ripples (Appendix ll+jlA)
tat- = U*33secs.
distance travelled, 1 = 213cm
m
ty-35
/. experimental phase velocity, kp = -~L- = *4-9 * 2 cm/sec
cross sectional area of the liquid film per unit wetted
perimeter, Ao:
Ao ' ~ x 1 tnijtiri ~ O' 015% cm jcni
0> 211mean stream velocity, (T ~  -- =  j f f ' i  f r t i / o e c
' A 0 00! 5% ' '
the ratio of the phase velocity, k p , to the mean stream 
velocity, v„; 7 s h. *• •
^ Vo 1
The tabulated results are given in Tables U0-U5*
6.3*2. A) Tabuhted results.
a) water.
.J5S.
L  ! Q  !
r
7-f,.
t -Uu y $ j b / i o V Z p
fl
1
C'Cfozc.Ctm
' * ! an im/otc CfTijcm thrifitc
0.85 0.266 26.6 106 4.33 ii 1+9.2 0.0158 16.8 2.93
1.13 0-353 35 .2 l l + l 3.75 56.8 0.0179 19.7 2.88
1.1+2 0.444 1+1+.3 177 3.42 62.3 0.0199 22.3 2.79
1.70 0.531 53.0 212 3.12 68.3 0.0211 25.2 2.71
1.98 0.619 61.8 21+7 2.69 79.2 0.0226 27. k 2.89
2.27 0.709 70.8 283 2.46 86.6 0.0243 29.2 2.97
2.55 0.797 79.6 318 2.34 91.0 0.0255 31.3 2-91
2.83 0.8814 88.2 353 2.25 94.7 0.0263 33*6 2.82
3.1+0 1.062 106.0 1+21+ 2.09 213 101-9 0.0287 37.0 2.75
3.96 1.237 123..5 1+91+ 1.95 ii1 109.2 0.0308 40.2 2.72
1+.53 1.415 11+1.3 565 1.90 112.1 0.0327 43.3 2.59
5.66 1.769 176.6 706 1.79 119*0 0.0353 50.1 2.38
8.50 2.656 265.1 1060 1.75 121-7 0.01+25 62.5 1.95
11.33 3.51+0|353.l+ 11+11+ 1.65 129.1 0.01+97 71.2 1.81
11+. 16 1+.1+21+ 1+1+1.6 1766 1.61 132.3 0.0560 79.0 1.67
16.99 5.309 530.0 2120 1.57 135.7 0.0612 86.7 1.57
19.82 6.193 618.2 21+73 1.54 138.3 |0.0678 91.3 1.51
22.65 7.077
:
706.5 2826 1.51
! 141.1
!
10.071+3 95.2 1-48
*160*-
b) water with 0.20%(wt) Tide,
Table 41. Phase velocity of triggered ripples; water with 0.2Q$
Twt) Tide on S3 -plate.
5*
-
1 n  -U' !!
c c j n i c . c m \
t  ! _K ta,r j
61C6
l
t!n c>
V-'
V
c*
A„
.
C f n f t m
e-o
c m  j u t
7^.P
1.X3 0.353 35.2 11+1 3.43 i 62 .1 j 0.0158 22.3 2.78
1.1+2 0.444 1+1+.3 177 3.16 67.1+1 0.0202! ....
22 .0 3.06
1.70 0.531 53.0 212 2.79 76.3 | 0.0221 24.0 3.18
1.98 0.619 61.8 21+7 2.59 82.2 0.0243 25.5 3.29
2.27 0.709 70.8 283 2.32 91.8 0.0252 28.1 3.27
2.55 0.797 79.6 318 2.12 100.5 0.0273 29.2 3.44
2.83 0.884 88.2 353 2.00 106.5 0.0287 30.8 3.45
3.U0 1.062 106.0 1+21+ 1.87 213 H3.9 0.0310 34.3 3.32
3.96 1.237 123.5 1+91+ 1.79 jll9.0 0.0330 37.5 3.17
1+.53 1.1*15 11+1.3 565 1.72 11! 123.8 0.03i+5j 1+1.01
3.02
5.66 1.769 176.6 706 1.66 | 128.3 0.0371 1+7.7 2.69
8.50 2.656 265.1 1060 1.57 135.7 0.01+37 CT
\ O O 00 2.23\
11.33 3.5U0 353.1+ 11+11+ 1.54 )l38.3 0.0503 70.1+ 1.96
11+.16 ! 4.424 1+1+1.6 1766 1.52 j jll+0.1
i 1 | 0.0569 77.7
1.80
16.99 5.309 530.0 2120 .1.38 1 151+.3■ i 0.0639 83.1 1.86
19.82 6.193 618.2 21+73 1.3*+ 11159.0t 1 . . 0.0692 89.51 1.78
22.65 7.077
:
706.5 2826 1.30
-
! •163.8 o»071+0J 95.6
ft
1.71
c) b5% glycerine solution*
Table U2» Phase velocity of triggered ripples;h5%(wt) glycerine
solution on SS plate.
[_
tjltllH
G
CCsjjfiC, Cl y-
P K
4- 1 i
t r n
k?
arnjxc
K
cm  ten.
'-<<?
C,rripic
»
2.75 0.859 21.7 JQ7 3.79 * 56.2 0.0405 21.2 2.65
2.90 0.906 22.9 92 3.U9
X
61.0 0.0422 21.5 2.84
3.12 0.975 24.7 99 3.18 67.0 0.0431 22.6 2.96
3-40 1.062
.. .
26.9 108! 2.94 72.4 0.0440 24.1 3.00
3.70 1.156 29.3 '-'117
00.CM i 74 .7 0.0456 25.4 2.94
4.35 1.359 34.4 j 138 2.60j | 81.9 0.0482 28.2 2.90
h . 9 5 1.547 39.1 {/156 2.45] 213 86.9 0.0521 29.7 2.93
6.10 1.906] 48.2 j/l93 2 .24
1.94
i i 95.14 i. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0585 32.6 2.92
7.65 2.39oj 60.5 242 j tX09.8| 0.0631} . j .  . . . .  4. . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37.9 2.90
9.05
10.35
2.828 71.6 286) 1.73 | jl23.l( 0.0678 41.7 2.95
3.234 81.8 *•
j . . . . . . .
3271 1.68
! . .. .
] 126.8s 0.0721 44.9 2.82
2.7012.00 3.750 94 .9  \ '^38o | 1.63 j  jl30.7! 0.0775 48.4
13.40 4.187
.
105.9] 424 1.58 I 134 .8
I t
0.0806 51.9 2.60
lJ+.95j 4.671 118.2] 473 1.51 141.1 0.0854 54.7 2.58
15.70j 4.906 124.1/496 1.49 143.0 0.0874 56.1 2.55
I6.45j 5.14Q 130.1 520! 1.47 * 1 144.9 0.0894] 57.5 2.52
.162 o
d) 82% glycerine solution.
Table 45. Phase velocity of triggered ripples; 82% (wt)
. . . ..
L.
fi ■
Q
t
cejxean
r»1
Mi U
L,
J&C6
t
On O
A,
tip.j Cm
!}r
ttnjjcc
2.65 0.828 1.59 6.4 13.47 | 15.8 0.0782 10.6 1.49
2.95 0.922 1.71+ 7.0 11.90 | 17.9 0.0827 11.1 1.61
3.20 1.000 1.88 7.5 10.3sj j 20.6 0.0890 11.2 1.84
3.50 1.091+ 2.06 8.2 9.1+0 1213 22.7 0.0928 11.8 1.92
3.89 1.187 2.23 8.9 8.59 | j 21+. 8 0.0970 12.2 2.03
4.10 1.28lj 2.1+1 9.6 7.33 1 !
. . . . . !. 1
29.1 0.1007 12.7 2.29
4.45 1.390! 2.59 ! 10.!+! 6.56 j j
. . . . . . . . . i . . . . . i . . . . 1 . - t l 32.5 0.1065 13.1 2.48
4.75 1.1+81+j 2.79 | 11.2I 6.1+9
. . . . . . . . . L. - . . -J..— - - - i- - - —
4 32.8 0.1099 
_ — — . . . .
13.5 2.43
e) iso-propyl alcohol.
A Phase velocity of triggered ripples; iso-propyl
L ! Q  i f
i . i iiL 0  L ' 
tjmm ICch&c 'Cm 1
..... 1 1 i
t it 1 tlan j  ^ \ Kp
JCC4 j tni j ct/ijxc
Ac |
I - !
%
'cmhec/
JLu1
4 .00 1.250) 1+1.5 166 1 1 3.02 | h |70.5 0.01+11+ 30*2 2.33
1+.50 1.1+06| 1+6.7 j 187 2.80 | i! ' 76.1 0.01+35 32.3 2*36
5.05 1.578 52.1+ I 210 2.67! !
. 1  . .  !
79.8 0.01+61+ 34.0 2.35
6 .50 2.031 67.5 | 270 2.1+6 213; 86.6 0.0511+ 39.5 2.19
8 .20 2.562 85.1 i 31+0 2 .30 | j 92.6 0.0561 45.7 2.03
10.05 3.11+0
J  . . . . . . . -
104.4' 418 2.!8 | { 97.7 0.0620 50.6 1.93
n .90 3.718 j 123.6 494 2.16 1
j__
98.6j 0.0665 55.9 1.76
13.60 1+.21+9) 11+1.2 565 2.01 I 105.8 j 0.0711+1 59.5 1.78
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f) giethyl alcohol.
Table 1+5. Phase velocity of triggered ripples; methyl alcohol
■! f
i
n  • i
I
yj -I.*-*- uv-/ «
Q
tc ptc. s/n
P
p,
'
'
,i'Ct $
rtj
f
tin
k,
r
Cfnjjic
A  0
,, 2. !. cm jan.
7r
tmpC
T
k.90 \1 1*531
1
201.7 807 2.03 101+.9 0.027^ 55.9 1.88
5*95 | 1.859 2i|4.9 980 1.99 213.! .. 107.0 0.0329 56.5 1.89
9*50 2.968 391*0 156U 1.81 117.7 0.0U22 70.3 1.67
13*15 U.109 5WL.U...
2166 1.7U - 1f 122.1+ 0.0511 80. k 1.52
B. Conclusions.
The experimental quantity, zP , is plotted against the 
film Reynolds number for individual liquids in Pigs.26-31*
One may draw the following conclusions from the results obtained
1) In true laminar flow, before the inception of wave motion,
the value of the quantity Zp - with ’induced* wave motion r
is the same as the theoretical ratio of in true viscous
/
flow. After inception, at Re > Re,, , the value of z9 rises
i
until it reaches - with some liquids - the theoretically 
established value (chapter 2+):
..........  . .(77)
This may be seen in Pig. 29*
2) In truly turbulent flow, at Re ✓ Re^ , the value of Zp 
is tending again to a constant value of 1.5
3) At the flow rates when Re- n Re < Re^ the value of zp rises 
and then falls again, the maximum, in moit cases, being just
= 2.U8
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below 3. To illustrate these points more effectively the 
results were replotted, as shown in Pigs.32 and 33* 
i+) The value of zr in the pseudolaminar region of flow is 
smaller with the more viscous liquids than with the mobile 
pnes.
5) In the case, when ripples are artificially suppressed by 
the addition of a wetting agent the quantity Zp may reach a 
value even higher than 3» seen in Pigs.27 and 33* This is 
probably due to the elimination of the ’hindrance effect’ of 
the otherwise existing ripples on the progress of the induced • 
wave-front. This is obviously not a steady condition of flow.
6) One may detect without difficulty on the zp m graphs 
the existence of the. various Reynolds numbers of transition, 
i*e. Re^ , Re. , Re? and Re^ , referred to already in the 
previous sections of this chapter.
6.3*3. Group velocity of spontaneous pockets of ripples with 
water containing 0.00125^ Manoxol OT.
a) Occurance and experimental procedure.
As .mentioned in section 6.I.U.* there exists an optimum 
concentration of a wetting agent for practical elimination 
of ripples from the surface of a flowing liquid film which, 
under these conditions, appears to be quite smooth, only 
occasionally to be interrupted by transient ’nuclei’ of 
disturbance giving rise to spontaneous pockets or ’nests’ 
of ripples. This was observed with Manoxol OT in particular.
.165*
This phenomenon may be due, inter alia, to the following 
reasons;
1) Very minute dust particles, present in the atmosphere of 
the laboratory, settle on the smooth surface of the flowing 
liquid film and give rise to a local disturbance manifesting 
itself by a pocket or ’nest’ of rippling, the progress of 
which may be easily fo3i>wed due to the absence of natural 
wave motion.
2) Surface disturbances of the film due to very small particles 
of the surface-active material, e.g. Manoxol OT, present in 
the liquid due to imperfect solution.
It was thought worth-while to measure the group velocity 
of ripples generated in this way and the experimental proced - 
ure used was as follows:
A distance of 13cm below the knife-edge of the wetted plate 
was allowed as an * incubation length* for the generation of 
ripples. This was bounded at the bottom by a white thread 
stretched across the supporting channel sections. The observed 
pockets or ’nests ’ of ripples were timed with a fast stop-watch 
over the remaining 200cm length of the column. The timing 
results are reported in Appendix lij.,11.
t
Subsequently the quantity zp was calculated, as shown in 
Table U6.
.>166.
b) tabulated results.
Table U6* Group velocity of spontaneous pockets of ripples;
1
L
l i  ■ ijnin
Q
i & j ' x x  Chi
I  ! 7;f
j U . „  | ^  
{
1
1
4-
Wiy t
cm
* *
c m . j o & c
A0
% i
tnvfcin
Vo
CJfifxc
z '
5.10 1.591* 169.9| 680 2.60 * 7 6 .9 0.0355 1+1*. 9 1 .7 1
6.23 1.91*7 207.6j 830 2.51 | j 79.7 0.0385 50.6 1.58
7.36 2.300 21*5.2 981 2.Z+2 1 f 82.6
....i i . .....
0.01*12 55.8 1.1*6
8.50 2.656 283.1 1132 1.91 200 iou.7 0.01*38 6 0 .6 1.73
11.33 3.5U0 377.1*| 1510 1.66 !i 1 2 0 .5 0.0500 70.8 1.70
11*. 16 k»k2b 1*71.6! 1886
i
1.1*3 i 1 3 5 .1 0.0565 78.3 1.73
16.99 5.390 565.9j 2261* 1 .20 l 1 6 6 .7 0.0631 85.1* 1.95
c) Conclusions.
The values of zrf. in Table U6 are somewhat smaller than
the corresponding quantities in Table Ul> i.e. the group 
velocity of the spontaneous pockets or * nests’ of ripples 
is slightly less than the related phase velocity of natural 
or induced (’triggered*) ripples under similar conditions 
of flow.
The results given here are not unlike those obtained 
by Brauer(6) by means of small coloured particles artificially 
dusted on the surface of the flowing film. It would appear 
that the results so obtained represent neither the true film 
surface velocity nor the phase velocity of ripples but fall 
in between the two. In the light of this one can conclude 
therefore that the ’dust technique’ for measuring the film 
’surface velocity* is unsatisfactory.
•16? •
6.5.U. su]
liquid film*
air "bubbles entrained in a flowing
a) experimental procedure*
A similar procedure to that used in section 6.3.3*, was 
employed. Some air or foam bubbles were always present in 
the flowing water film containing a surface-active agent 
and their velocity could be measured by patient individual 
timing (many air bubbles burst on the way) over a known height 
of the wetted plate.
Water containing 0.00125% Manoxol OT was again used. The 
results are given in Table U7 and the timing of the individual 
air bubbles is reported in Appendix lh,IH.
b) results.
Table h7. Surface velocity of air bubbles entrained in a
L
tjmi'i
'
cefee cm
£
j!„,
11/
CJn
k"f,
tmjicc
ho
•Z-rr'ijtrn
% t
.
7 "
2.12 0.662 70.6 282 9.86 i;
20.3 0.0250 26.5 0.77
2.83 0.88U 94.2 377 7.50
;|
i 26.7 0.0279 31.7 0.81+ !
3.96 1.237 131.9 528 6.61+ 200 30.1 0 .0 3 2 0 38.7 0.73
5.10 1.59U 169.2 680 6.00 i 33.3 0.0355 1+U.9 0.71+
c)Conclusions.
The results show that the velocity of the air bubbles
entrained in flowing liquid films is less than the mean
stream velocity. This is quite understandable, since the
air bubbles must be retarded considerably by air drag.
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A further inference is that timing of an air bubble or foam, 
or,indeed, any speck of dust for that matter thrown on to 
the surface of flowing liquid films, does not lead to 
the evaluation of any specific stream layer velocity. This 
was already pointed out in the previous section.
6.h* Experimental investigation of velocity distribution 
within the liquid film - the ratio of maximum to mean 
stream velocity.
Both Nusselt’s and Kapitsa’s theories lead to the 
fundamental notion of parabolic velocity distribution within 
the flowing film with the result that for vertical planes:
■Vn*x _ J _
%i0  ~  Z  ............ (3) also of, (42).
It appears to be extremely difficult to confirm equation 3 
by direct experiment and, except for Grimley’s trial (12), 
there seem to have been no other experiments at all described 
in the literature.
Since the above relationship is of fundamental importance 
the author thought it very worth-while to devise an experimental 
method of tackling the problem of velocity distribution within 
the film.
6.U.I. Experimental technique.
The author is convinced that the maximum velocity within 
the flowing liquid film may be found pretty accurately at any 
flow rate by carefully measuring the time of descent of the 
film over a known length of the column.
The procedure employed here was as follows:
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The flow rate was adjusted to the required level and the plate 
used was flushed with the liquid for a while to ensure its 
proper wetting. The flow of liquid was then temporarily 
stopped ( ^  5 seconds or so) by operating the three-way valve 
(Chapter 5)? causing partial drainage of the liquid from the 
distributing tank. The valve was subsequently set for normal 
working, thus ensuring the pre-set rate of flow. During the 
time when the wetted plate was being drained to the extent 
of leaving only a fJust wetted’ surface, the distributing 
tank was filling with liquid right to the moment of overflow 
of the film at the knife-edge.
The front of the descending film was then timed over the 
entire length of the wetted plate. About half a dozen measure­
ments were taken for each flow rate and the results are 
reported in Appendix 15 for both the smooth SS plate (A15?A) 
and the rough MS plate (A15*B).
The argument behind this experimental technique is that 
the flowing liquid film would descend over a * Just wetted* 
surface with the velocity of the fastest layer within it, 
be it the surface velocity or the velocity of the layer 
immediately below the surface(l2).
6.4*2. Tabulated results.
A. Liquid on a smooth plate.
a) water.
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Table U8. Ratio of maximum to mean stream velocity; water on
SS plate*
1
_
i 
I
n
u
tthtc.tn
r
ju.
■*n 4-
h o  O '
M M
f0
tm
litp&jr
r
tfrujHC
A 0
Cj'/ljciri
%
an.jttc
0.71 0.222 22.2 88.8 9.35 i 22.8 0.01U5 15.3 1.49
1.1+2 0.1+1+1+ 1+1+.3 177 6.82 31.2 0.0199 22.3 1.40
2.12 0 .6 6 2 66.1 26U 5.50 38.7 0.0233 28. 4 1.36
2.83 0.881). 88.2 353 k.7k UU.9 0.0263 33.6 1.34
3.5U 1.106 110.1+ hh2 U.20 50.7 0.029^ 37.6 1.35
1+.25 1.328 132.6 530 3.90 213 5U.6 0.0317 41.9 1.31
1+.96 1.550 15U.7 619 3.55 60.0 0.0338 45.9 1.31
5.66 1.769 176.6 706 3.20 66.6 0.0353 50.1 1.33
8 .5 0 2.656 265.1 1060 2.60 | 81.9 0.0U29 61.9 1.32
11.33 3.51+0 353.1+11U11+..... . t....
2.38 | 89.5 0.0497 71.2 1.26
11+. 16 1+.1+21+ 1+1+1.6 1766 2.2k | 95.1 0.0559 79.1 1.20
16.99 5.309 530.0 2120 2.17 i 98.2 0.0612 86.7 1.13
19.82 6.193 618.2 21+73 2.01 jl06.0 0.0674! 91.9 1.15
22.65 7.077 706.5 2826 i.9 5 j ' 109.2 | 0.0743 95.2 1.15
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b) water with 0.125%(vol) Teepol L
Table U9« Ratio of maximum to mean stream velocity; water
with 0.125%(vol) Teepol L on SS plate*
L
yftlin.
Q
Ccjitc.on
r n,J t  J
JUL | ]
| \jtCi
. . .  — - _ _ _ j _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ' . . . . . . .
i }r
tmfizc
ho
!?. *
Cfnje/n
%  
tmj:\ec
IJtn&x 
%  ‘
1.42 0.444 44.3 j 177 | 6.88 3 1 .0 0 ,0 1 9 3 23.0 1.35
2.12 0.662 66.1 264 1 5.03......|..| '.....' . 42.3| 0.0237 27.9 1.51
2.83 0.884 88.2 | 353 | 4.14 51.4} 0.0274 32.3 1.59
3.54 1.106 110.4j 442 j 3.88 54.9) 0.0301 36.7 1.50
4.25 1.328 132.6! 530 j 3.29 64.7! 0.03251 i 40.9 1.58
4.96 1 .55oj 154.7; 619 3.14 213 67.8) 0.0350 Uk.3I..:..:.. 1.53
5.66 1.769) 176.6j 706 2.901 ;1 ; 73.4 ! 0.0368) 48.1 1.53
8.50 2.656} 265.1; 1060 2.13] j 100.0 0.0429 6 1 .9 1.61i • ■
11.33 3.540 353.41 1414! 2.08| | 102.4! 0.0498 7 1 . 1 1 1 .4 4
14.16 4.424i 441.6) 1766 1.96 1i 108.7] 0.0562 78.7) 1.38
16.99
j . . ,} .
5.309] 5 3 0.0j2120 1.86
I
| 114.5j O.0 6 2 7! 84.7j 1.35
19.82 6.193) 618.2! 2473
......  1 !
1.75 ? a.2 1 .7  
..j ____
0.0678 91.3; 1.33
i I
c) water with 0.20% Tide.
Table 50. Ratio of maximum to mean stream velocity ; water with 
. 0.20% Tide on S3 -plate. _______ _______________________
L
>1 ■(-jfrnn.
Q
(ijjiC.Cm
£  ! It j ta,ru,. ! 4
| U «
/Is
tm.
ho | %  
tn/oecs. ^jttrv ! tmjszc
Ortitiji
?j"o
1.42 0.444 44.3 j177 |7.16 ■i 29.7 0.0202 J 22.0 1.35
2.12 0 .6 6 2 66.1 1 261+ |u.95.... 1..  t. .. .
<}
i 43.0 0.0247j 26.8
1 .6 0
2.83 0.884 88.2 1353 14.101213) 51.9
........................... j ...................|................  :...... ......... 0.0287 I 3 0 .8 1.68
3.54 1.106 110.4 1442 i 3.66! ♦ I 58.2 0.0315 1 35.1 ! 1.67..._____
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Table 50 (continued)r* m ■ i T 1 1  — k — ■ — f c M w  ■ ■  # i  i
*
0  /
r - s j:
p-i.
S
T  1 1  
• V  l « v
f I 7jr 
1  ; ' h nctx
\
A
n  0 % l?ma x
r Q j
Ljinifi Cehtc.&n
... ! . . .  ...
Cin \Crrijxc Crrijcm t m p t c :
4.25 1.328 132.6!530 i 3 .3 8 1 ; 63.0 0.0337 39.4 1.60
4.96 1.550 15i4-.7| 619 1 3,0ij-213; 70.1 0.0355 43.7 !.6°
5.66 1.769! 176.6 706 j 2.81 j ! 75.8
J •
0.0371 47.7 1.59
8.50 2.656 265.1 106oj 2.35 j | 9°*8 0.0437 60.8 1.49
11.33 3.54ol 353.4 1414| 2.21 j 96.4 0.0503 70.4 1.37
14.16 4.424 441.6 1766} 1.98 ! 107.6 0.0569 77.7 1.38
16.99 5.309 530.0 212oj 1.93 ! 110 .4 0.0639 83.1 1.33
19.82 6.193 618.2 24731 1.83J ! ! 116.4 0.0692i i ' ! 89.5i
1.30
d) 45%(wt) glycerine solution.
Ratio of maximum to mean stream velocity; 45%(wt) 
glycerine solution on SS nlate.
I %
0.859! 21.7 ;87
ta (>■ j hi
t !
X
nv-
Jcc4 j C m  j tm joec I &rn/on
7.6k\ k | 27• 9 I 0.0405
C'tnjotc
21.2
max
Vo
1.32
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B.Liquid on a rough plate.
Ratio of maximum to mean stream velocity; water on MS
plate.
L
ijmin
i Q  i J1 f,.
ttj)ec,cm j
1
w
je&$
I ) I A 0 | %
1 1 i I I /
On cmhe*; £rri\tm, ! tnxjotc
\ j !
'Ifri'ib *
1.1+2 0.1+1+1+ 1+6.2 185 I 6.68 * 1 3i-9 0 .0 1 8 7! 2 3 .7 1.35
2.12
2.83
0 .6 6 2 69.0 276 5.15 ! 1+1 .1+ 0.0232| 28.5 j 1.1+5
0.881+ 92.1 368 j 1+.75 j 1+1+.8 0.0260j 31+.0 1 1.32 j
3.5b 1.106 115.2 1+61 j 1+.10 ! 5 2 .0 0.02851 38.8 1 1.3U !
1 t
b.25 1.328 138.3 553 {3.55.1
1
6 0 .0
1 i
0 .0 3 0 6 1 1+3 .1+) 1 .3 8
1+.96 1.550
1.769
161.5 J 61+6' 3.1+0 1 1 6 2 .6. J .1 .... 0.0321+J 1+7.8 1.31 1
5.66 181+.31737. __ 1 3.26 213i 63.5. ..;.i_............................. 0.0350| 50.5 1.26
8.50 2.656 27 6.6 {1107 2.1+8 1 j 8 5 .9 0.01+20 63.2 1.36
11.33 
11+. 16
3.51+0 368.7) 11+75 2.1+6) | | 86.6 0.01+89 72.1+ 1.20
1+.1+21+ I+6 0 .8 i 181+3. . . !. 2.181 1 ! '97.7 ! 0.0551i ' l  1 80+3 1.22
16.99 5.309 553.oj 2212 2.06 i 1103.1+ 1 0 . 0 6 0 9 87.2 1.19
19.82 6.193 61+5.1:
737.2)
2580 2.01
j ; _.... j
j |106.0 | 0.0661+ 93.3 1.14
22.65 7.077 291+9|l.97 ® |l08.1 j 0.0729 97.1 ) 1.11
6.U.3. Conclusions.
The l\eL relations for individual liquids on a
SS plate are plotted in Figs.3^-37 and the results for the 
rough plate are shown in Fig.38.
The results are very interesting indeed. As far as 
the author is aware, they represent the first direct 
experimental attempt in elucidation of the problem of velocity
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distribution within a flowing liquid film. The results 
demonstrate that the term ’film surface velocity’ must 
not be confused with the ’phase velocity* of wave motion 
which was discussed in section 6.3*
There is no direct evidence shown here that the maximum 
liquid layer velocity, v m / U t  , is the actual surface velocity 
of the film, nevertheless it is very unlikely that it could 
be anything else, as no air-blow was used in the experiments 
described above.
One can see without difficulty on the relevant 
graphs the characteristic Reynolds numbers of transition 
between the previously defined regions of flow.
Re« , Re.:. and Re^ are marked on the graphs. It can be noticed 
that up to the region of pseudoturbulent flow the value
v>
of the ratio of the maximum to the mean stream velocity, ,
is very close to that predicted by Nusselts theoretical 
considerations. There is practically no difference in the
results obtained with water films on the smooth SS and rough
ItMS plates used. The experimental value of the ~ ratio
cto
with liquids without surface-active agents is slightly less 
than that predicted by theory but this is only to be expected, 
since it may be argued that the velocity of a descending film 
over a ’just wet’ vertical surface would be slightly less than 
the maximum layer velocity within the film, due to the ’skin 
friction’ of the leading edge of the stream.
The results with surface-active agents show that the
ratio may reach a value greater than 3/2* This is an
- “■ ■■■■■■ ■ -   '  "
V
i
7$*■ > i
fetation
ft/oHon, for
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tMf&tica!
f r y  3 < j ^  r c h h o K  J o r  O t u i d i
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important point; noticed with both Teepol L and Tide.
One can deduce therefore that when the drag due to 
* skin friction* is practically eliminated by the use of 
surface-active agents in the liquid film, the ratio Is o
is slightly bigger than 3/2 but not as big as suggested by 
Jackson(5) or Brauer (6)« Their value was ^  2.5*
There is yet another very important point to note;
i . ■
the ratio in the turbulent region settles down to a
$0
value of approximately 1*15.
This is the first successfulexperimental determination 
of this very elusive quantity, connected not only with 
two-phase film flow but also with full-pipe flow.
6.5. Film velocity as a function of column height.
It was shown in section 6.1.2. that a certain distance below 
the knife-edge is required to establish the wave motion 
on a flowing liquid film.
It seems logical to examine whether the fact that the line 
of wave formation progrsses down the column with increasing 
flow rate is in any way connected with the possibly significant 
factor of liquid acceleration in the upper portion of the 
wetted' plate. To resolve this the film velocity was 
studied as a function of column height.
The same experimental procedure was employed as that 
used in section 6.U.I., but here the time of descent of the 
film was measured over the top half of the column only. The
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measurements are given in Appendix 15 for both the smooth 
plate (A15*C) and the rough one (A15*D).
6«5«2. Tabulated results*
o) water on a smooth plate#
Table 5*5« Maximum film velocity over the top half of the column
water on SS plate#
lop rui.Lf of th& pfate
tjniLi'i jCc/jeaera
0.71 ! 0.222
r
Mu
4- i Jte*.
22.2 89 5.20
/u
C/n
“W y
Chi pec
20. k
tikolt ptais.
Cmpt
*) tp irz $ec<,
22.8 4.68
1.42 0.444 44. 3 1177 3.91 27.1 31.2 3.41
2.12 0.662 6611 | 264 2.70 39.3 38.7 2.75
2.83 | 0.884 88.2 ! 353 2.43 43.6 44.9 2.37
3.54 ! 1.106 110.4 ! 442 1*93 i ,
i
54.9 50.7 2.10
4.25 I 1.328 132.61 530 1.971106 53.8 54.6 1.95
T .... I
4.96 | 1.550 154.71 619 1.921 55.2 60.0 1.78
5.66 | 1.769! 176.6 706 1.851 57.3 66.6 I 1.60
8.50 2.656 265.1 1060 1.47!
11.33! 3.540 353.3, 1414 1.291
72*1 81.9 1.30
82.2
14.16 4.424| 441.61 1766 1.27J I 83.5
89.5 1 1.19
95.1 1.12
16.99 5.309 530.0! 2120 1.191 89.1 98.2 1.09
19.82 6.1931 618.2! 2473 1.13! 93.8 I 106.9 1.01
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b) water on a rough plate.
Table 54. Maximum film velocity over the top half of the column; 
water on a rough plate.
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6.5.3* Conclusions.
It may be seen from the tabulated results that there 
is a small but definite difference between the values of
a) the average time of descent of the film over the top half 
of the wetted plate, and
b) half of the average time of descent of the film over the
I ’
entire length of the plate, zlaa.
This in turn causes a difference between
c) the maximum film velocity measured over the top half of the 
wetted plate, I and
d) the maximum film velocity measured over the entire length 
of the plate, 'Jinax *
This is true for both the smooth and the rough plate and is 
due, no doubt, to slight acceleration of liquid films on the 
top portion of the wetted plate. The difference in film 
velocities is only a small one but, even so, this will affect 
the film thickness in the corresponding sections of the 
plate to a certain extent.
Chapter Seven*
Increase in interfacial area due to wave motion*
7.1. Theoretical formula for percentage increase in interfacial 
 _______ |_________ ____________ .______________area.
It was shown in Chapter ij. that the fractional surface
increase caused by the wave motion could he expressed hy
the equations- _ ' ■
/. (a, a i., ,)2 I i , (Q'W'il-fi’-X f i
a  p =(j «]■ m  ; i * (-— 7 — £  J }  (9 0)
By means of the above equation one can estimate therefore 
the percentage increase in the film interfacial area due 
to wave motion as a function of G& , A and b j 
o>c i j,f.(,/. a. OfCiO'i%l-
let
i’i U h  A  O ' '"jo i % 7 ' A  ’ A  Af  « v W  4 ~ A ; and let ~  tS
Then the percentage increase in the interfacial area is given
fcy*
« 5 2  A‘(h t>~) V C    (no)
7.2o Worked example.
Taking the case of water film flow at 20°C (Table 55)» 
we have:
fa*; ta ji^l'OOOtpi
Subsequently:
j=0-o/3»s<f} 4-^0-ooooiom
■ti = 0 o o o 7 3 5 ‘^ s
Therefore, when L = 0.71 l/min and Q = 0.222 cc/see cm, we have 
ip UQt a*.,. O ’k l Z  '
The ratio of the film surface to the surface of the wetted 
plate, c 1 + 0  0 0 3 *  _ , .
_j_ - —  ---- = ]• o 0 o
,06.» i - '
/. %  increase in interfacial area due to wave motion, &S% ~0'5%
7.3. Tabulated results for a smooth plate.
a) water
Table 55. Percentage increase in interfacial area: water on
1
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H ■ '■'\tniru
a '
ttfotcxm
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(I tr„
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. tm
O.o
A * * f & A ([*&*)+ k ^ 7A yJ rQ
0.71 0.222 89 0 .4 3 2 1.75 2U.7 0.3U2 339.0 0 .0 0 3 4 1.003 0.3
1.U2 0.i+i+l+ 177 0 .3 0 5 2.21 13.8 1.096 26.0 0 .0 1 0 9 1.011 1.1
2.12 0.662 261+ 0 .2 5 0 2.53 9.9 2.129 6.0 0 .0 2 1 2 1.021 2.1
2.83 0.881+ 353 0 .2 1 6 2.79 7.7 3.159 2.0 0 .0 3 5 1 1.035 3.5
3.54 1.106 1+1+2 0 .1 9 3 3.00 6.1+ 5.099 0.9 0 .0 5 0 9 1.051 5.1
4.25 1.328 530 0 .1 7 6 3.19 5.5 6 .8 9 6 0.5 0 .0 6 8 9 1.069 6.9
4.96 1.550 619 0 .1 6 3 3.36 U.9 8.691 0.3 0 .0 8 6 9 1.087 8.7
5.66 1.769 706 0 .1 5 3 3.51 b*k 10.778 0.2 0 .1 0 7 7 1.108 10.8
8.50 2 .6 5 6 1060 0 .1 2 5 1+.02 3.1 21.716 0 . 0 0 .2 1 7 1 1.217 21.7
11.33 3.51+0 141U 0.108 J+.U3 2.1+ 36.228 0 . 0 0 .3 6 2 2 1.362 3 6 .2
Ik. 16J+_. 1+21+ 1766!0.097 2.0 - .5 .2 ,1 .5 7 . 0 . 0 -0^5215. 1.522 52 • 2_l
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b) 45% glycerine solution.
Table 56. Pereentage increase in interfacial area;45%(wt)glycerine
solution.
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Qo A**/04 ■ (4 A*} A it. 4>Z \
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c) 82%(wt) glycerine solution.
Table 57. Percentage increase in interfacial area;82%(wt) glycerine
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d) iso-propyl alcohol.
Table 58. Percentage increase in interfacial area; iso-propyl 
alcohol on SS -plate. ________ __________ _________________
L ’i
j y on %
Q  ! 
Cc/otc-im
Jt
Cm
a0 * nf 
cm
1
Cjf, i(f \e?*Kj
1.....  . .1 ..
(i+d J Aa Sx 1 iy.u i * Oj j
%  i^P/c!1
1
4 .0 0 1.250 166 0.195 4.51• 4.3 1 1 .3 2 3 2.9
0 .1 1 3 26
i •
1.113 ill.3j;
4 .2 5 1.328 176 0.189j 4.61 4.1 1 2 .4 1 9 0.12420 1.121+ 12.4;. L
4 .5 0 1.406 ; 187
■ ii
0.184| 4.70 3.9 1 3 .6 7 5
V
0
4-J ^ 0.13676■ 1.137
t
13.?!;
*,4.80
\I
1.500 | 200t
1
0.178j 4.79. -...... _.l..... 3.7
1 5 .2 1 0
£ ;'4 !
" ^  i 0 .1 5 2 1 0 1.152 1 5.2!
5.05
i
1.578 | 210
1 1
0.174; 4.88 13.6■ .- .1
16.120
■ i . v‘ j
•t' a’ ! 0.16120 1.161 il6.ll
! ! 1 
16.50 j 2.031 i 270
t
0 .1 5 3 5 .0 7 ! 3 .0
1 i
23.136 ^  | j 0.23136
1 j
1.231 123.1!i I i
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Table 58 (continued).
1 Q
jjzi .C>r-
f ,  ,"L A
Ctn
it, > > 0 *  
trn.
L
......■;.... ...■■■■]
A*« !C
1 5
A -/C T )'A S-c '•J
0,
“S/i j
8.20 2.562 340 0.136 5.74 2.U 36.277 0.36277 1 .3 6 3 36.3 ’
10.05 3.140 418 0.123 6.14 2 .0 52.157
'•'j
0.52157 1 .5 2 2 52.5 .
11.90 3.718 494 0.113 6.49 1 .7 72.131 0.72131 1 .7 2 1 72.1
13.60 4.249 565 0.106 6.79 1 .6 81.505 ’ v £ 0 .8 1 5 0 5 1.815 81.5 .
13. bO 4.812 640 0.099 7.08 l.U 106.36
£ <-> 
• -
*n ^
1.0636 2 .06U 106 i
1 7 .2 0 5-374 714 0.094 7.34 1 .3 123.37 ; C" 1.2337 2.234 123 j
19.15!>•904 796 0.089 7.61
_____________
1 .2 144.53 0.0 1.UU53 2.445 145 1
e) methyl alcohol.
Table 59. Percentage Increase in interfacial area; methyl alcohol on
L
jil
Q
iC-htc.tm
‘ Q 
F
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0
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Cio
1
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>
> O JUL 
'
L 
___
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__
(l+£k)‘A~
c .
-x
0V/W
<;* j
A  /o !;
}f
4 .9 0 1 .5 3 1 807 0 .0 9 0 3.05 3.0 23.136 0 .0 6 0 .2 3 1 3 6 1 .2 3 1 2 3 .1
5 .1 0 1.594 840 0.088 3.09 2.8 26.595 0 .2 65 9 5 1.266 26.61
5 .3 5 1.673 881 0.086 3.1U 2.7 28.558
. cn .
0.28558 1.286 28.6 j
5 .65 1.765 930 0 .0 8 4 3.20 2.6 30.925 0.30925 1.309 30.9!
5 .9 5 1.859 980 0.082 3.26 2.5 33.385 ^  ' -  > • 0.33385 1.33U 33.U
7.85 2.453 1293 0.071 3.57 2*0 52.157
in 1J t*-'
. sr S r.
r"> 0.52157 1.522 52.2:
9 .50 2.968 1564 0.065 3.81 1.7 72.131 0.00 0.72131 1.721
I
7 2 . 1 1 *
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7.U. Conclusions*
a) theory
The percentage increase in interfacial area - ReL 
relation for liquids used is shown in Fig.UO. As pointed out 
in Chapter k9 the theory outlined will apply only within a 
certain range of flow and it should not, therefore, be 
extended beyond the Reynolds number of ^  1600, this being
the upper limit of laminar flow as proposed by Brauer (6).
The present work,however, has shown that a Renolds number of 
1100 is more appropriate as the upper boundary to be used 
for that purpose,
b)experimental work.
To check the theoretical results outlined above, scores 
of wave-profiles were taken by means of the four-channel 
proximity meter described in Chapter 5,
One or two of the recordings, selected at random, are 
shown in the photographic supplement, p 25-28.
Two methods were used to ’read* the wave-profiles from 
the photographs obtained from the Teledeltos recording paper;
1) toy use of an ordinary opisometer, used normally for road­
map reading,
2) by ’fitting* a thread on to a wave-profile curve.
This can be demonstrated by means of an actual example: 
With 82% glycerine solution used, at Re, = 12.0 (see photo­
graphic Supplement, p25,S85, 9), the following results were 
obtained:
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1. Opisometer: Length of curve (channel h* S85» 9) = 11
Length of base-line = 11
% increase in interfacial area = = 25%
i t
2. 'Curve fitting': length of thread fitted to curve - 29«5cm
length of base line - 28«5cm
increase in interfacial area = irprz = 3.5%
The theoretical %> increase in interfacial area for the above 
case is shown in Table 57 and it is equal to 3*3$. The 
agreement between theory and experiment therefore seems 
very good but both methods of wave-profile 'reading' are 
tedious and very time-consuming and the amount of work involved 
is such that the author proposes to carry it out at a later 
stage, using a projector and an accurate, specially designed 
curvometer*
It was thought at one time that the Ordnance Survey 
Office might be helpful in suggesting the type of instrument 
needed, but it would appear from their reply to the author's 
enquiry that they have no special instrument for measuring 
the lengths of irregular curved lines (107).
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Chapter Eight.
Interpretation of results and suggestions 
for future work.
To cope with the diversity of work undertaken and to 
allow for quick reference to the experimental results obtained 
under the different headings, detailed conclusions have 
already been given at the end of each appropriate section, 
a) Main conclusions.
The main results may be summed up as follows:
1)Wave-motion is a natural phenomenon accompanying liquid 
film flow and it starts some distance below the knife-edge 
with a clearly defined line of inception at a critical 
Reynolds number, .
2)The distance free of wave motion is a function of:
a) The flow rate of liquid and gas (if any),
b) The physical characteristics of liquid,
c) The physical characteristics of the wetted plate used. 
The rougher the plate and the higher the velocity of gas
used (in counter-current or co-current flow), the shorter the 
distance free of wave motion. This distance increases also 
with flow rate and viscosity of the liquid film.
3) The wave motion starts as an orderly sinusoidal flow at 
the line of wave inception and it persists in such a manner 
down the wetted plate with very viscous liquids at moderate 
flow rates. With liquids as mobile as water, on the other 
hand, the orderly sinusoidal wave motion disappears some
.187.
distance below the line of wave inception and the resulting 
type of flow appears as a kind of deformation of the 
theoretically predicted and originally observed sinusoidal 
flow. The waves subsequently coalesce and agglomerate into 
groups with wave lengths and amplitudes higher than those 
theoretically established* At the same time, though, higher 
harmonics appear with fJ and cX $ lower than theoretical. 
The wavelength, A , is a function of the flow rate and the 
experimental values of \ , obtained at the line of wave
inception, vary in accordance with the outlined theory, 
i.e. the wavelength gets shorter as the flow rate increases. 
k) Additions of surface-active agents diminish the tendency 
of the film surface to ripple but the effect varies with 
concentration and flow rates. There exists an optimum 
concentration of surface-active agents for the suppression 
of wave motion. Addition of wetting agent beyond the optimum 
concentration causes the restoration of rippling.
5)Wave-motion imparts stability to flowing liquid films •
This is demonstrated by the average film thickness data and
is. in accordance with the theory outlined which approximates 
to the experimental results much better than the classical 
(Nusselt) theory.
6) The mode of liquid film flow may be divided into the 
following regions:
Laminar - pseudolaminar - transitional (or buffer) - pseudo- 
turbulent -- turbulent •
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7) The velocity pattern was established in all regions of 
flow, including the laminar one, where practically no data 
has existed up to the present date.
8) The film thickness data are best correlated by the use
of the universal velocity profile developed by the author for 
two-phase film flow on vertical plates.
9)The phase velocity of ripples must not be confused with the 
film surface velocity. The experimental ratio of the phase 
velocity of ripples to the mean stream velocity is 
strikingly close to the theoretical value, established by 
the author, i.e. z  = 2.1+8.
10) The problem of the surface velocity of flowing liquid 
films may be elucidated by measuring the ratio by
the technique developed by the author.
It is shown that this ratio remains at the value of 3/2 up 
to the beginning of the pseudoturbulent regime of flow, 
where upon it drops to the value of ~  1.15 in the turbulent 
region. ■*'
11) The *dust technique* used by some workers (6,11,12) for 
measurement of film layer velocities does not lead to the 
establishment of either film1surface velocity1or * phase 
velocity- of ripples.
12) The * organic dye method1 (10) suffers not only from the 
error caused by the diffusion of the dye in the flowing 
stream, but alters also the surface tension of the liguid 
used.
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13) Film thickness and film velocity are functions of the 
column height due to the sLight acceleration of liquid films 
on the top ortion of wetted plates. The conditions approach 
a fsteady state* with columns more than 100cm long.
14) There is a definite increase in interfacial area due to 
wave motion. This has been established by both theory and the 
experimental results.
15) A theory is put forward to establish the interfacial area 
for diffusional processes from first principles. „
16) Experiments with wave-profiles check the theoretical 
equations for the film interfacial area developed by the 
author.
s S17) In some cases the interfacial area enlargement factor,
sw
is as much as 2.3.
b).Future work.
To elucidate further the mechanics of the flow of liquid 
films in wetted-wall columns the author would suggest the 
following lines of research:
1)The use of vertical ceramic plates for experiments identical 
with those described here.
2)The use of high velocity air-blows in counter-current and 
co-current flow in conjunction with the above.
3)The development of a reliable method for measurement of wave 
profiles at frequencies higher than 150c/sec.
4)The development of an accurate curvometer for the 1 reading* 
of wave profiles•
Appendix 1.
The application of the original von Karma^s "universal 
velocity profile” equations for film flow (h)«
a) Laminar sublayer:
r flf rJl>lu (Uj x I I J L I
*)' Laminar sublayer + buffer layer:
£
/*•^ *
r* *
+.
0
VftsVI
1-1 * -
L A  i0
Itr 5-05 + 5-oUtf)dyy 7^3(9
-3 -05 u
'i?
/j =  fas-$‘0$2+52
u. -i 6
c) Laminar sublayer + buffer layer + turbulent layer:
-C —  i chj 4 |  ^d,!? +■ (t)’5*-2.’5Ln.u '  ^ *
!"■ ' J0 4 <  JQ  ^ ~ !
- G'5ci+ %<0Ga. -H’OS 6 ~5a In a +2'$ i 0i h ~ -£ +$’5r^  la ^
{•)kc. ;■>, a ~ i) t b ~ i *i£ ^ ^
Therefore substituting the values for a and b:
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A1
f
Therefore the tabulated values of jj- rj should be as 
shown in Al, Table 1.
The universal velocity profile for full-pipe flow, i.e.
V? tn if is given in A1,Fig.1.
rIn addition a plot of - - based on the universal
Jij. u
velocity profile postulate of von Karman is produced in 
A1,Fig.2.
}
Prom the latter graph ^ 'S corresponding to the required 
flow rates may be found and hence the film thickness, m f< ? 
can be calculated.
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A1
A1.Table 1. JA^ -rs rl based on the universal velocity profile for fit
Laminar sub-layer
%  > 1 ^ 5
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A2 1.
Appendix 2#
Solution of the differential equation by first approximation.
Denoting the derivatives with respect to x by a dot, 
the differential equation (52) in the first approximation is 
as follows:
ha,0 (z-i)\z-iz)9<-i(j-z q t )4> m r 3 aJT / =  o  y s
' ' . . .  .(53)
In general the type of solution of the constant coefficient
linear equation, •
0  * b <fj C <j> * d  (p =* 0
depends on the roots of the auxiliary equation,
2 *
m + bm + cm +d * 0 
At least one root of a cubic is always real; for a periodic 
solution we require a pair of complex roots,
(rri-ni,)(tn~ trt) hri ~ = o -
And the solution is
(p t  $in(nx * € ) +~ A t  m/X>
where a,6,A are constants determined by boundary conditions. 
For 0  to have constant sinusoidal wave form:
p = 0 and nij = 0 
Therefore the auxiliary equation now bedomes: 
m(nf + n) = 0 
which comes from a differential equation
0+ n <j> *  o ,
.1 9 k .
A2 2.
2
i.e. d = 0, b = 0 and c = n
The solution therefore is of the form:
( p ^ A  + dsin^ru f * 6 )
A suitable choice of origin and initial conditions makes 
A = 0 and 6= 0 
giving ,
(p *<x sin n x
Using our original notation for equation (53) we have therefore
3(r li t ) ~  o
\ u /
and « , t
n * 7n=
v
/  ' 3  \
If the absolute term j J~ j is included, this
v* &
leads to a particular integral and solution of form
r f >  —  A  + &  ::- / a  a X  ~  +  , Ar , » for some constant A .
To preserve the pure sinusoidal form the absolute term is 
equated to zero.
• •
Our differential equation does not include the term in (p , 
so b = 0 is automatically satisfied.
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Appendix 3.
Solution of the non-linear differential equation by the second 
approximation*
The differential equation
t>ffe \ A  i I 9 U0'°— > — .. , . , J
m • t « • . *( A3) 1
is no longer a constant coefficient type and the arguments 
for the solution of the previous equation (Appendix 2) do 
not apply here#
If we assume a solution of the form:
eh ~ a sinnx + h cos tax * Q sin, t • . - ,
7 - 1 X  • . . (A3)2#
then we have to determine p and <9 *As
Denoting, as before, the derivatives with respect to X by a
dot, we have: ! & a a
ip - n.cAcesnx ~~Lrips,mZn,X + &n.Q £&$ Z tix
. ^
0  - -ntx  sin &x  ' ’i n p  -  i j  ^  ^ .y
$  -  -/LoCCos /?,* + h i p siti X f i x  ~ S r e O r s i t t X
writing the original equation in the form:
(?>3ti>) '<£*tilhZt<p)4>4 jtff $(j~(sz)<j>+ - f c f -  = 0
where p - -3=, a  A ;  »*• f f M ) / ™ )(A w.y * J fc? K; t*
.(A3)3
and also denoting sin nx and sin 2nx by s, and s:iand similarly 
cos nx and cos 2nx by c» and c* respectively we have:
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(|+ 3 a t, + 3 p * '$<£ ?a) /- in q£«)
t f/ (« s, h  f +  p - p  z ) p  s,+ pc,, ^  *  c
' . . . .(A3)U
'Hien‘  ^ $ 2
+ jJlJ-pz)pt 2nq - ? n ^  | C* + j $1 + (~ /lVz( ~3n,a J s, c, 
+/2p«fy- Zricf^ z, - V-inSp s,cz + 2 m  Zfp  XHriv j) J S,
+■ [ - r i d ,  + ( - n < x Z t p  - Cj
+ 'l+lhrij-p \ *■ (tj ^ - Z r t z ^ ^ - Z H  O f > p  cl
+ \z$jp<l + £ n z l(pl-f ) + M n ( p - < f )  ] S* C 1 =  0 • • • (A3)5
From the tables of trigonometrical functions (81) we have:
z%*t)
Therefore substituting the above relationships into (A3,5) 
and simplifying:
f l fy* *i*’jpi+ i I j i + si[^if ^  + &(z,+iz)%-«tjf> -knctfa+fy
+ £ I pti*(ziHZ)-ilw(ll’-b)p+alj(f
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f £(^1^)1° ~ bfaO^ j
^  $5 , C$,5 jj ^ Ctf zz (X * * * « « • • « *(A3)6* 
Equating the coefficients of (A3)6 separately to zero gives 
the following set of equations:
I *ip* 11i i = f f i -  ~ i  ft fi* V  ~
dhp *■ J- 
2
Jta,o
. . .(A3)7
}P 4’i tl<x('il+3)4£* ria(z*IZ)c^
1 2 ,  . L 2
£ >i<x.(zi * 3 J f ) — a i l j e i - pm* (_Z,-f I Z )
^Lp t - j- ti*(z, + 3)
j ( j a‘
. . ,(A3)8 
. . .(A3)9
. . .(A3)10 
. . .(A3)11
But according to equation (55) from the approximate solution 
for a vertical plane:
y £, z
, - flZ'ii a0- I 5 • •  J - f > 2 0
. . . .(A3)12
Therefore from equation (A3)ll we have:
~  ~  "  |  i  * x ,  ‘ C ?  = ;  —
I. I ''t ’ L
J oc
/ /  3 Ix
7/1 O
. . .(A3)13
A3
*199*
Correspondingly, taking equation (A3) 10 and putting z - * 3  
from the first approximate solution, we have:
&t i  p ~ 5 + $
A -J:JLLZh- L ~ - ?£ 0 - n * -
1 !Z * * • *(A3)1U
Also from equation (A3)7 we have:
, Z, Z  Z (3 f ' j •*“ / ) ^  t £  £ h
 0(; ^  h f r t  ~  q  Q i j  t e r n s  U  oc
o(iu ) t ' ^
. . .(A3)15
' a j  ( j
\
J
X
and therefore
* /Of ^
. . . .(A3)16.
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Appendix U. 
T h e  fFf function*
Calculation of the value of the F function,
'A Ar ix
• (Al*)l
we shall assume that a definite integral of the following 
form is known
i
A
o  k + Z f   (AU)2
Differentiating f with respect to parameter c or b and
assuming afterwards that they are equal to unity, one can 
obtain all three types of integrals to which expression
(Ah)l reduces, e.g.:
\i - { 
>b ~ I
A
4. t £ - i •A dx ' V , - X to 0+4)
J X
* . . (M)3.
Also
4.
dx , .
+ * * £ ke.'kih
. . .(AU)U
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B) Introducing now the function
^ s sin nx 
into expression (AU)2 above, we obtains
(57)
f M - f
dx
0 tfdiXSianit a\
hut r i \ ~ 2-/T; Httrtfare-
' ^  d. $ s'nCt a31 ~ ® > ri^ y
0 jb r&X i//l £ <is=
4/2^  Utn Xs o 6 ^  O  
— * _  x »
j(c, b j -
.i/7 ,
' /
^  Jo b+Cty Sin & 2 lij b^-C^Sin-G J0 b~ccnSin&
This can be added together: _
Ufi M  * A A  f
ib
S' j
f"A jtcSd.0
IJi I'-tan&J -dt'tari 0
Now let t » tan ©
£h
/» c>o
Jo
i-t
j  / Z>a IJe/A?-i I * t
X k
ir b J £*-£*<**
ia
i
n — — ;—
& .1 
£ c<
k
o
Therefore finally:
* M . )  " \i~T~TS.
- V t f - c V
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C)
The F function may then he evaluated as follows:
F -  { j'Fiiiiiil. I*
{u<py-
Therefore introducing equations (Ak)3fh and 5:
a ^
F-~ r )-4 f
and according to equation (AU)6:
.1 \* A 1
-  //
r - e *
k
/ U i  
c ' i • • • • • (Ai+)7
Performing the partial differentiation step-wise, we have:
7,Z Ul/2 I ftZI .  ,1. / k -C a • -  o/D )
}b t ; L
. U t - x r :  s i t u s p y t - S t f ^ n ^ ' )  •
™  7 * . • . (AJ+)8
Y?,
11 * J l *-l \ %  nt l ZZ\
V . u i ^ ' ca/ ^-3kc*(b-cct)
Z / A U | F i
. . .(A4)9
i n • X  /F--A*)“ * <**e{ # - e*J
^ , 7
A p ’-c'x)
. . . .(Alt.) 10
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Substituting (Ai+)8, (Ah) 9 and (Ah) 10 into (Ah) 7 we have:
f* - l ( b  -cV! Z j  z ( j  b e *  )  * d a *  ] /  ,-6 v y j - v \ > £?■— x
UC-1
1 0 ' * )  u i-Gz+zlbU*)j f-
‘  ^ . . . .  . ( m m
^  Let us calculate now the values of a and z for P = 1.
Por P ss l, let a = A.
then '% , r z/ - >
or , £ 1 0 - * ) * - 1 1
} - G z < z V + z * ) * '  —  _  (AU)12
We see therefore that a striaght line, Z\ = constant; inter­
sects the curve P = 1 at two points, zf and z. , given by (Ah) 12* 
We have to calculate z and z,> for different values of A  ? 
thus;
I. &=«*=* O;
The value of the r.h.s. ratio of expression (Ah) 12 is obtained 
by applying L*Hopitalfs rule (82). This consists of 
successively differentiating the numerator and denominator 
until a determinate value for the ratio is obtained on 
substitution of limiting conditions.
Ak
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5
Therefore:
L i m  , i „ ri
A~*Q ZS
S'
A~*C
Pointa of intersection with P e l  are given by:
l - 6 z + Z * * - 5 ;  or Z ~ & z + h ~  O ’
are calculated thusFor other values of &  Z £ Z»
/
from (Ah) 12: .
\i*Z&)Z-bZ +
- v  A ______ 1
3±(;~a) ]
0
For selected values of A 
£ a“ *
04 we have therefore:
*■>4_a( = , 
£ . 0 * !  r .  
JL.cC =
• V  # >ftja ==_
£af =
f-az *•/* CC* 35
0 Z, *  U.73 Z .a  1 .27
0 .1 Z. -  3 .75  J Z ,= 1.25
0 .2 Z, = 3 .05 Z?a 1.2U 1
0 .3 ^  Z, a 2.53 Z~ = 1.22
O.U Z, a 2.13 Z, a 1.20
0 .5 Z, a i .8 2 '■ Z ,=  1.18
0.6. Z, = 1 .57 “ 1 2 i=  1.16
0 .7 Z, a 1 .37 2^= 1 .13
0.6 .  ~ 2 j “ -1#20 .. " Z ,a  1 .10
There will he one value of z, i.e. z = z„ 9 when
-  o
(Ah)13
y 1-a
we have therefore finally:
i zt ~  V i o
E)In order to find the mirimum value of F, we have to plot
Vythe curves 
Taking o? - A
>F !
0 o- ~ Ctr^ cb ? OZ
, as before, we have from (Ah)Us
~ ft* 7/
-% - £
> Z ~ £ ( ~ a J^"a) + J xl + a [i~&z + 'z (1+-2a )1^3p q
therefore for /i ^  J :
3 ^'V + 4.) ~£> (Z + i&jz -fil4- 11 & Z A j X —  0  . . . .  (Aij.) lit.
For selected values of A ~ 04 we have therefore from (Ah)lh
: • i i i
a' i 0 io.l i 0.18 1
i
0.2 j 0.3 O.h 0.5 . 0.6 0.7
Z,.U.73! 3.3-9} 2.56 ! 2.1* I 1.99 1.71 1.50 1.35
1 : 
j 1.23
t i l  'Z,i 1.27 1.2U 1.21 !
_.JU i ---L
I
1.21 | 1.18 1.15 1.13 lilO j 1.07
One can see from this table that all the values
fall below the area bounded by the F = 1 curve and therefore 
need not be plotted in Fig.3.
To plot the " r ~ 0 cuvre, we have from (Ah) 11:
jz a $ ‘ ^ ) '&(z+tAZ-i) -  0
therefore
7=.
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Which for selected values of A  ~ q< gives the following results
2 I j 
a 0 0 .1
■
0 .2 O • 04 o.u 0 .8 0 . 6 0.7 _
Z j3.001 2.50 2 .lh 1 . 8 8 1 1.67 1 .5 0 j 1 .3 6 1.25
*^#The value of P at the coordinates a = 0.50 and Z » 1.50 is 
calculated from (AU)ll, thus:
I u  ..V*!/, ,J i n  .n . . s \ \  ^
f ~~i {O'sc) jg*&soj I -c! *2-2 s(jn J j f* J  =  O' l o i
'We have from equation (76)s
.(Ah)
16
3fm ,-
3{2rotfi-6z * T(l*2*)} ;■ 
_
& . . .(All)
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This gives the following values of Z vs a for the % « 3F. curve
z
a
1
0 0.10 0.15 0.18 0.19
1 1 in n nr n jn
0.20 j 0.21
z* 3 2*6h 2.52 2*ltBo| 2*k?6 g.hSOi ,2^495^
Zi 1 6.63 .....Ml .«JLt5S L J-27L. . 2,16.1. 2.5.7
Once again we may observe that all the Z2 values fall 
outside the area hounded by the F = 1 curve and there is no 
real purpose in plotting them in fig.3
•206.
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Appendix 5.
Increase in interfacial area due to wave motion# 
The expression for unit interfacial area is:
-  l  &  a, ; J
Introducing <f> we have thus:
(j> ~<x sintix + 0‘Z$oLCcr$tn,x ~ z~~% F ^ irb *  #
r Hnoad
*h<£ r z
a., -— ~ oJ ncx <*#$ fix - 06b m  - ji— f  Co$2ax + —
)y I Zna.o
and ■ /\j x? ' , /£/y
. 0 0  \ i f i  3 ^ / _ i * I^ ■ ;i i  °<-
i + <30  j j j  j  -  f  ^Cujn^ccfa.x +\0'"jb) U n  lny + ^  p  ~
-J-/2hotels/iJf s ia Z n x - I r iK C e it l* ~ r~ >  f ~  S w  «2fl-x 4n 'a0 o
+ 1'IZ lo ? S in , in x - t~ :? x ~ C o s 2 n x  I
2n,~a0 d J
which becomes after rejecting the terms containing a 
powers (except when in combination with jS ):
* i  <  flV « «  W + COS Z M  ]
hi a., d J
and the equation for unit interfacial area becomes;
j jl+a;ti*lcos~nx + -f;"c >, Vi -Cm  lux j i * j
•Aj 0 [ L Hn Qe 6 J J ilx
1.
. .(80)
. . (60)
z
Cos Z fix  +■
and higher
. . .(A5)l
. . .(A5)2
The integrand may be expanded into a series of the type;
(ft =  1 . ^ - 1 / .  ...... ; ^ i
• i *
' = Blet therefore ^  rr ^  ^ o  — i--
then A  - . ■ < /
3 = j( -! AAjcoinx+-~hcos%fixj > * dx
J o  (• ^
A  . 
= lj j^z^MW^ttt ln jJ-l jd 'Ctt 'h.y+ZABeosrixeffsJlnx
+ A ts CMi*Z^x ( + .... d^.y.
which after neglecting the small terms and substituting for
A and B becomes:
r A
( * i  1  ■?- ^  I ^  &  -A - / - -  - -  -  ^ n  V  x  ^ J
< j+£0«>i<xesspjc«-jtfonot Lf^a:^ *£*
‘  ^ f / 4 1  ^A A ) A y.i
A '
\ Zl)/
and since ^ ~ > therefore;
f» Kirn -i x
ft- I (  .  „ j oL
$~2.ii I illiQ,ncCcGc/ n x  *£c£n<x ij^r^
t t e  ' . . ( A 5 ) 3
’2 i Q I
But cos nx = ~ (cos 2nx + l) and coa 2nx = r* (cos k nx +l)
therefore;  ^ 'i% \*t
< _  ft- fv ! S t a  y \  I 2 z / ,Sin,tjrix . \ 1
''Tr[x,* > K  2 *
and finally:
,2
A6
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Appendix 6.
1.
Theinception of wave motion or the point of transition of 
true laminar flow.
The surface energy per unit length of stream is obtained thus:
Es-
c
and its derivative with respect to n
 ^^  _ L C & z  ^^ 
'In. * I * 0* *  11 ~
.2
I
n.
and since
^ kfi
s  0d >l
(91)
(A6)l
. . .(92)
therefore:
i
) A ,
? b eua  a
or ^
(> i  v'X' i , = 5n
l £ ± I _ ,
1 J' n s
l  fz oil 
a n d  n  -  -  Q f
Hence it follows from (A6) 2:
ft,
a■*= ^
; . . .(A6)2
and
s J k s
Aii
A Qebri
U j (A6)3
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Introducing into (A6)3 the value of n , a and Re from 
expressions (8 2),(77) and (11) respectively, we have therefore 
for the limiting ratio of £ Q0 at inception:
•Ic _ hu S ri __ nr o __ 3 n .
-  _  _ .  —  _  - ^  s f e ;  . . . .  ( A 6 ) U
1/2« i y  ■
Introducing the value of. Ret at inception from equation^ ll):
U q i
into equation (A6 )h above:
i? _ JL. ii - 0-31 ~~■ f  ^  n r  - n  u  \oc /0'3 'o
. . . .(ii)
. .(A6)5
We have also from equations (83) and (8I4.):
i __ 'P jl J*6
~Q»~ i-35 . . . .(a6 )6
and from equation (A6)U:
j  , 0 c
-•• = /£• 3 7 ~
therefore, ^ Ji f  ?JA ^
O h O
JL±~ JL -- K. 2
1-35*/S-l Vk . . .  .(A6 )7
multiplying through by :
r!‘Z . _  c[/Q \u
i-3S*l&3 j'i (SVi . . . .(A6 )8
A6
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therefore: w , ' L
10]“ / ? i  \ f
. » )  K H i  . , ! * }  /V* ...(*6)9
“  °  - / ** (/y ^  i4
^ /f 3/ )  (A6)10
which gives finally at inception :
H O - / 1
^  \ / Wo . . .  ,(A6)11
.211.
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Calculation of the air velocity used in experiments with the
air blow*
(Counter-current and co-current flow.).
1. Basic conditions.
Orifice plate: D and T > / z tappings.
Fluid to he measured: air
| 7'^ c/n.  ^I'*?! /a- Wt,
Differential head ^  - 2 0 - &  c m  ~ p l l tA U/.^
I eni m
Diameter of orifice, d « 2.000 i 0.0021’
Diameter of main, D = U.0,f
Temperature of air, t = 60°F
Pressure of air: atmospheric
Density of air, p = 0.076U Ih/cu.ft.
2. Flow formula.
Flow formula to he used (85):
L = 35<5'i C,  Z .  d \  t  V £  . V w
where 1 = flow of liquid in lh/hr;
' m  =  < / £  - V/4 - 
C = <^£07 ( &  Z l O t y %  d g t c u  s h u t  7 )
Since ~ ^ O o  > m ^  ~ 5 /„ £ - i  0  33
A7
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Approximately:
L  * 3fM« »'fine *f&onn =  7n-a* b'}kre*iow-uuf
G LReynolds number, Rr>*  ---  —  ; where Q - rate of flow,
£lld,% standard cu ft/hr
tOp * specific gravity of
gas relative to 
dry air 
d = dia of orifice, in
H = absolute viscosity 
 ^ of fluid (air),poise;
%  =
Q * i 10 3I7-2
Ill • Z > l$o * to
Multiplier for R,t from fig 19 & $ BS 1042 = 1.007
Multiplier for D from fig 19c * BS 1042 = 1.002
Multiplier for £ (85) = 0.988
/.Value of E (product of three multipliers)= 0.997
.Corrected value of L, =
L3 -  ’l n ' M ' 0 - <H 7 * 7 ' i 5 - U  Ik/issz m i k S L  t u b /h r
Q3 = 103, U 'Z  z- $5'JZ tufrjotc
X" 1 tohtr& A -ftf'is? , iuJionc/i area of channel
- fa* I % = Ssq. in. ~ O’50% f  oq.h.
• •• %  " = f ZX More kto
.213.
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Similarly;
L  -  3 5 " ^ * ? '0-607« o  * i - 0 3 3 ' x T F T T * {SciUt=  7 ^ - g  ibjy
^ X  '5C> f9 zuftjjtc.
• -}u o?’ 5*4 ^  *9 ,.■; . <n /
' '  z = T ^ 7 ,  " w W ’“  ‘ l i i m !x c
and JT^7
(I = •^,22 *  ------ -- f h f x c - i ' 5 3~w/o&c
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Commercial four-channel dynamic strain recording equipment*
1. General
The apparatus is marketed by Kelvin and Hughes Limited,
London. (86)» The instrument has been designed for the recording 
of any phenomena which can be converted by suitable pick-up 
units into a change of electrical resistance or capacity.
The pick-up is connected as one or two arms of a bridge supplied 
with an A.C. voltage. In an "Instruction and maintenance book"
(86) the company state that "if the bridge, connected to a 
pair of resistance guages on a stuctural member is balanced 
when the member is unstressed, then an output will appear 
which is proportional to any strain produced in the member and 
which reverses in phase when the strain is changed from the 
tensional to compressional. The unbalance signal from the 
bridge consists of a 2Kc/s voltage, which is modulated by the 
physical effect to be recorded".
In fact, with a suitable capacity input, the apparatus 
may be adapted to work as a four-point proximity meter, where 
the unbalance signal, produced by the wavy liquid film, is 
fed to an amplifier and is then demodulated, filtered to remove 
the residual 2Kc/s and fed to a four-pen recorder unit via an 
output stage.
• 215*
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Three units comprise the complete equipment (ASjFig.l)
a) Power unit.
b) Amplifier unit
c) Recorder unit
The block wiring diagram is shown in A8?Pig.U*
2. Power unit.
This unit is divided into two sections, the power supply 
and the oscillator.
The power supply consists of the mains transformer and necessary 
smoothing circuit providing 270 V.D.C. for amplifier and 
oscillator H.T., A50 VoD.Co for the recorder timing unit H.T. 
and pen writing, 15 V.A.C. for the recorder unit heater and 
motor and 6.3 V.A.C. for amplifier and oscillator heaters.
The oscillator of 2Kc/s is of the resistance-capacity type 
with a pre-set control for setting the amplitude at any desired 
value.
The output transformer has two secondaries, 125V. as refere­
nce for the demodulator and 50V for feeding the four bridge 
input transformers.
3. Amplifier Unit (A8,F'ig.2)
This unit consists of the four bridges with input transform­
ers, the four amplifiers including the demodulator and output 
stages and a valve voltmeter circuit.
>2l5 a .
-p
§
Pi•H
&0
g3•H
POo
0
p
p•H0
P
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rH
0
0
■8
I
P
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ft
H  
O •H bO *H
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- PP ®*
H  0 0  
ft <P
.2 /5 b.
mn*
Plate 11
A8, Pig.2. The amplifier unit.
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The function switch selects the correct circuit arrangement 
for the type of pick-up to be used: fB* position for bridge 
type pick-ups, ’HR’ for high value resistance gauges, *LR! for 
low value resistance gauges, *L? for inductance pick-ups and
’C1 for capacity pick-ups*
The basic bridge consists of the helical potentiometer 
*BALf, two fixed ratio arms (1500 + 600 ohms) with either 
resistance strain gauges or a balanced inductance pick-up, 
or a capacity pick-up in conjunction with the capacity switch*
An all-over calibration of the bridge and amplifier can 
be made by introducing any one of a number of changes of 
resistance in one of the ratio arms at will* The !CAL switch 
introduces this unbalance corresponding to resistance changes 
of 0.005%, 0.01%, 0.05%, 0 .1%,0.5%,1%,10%,20% or 30% in one
arm of the bridge.
The unbalance from the bridge (caused by a signal) is fed 
to a two-stage resistance coupled amplifier via an input 
transformer and a gain control. Each stud offcthis control gives 
a gain change of times two. There are 10 positions and therefore 
an overall gain of 512 may be selected.
The amplifier is coupled by a transformer to a balanced 
demodulator which employstwo double diodes in a bridge circuit. 
The polarity of the output is determined by the phase relation­
ship of the amplified unbalance signal and the reference voltage 
derived from the 2Kc/s oscillator.
A8
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After demodulation the signal is filtered to remove 
enough of the 2Kc/s carrier to prevent overloading of the 
subsequent stage and is fed to a push-pull pair of output 
valves. A preset potentiometer enables the anode currents of 
the valves to be equalised so that the recorder indicates 
zero when no signal is present-*
The amplifiers are constructed on two decks each containing
2 amplifiers.
A valve voltmeter which is connected to the output of the 
amplifier is provided for indicating the balance of the bridge.
A switch enables the voltmeter to be connected to any channel.
The two poistions marked ’O1 are for setting the zero of the 
valve voltmeter circuit by means of the potentiometer situated 
below the switch. The fS* position gives an indication of the 
mains supply voltage; in this position the meter should read 
to the red line on its scale.
U. Recorder unit.
This consists of a magnet and coil assembly, a paper drive
system and a timing unit.
The magnet carries in its poles four stiffly supsended 
moving coil units with a stylus arm connected to each. Teledeltog 
dry recording paper is drawn under these stylus points by means 
of a motor and reduction gearing and a current is passed through
A8
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the paper causing a very fine line to "be drawn.
The coil units have a maximum deflection of ± 7*5mm
when "balanced for centre-zero prsentation, or 15mm when 
balanced for side zero. The frequency response is unifprm withir.
1255 from 0 to 100 c.p.s. (A8,Fig.3)*
The timing unit contains an oscillator and a cold cathode 
discharge tube circuit which generates short high-voltage 
pulses at a rate of i+0 per second and these pulses are fed 
to two fixed pens providing rows of timing dots along each
edge of the record.
A two speed gear box is interposed between the motor 
and the driving roller to drive the paper at 5 or 15 cm/sec.
5.Operation.
When starting up the gain controls should be in the 
f0* position, the function swicthes are selected for the 
type of pick-up to be used, f CAL* switches are set at *0* 
and capacity switches set at zero for resistance guages and 
inductance pick-ups, and on the Cg section for capacity 
pick-ups.
The equipment is then switched on by means od a switch 
on the panel of the power unit and about 15 minuts should be 
allowed for the apparatus to warm up. Zero reading of the 
meter is then checked with the meter switch in the 0
o o
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4  CHANNEL DYNAMIC STRAIN RECORDING EQUIPMENT.
ALTERNATIVE SOURCES
OF POWER SUPPLY
'A' OR'B
24 VOLTS 
ACCUMULATOR
INVERTER
UNIT
POWER
UNIT
RECORDER
UNIT.
9 9 0  0  9 9
AMPLIFIER UNIT.
115 VOLTS 4 0 0  CYCLES 
OR
230 VOLTS 5 0  CYCLES 
SINGLE PHASE A.C. 
USE LEAD APPROPRIATE 
TO SUPPLY.
FOUR 3 - CORE SCREENED 
LEADS TO WIRE RESISTANCE 
STRAIN GAUGES OR OTHER 
PICK - UP DEVICES.
USE FREE 6-WAY 
PLUGS ZIOO-A6.
CQpQCi hnce.
probes
A  8, Fig 4  .
BLOCK WIRING DIAGRAM
A8
2X9.
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position and this is adjusted, if necessary, with the pre-set 
control below the meter switch. The supply voltage may he 
checked by turning the meter to ’S’ position, when the pointer
should deflect to the red line.
If, when the gain controls are set at zero the pens oscil3&^ 
the power unit should be moved away or turned with respect 
to the amplifier unit until the oscillation ceases. This 
oscillation is due to pick-up between the mains transformer
and the amplifier.
The meter switch should now be turned to the number of the
channel to be balanced and the balancing is carried out on the
!C! position, applicable to our work, as follows:
The capacity switch is turned to one of the positions
«G to Cr" according to the value of capacitance to be 
1 o
balanced. Gain is gradually increased until meter reads
approximately half full-scale and is adjusted for minimum J
reading by means of ”RAL" and "Phase L and C». The meter
should be balanced alternately on these controls, increasing j
gain as requisite until a good balance is obtained at full j
\ |!
gain, or at the gain required. j
The ranges of values required by the "Bal" control at j
each position of the switch are approximately as gitoen j
■i
below.
A8
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The capacitances represent totals of pick-up and cable*
The capacitances of our pick-ups had therefore to be matched 
to suit the lowest permissible input, i.e. ca.lOOpf (Appendix
6. Schematic diagram.
Detailed wiring diagrams of the U-channel dynamic 
strain recording equipment are appended for reference* Power 
and recorder units are given in A8,Pig*5 and the amplifier 
unit in A8,Fig*6.
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Calibration of pick-ups by means of
1* General,
Circuit magnification meter (Q meter) type TP 329G 
(A9, Plate l), manufactured by Marconi Instruments Limited.
(87)9 was used for the calibration of the four capacitance 
pick-ups. As already mentioned, the small metal probe together 
with the retaining wall of the column forms a condenser the 
capacity of which can be determined very accurately by means 
of the Q meter quoted.
This is accomplished by tuning the Q meter to resonance 
with the probe dt a long djsfcanceaway, noting the capacity of 
the system, then moving the probe to a known close distance 
from the plate, say 0.001 in,, reading off the capacity at 
resonance again and determining the required capacity of the 
probe from the difference of the two readings.
This is repeated for different distances of the probe from 
the retaining wall of the column, as shown below, taking a 
probe No.l as an example.
2, Calibration of probe No.l.
Basic conditionss
Frequency of the tuned circuit, j = 500 KC/sec 
Inductance of the selected coil for Q meter,
L = 500 |i.H,
Length of connecting coaxial cable, 1 = in.
.2 2 1 a .
, - *_ ^V
Plate 12
A9, Plate 1. Q, meter type TP 329 G (circuit 
magnification meter)
The results are reported in a tabula* form, thus:
A99Table 1. Calibration of capacity vs air gap of probe No.l.
Distance of probe 
from metal plate,} ^  
in. I
Course setting 
of condenser,pF
Pine setting 
of trimmer, pP
Capacitance 
of the system, pP
Capacitance of 
probe including 
cable. pFo
95.0
-0.75
9k. 25
0.001
80.0
+1.2
81.20
13-05
0.002! 0.003
80.0 } 85.0
+2.90! -0.30
82.90
0.001+ 0.005
85.0
-  0.10
81+. 70 ! 8U.90
11.35 9.55 9.35
85.0
0.
85
+0.05 +0
85.05
9.20
85
9.
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The capacity of the connecting coaxial cable alone was 
subsequently measured by the same method as above and it was 
established that its capacitance per running foot was ca 20 pF. 
Therefore the capacitance of the probe itself, at x = 0*001 in, 
is about 6 pF*
A graph of the measured capacitance, C, vs the distance of 
the probe from the retaining wall, x , is given in A9, Fig*l*
It may easily be seen that when the distance of the probe from 
the retaining wall is more than about h thou!s, the response 
of the fcapacitometer? is governed by a linear relationship*
As explained elsewhere (Appendix 8), the capacitance of 
the pick-ups had to be matched with the .input impedance 
requirements of the U channel strain recording equipment*
This was solved by using a Standard N*P<,Lo capacitor to check 
the minimum input capacitance on which the respective channels 
would balance* The results were as follows;
Channel 1 balanced on 100 pF min.
" ' 2 " 115 pF
3 112 pF
1 k " 117 pF
Consequently 6ft. long coaxial cables were fixed to all 
four probes and a good balance was obtained on all channels.
T;iir:ir
V.221+
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Appendix 10*
Calibration of the "Metric*1 series rotameter (type 900). 
 1. General.
Metric rotameters are specially suited for short term 
use on a variety of fluids, as in our case, since full 
calibration data is available for the prediction of flow 
rates. They are manufactured by the Botameter Co of Croydon 
who also supply the "metric” charts.
2* "Metric" tubes.
The series consists of seven tubes in borosilicate glass 
1+00 mm in length. Each tube has fused-in graduations in 
millimetres the scale varying from 270 to 300mms in length* 
In our case mounting series 900, size 35 was used, the scale
being 270 millimetres long. The end bores of the tube were
35 • 27mm and 1+3.96mm.
3. "Metric" floats.
Type fS? floats were used. Theyrare made from 18;8;3 Mo 
Stainless Steel.
In our case the float dimensions were as follows;
Wt. of float - 295 gms
Vol. of float - 37*3 ccs
The diameter of the head -35.6mm.
"Metric” charts.
Seven charts numbered HP 2200 to 2206 provide calibration 
curves for all liquids for each of the "metric” tubes with 
float type *S*. In our case chart number HP 2205 (38) was 
used. This is shown in A10, Fig.l. Prom the values of liquid 
density and kinematic viscosity a value of *E* is determined 
from the nomograph.
To find the liquid flow at, say, scale reading 20, one finds 
the intersection of the horizontal line 20 and the *E* value 
on the upper graph. ’
Prom this point one drops vertically to the intersection 
with the horizontal line for the viscosity value on the lower 
graph and at this point one reads the flow in litres per minute 
on the sloping grid.
The manufacturers calibration chart has to be checked, of 
course, if it is to be employed with confidence. Either 
Colburn*s (89) or Martin’s (90) method could be used for this 
purpose^ in the present work the latter is probably more 
convenient and therefore has been selected.
In this case a grapji of (/5 has
The required physical constants of the liquids used in this
to be prepared.
work and the values of the corresponding pi ( - A ) are
•OTMMTtft MANURACTURINO CO LTO. CROYDON. (NOLAND RUDLICATION NO AR t t o *  (COOVNMMT) 
CALIMATiON CHART »OA LIQUID! 40  " t o  ' I ^ to  * ' '
MtTRiC ( ( ( l i t  TUM t i l t  M
• iTN (Olio (TAiNltM «T((L ALOAT
• ->»» •  - aes)
y
/ ■  / ■  ■
.226,
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tabulated below (94*95*96).
AlO. Table 1,
Liquid j Methyl 
alcohol
27%Glyc. 
soln
37%oiyc.j 45%olyc. 
soln. \ soln.
S2%Glyc 
soln.
0.7877p5gr/cc 1.0630.7927 1.091 1.112 1.212
0.602 1.934 4.3933.097M-i op
19460 19.57
Also the values, based on the liquid rate of flow,
Q 1/min, read off from the manufacturers calibration chart, are 
given against the selected ’ 0y millimeter scale reading, say.
of the rotameter as followss
A10.Table 2.
) ■
^iquid j MeOH |27%Glyc.
Iso In.
Scales. 
reading
I ! 0
5.95
different liquid.-
82%Glyc,37%01yc. |45%01yc. prOH
soln. Iso In.
: Q  \qj l  ! p ~ \ Q l  \ P .  ^
Lfmi*, i J*  { Clm/n. j J W -  I lfr>UK j J*
•4 ' ,r t  ’i"  i      
783.5 4.55! 250.1 4.03 142.7 3.7 93.6 5.05; 167.8
The corresponding graph of Q p ,_ ^  P*- (Pi ~(4 )
4- H lin AlO.Fig.2 - ^
is shown
To test the calibration chart under severe conditions it 
was decided to compare the extrapolated value of Q, for 82%
A l O  F i j  2  , Moftifis plot f ° f  tht m&tf/c 9
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AlO
glycerine solutions from the chart at *0’ scale reading with
»
the value obtained by the application of Martins analysis. 
n P
The value for 82% glycerine for 'O' scale reading is
r
taken from AlO.Fig.2, thus;
—  = 3.85* and since 4^ for 82% glycerine is equal
jt< to 1.882,
therefore the theoretcial Q for 82% glycerine at '0* scale
reading is;
Q = 3.85/1.882 = 1.95 l/min
The value of Q obtained from the manufacturers calibration
chart for the same scale reading is; Q = 2.05 l/min.
Remembering that Martins curves are not exactly straight
lines* as shown in A10*Fig.2., but they fbend down/slightly
at the lower end* it follows that the value, Q = 1.95 l/min,
obtained from the chart is quite accurate.
.228.
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Appendix 11.
The -use of Stroboflood type 1201 for single flash photography.
The unit is manufactured by Dawe Instruments Ltd. , (91) and 
it consists of a high light intensity Strohoflood with a re - 
npvable lamp and an outside charge condenser.
The Strohoflood employs a Xenon - filled discharge tube 
which is connected directly across a condenser charged to a high 
voltage from a self-contained power supply, The gas is ionised 
by applying a high voltage to an electrode inside the discharge 
tube, which thereby causes the condenser to discharge through 
the lamp in a single brilliant flash.
The instrument is applicable for both multiple flash 
work and for single flash photography, although for the purpose 
of this investigation only the latter was found suitable. It 
was found by trial and error that with the single flash 
arrangement the light was of just suitable intensity to 
photograph the flowing liquid film on the SS plate at a distance- 
oj 10ft. with a lens aperture of f/ll or f/l6 on a high speed film, 
like HP3. The effective duration of a single flash is approxim­
ately 130 M-secs.
The flash energy is about 90 joules. The instrument is 
housed in a sheet metal case. The lamp and its 9-inch reflector 
are mouhted on one side, the power supply on the other. The 
lamp is removable and is supplied with a 12ft.extension cable*
All
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This feature was found particularly useful when taking the 
photographs of the flowing liquid film on the rough MS plate 
which had to he illuminated from the bottom at a glancing 
angle of incidence.
a) General,
Standard U-tube viscometers were used (97)* In several 
common commercial viscometers the kinematic viscosity is 
measured in terms of the time of efflux t(secs) of a fixed 
volume of liquid through a standard capillary tube and usually 
the rehtion between the time of efflux t anf the kinematic 
viscosity is determined empirically.
The principal commercial viscometers are designed to 
obey the equation (97*95):
^  C i  -  f
z  (A12)l
where s t is in seconds,
C is the calibration constant, cS/sec 
c is a correction term, cS*sec
b) Determination of viscosity of 27%(wt) glycerol solution*
The experimental procedure described in BS 188 was 
observed (97)* No*l Standard U*tube viscometer (97*98) was 
used and in the equation
P - C t -  . . . .  (A12)l
c = 2*U>the correction term for No*l viscometer (97) and 
C, calibration constant, had to be found from an experiment 
with a liquid of known viscosity*
In our case the time of efflux of distilled water through No.l
.231
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U-tube viscometer was found at 20 C in a thermostat for
four successive runs, as shown in A12, Table 1.
A12. Table 1. Time of efflux of distilled water through NR1
viscometer.
Run 1 2 
!
3
Time of 
efflux,t
f
?
1
3min52.0secs j 3min52.3secs
i
3min5 2.2secs 3 min 52.2secs
Therefore the mean time of efflux, tra = 3*52.2” = 232.2 secs 
Kinematic viscosity of distilled water at 20°C (95) = 1.0017ps 
Therefore substituting in the equation above;
; Hence C =H1.0017 = c x 232 .2 - -
H  Z'2
iOQ!l+Q'QlQ$
i3£ 0.00l+36cs/se'
The time of efflux of 27$(wt) glycerol solution was determined 
similarly through the same viscometer at 20°C, thus;
A12.Table 2. Time of efflux of 27$(wt) glycerine solution 
through No.l. viscometer.
Run 1 2
time of efflux,t 8* 7.U11 8*8.9"
The mean time of efflux, t^ = 8*8.1” = i+88.1 secs. Therefore 
substituting into (A12)l, we have:
t/U'l
1 2 3
A12
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Since the density of 27%(wt) glycerine solution at 20°C, 
d,0c =1.065
jj, = 2.125 x 1.065 = 2 .261 cp.
The dynamic viscosity of 27% (wt) glycerine solution at 
20°C given by Sheely (93) is-
2.2l^cp
There is therefore an excellent agreement between our results
at that quoted above. Therefore Sheely*s results may be used
for other glycerine solutions with confidence.
B.Change of viscosity with temperature of the liquids invest­
igated.
It was not always possible to work at the specified temper­
atures for which the viscosities are quoted in literature.
To find the required viscosity at working temperatures a 
graphical method was adopted.
It is well known that for many liquids a plot of viscosity 
vs. absolute temperature on log-log paper is essentially a 
straight line (95).
It followed therefore, that in our case a compound viscosity 
vs temperature graph had to be constructed for the liquids 
investigated, i.e. four glycerol solutions, methyl alcohol 
and iso-propyl alcohol. As mentioned above, Sheely1s data 
for glycerol solutions (93) were found to be very accurate 
and were used in this connection. In addition the viscosities
.233.
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of methyl alcohol and iso-propyl alcohol were taken from 
refs.(9U) and (96). The tabulated values of p. in centipoises 
vs temperature inaK are given below:
A12. Table 3* Viscosity vs temperature data for the investigated
temp, C
temp. KLiquid
27%(wt) Glycerine 
Soln.
37%(wt) glycerine soln, 
k5% (wt) glycerine soln.
82% (wt) glycerine soln.
iso-propyl alcohol
methyl alcohol
2.86
0.623
2* 21*8 1*93U
3.300
1+.715
77.9
2.37
0.597
2.817
3.967
56.90
0.5U7
1.695
2.U27
3.380
U2.92
1.77
The values of the corresponding logarithms of viscosity and 
abs.temp. are also tabulated thus;
23k*
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of viscosity and temperature for
the liquids i
Temperature Temp,°K 
^  ^  !
288 293 298 303
Liquid -^.j Log(Temp.,°K)
1
.......................................................... i ...................... .. .. .
2.4594 2.4669 2.4742 2.4814
27%(wt) glycerine soln. - 0.3506 0.2865 0.2292
- 0.5185 0.4498 O.3851
45% " " - 0.6735 0.5985 0.5289
82% " " - 1.8915 1.7551 1.6327
;
iso-propyl alcohol 0.4564 0.3747
;0.2U80
•
methyl alcohol 1.7945 T .7760 T.738O
A plot of the logarithms of viscosity vs the logarithms 
of ahs. temperature for the relevant liquids appears in A12, 
Fig.l.
The values of viscosities vs the working range of 
temperature for the same liquids, obtained from A12,Fig.l, 
are tabulated below for convenience.
fIIfI
1“
Ik*
n
*• 
A u if So St u. (
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A12.Table 5. Viscosity - Temperature relation for the required liqt;
Temperature °C\  i K
Liquid^^Log(temp°K) 2^+654! 4669
19 i 20 K j 292 | 293oT,\ 2 4728 j4742 kit
27%(wt) 3646 
2.315
2983 2865 27*glyc.soln Log ix 
\x, cp 2.243 2.179 2.114 2.049 1.98711.934 1.2
37m  wt) 
glyc.soln. Log p | *5326 
p.,cp 3*408
4498
2.818
4910
3.300; 3.198 2.997 2.9023.097
45m  wt) 
glyc.soln. 5985 J 58J6590
4*580
Logfj,
4,cp 4.887 4.715
82% (wt) 
glyc.soln. 8090 j 7810
64*4 I 60 .4
Log ix i ’9195
4 ,cp 83.1
iso-propyl 
alcohol Log jJL 3910 3747 
2.37 £.30
3230j 3110
aio ! 2.05
3452
2.23M-jCp
Methyl ale. Log p.
. ij 4,co
7797, 7760 
0.602 10.597
7453 j 7380 - 
0.587 0.577 0.566 0.556 0.547 -
.236.
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It should toe appreciated that by plotting the actual logarithms 
of abs.temperature and viscosity on a large sheet of paper 
(see A12, Fig.l), rather than using an ordinary log.log scale 
for this purpose, more accurate data on the viscosity - 
temperature relation could be obtained.
It may be pointed out here that the dynamic viscosity 
of, say, 82%(wt) glycerine solution changes quite appreciably 
with temperature - from 83.1cp at 19°C to 53*6 cp at 26°C.
.237.
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Appendix 15.
Relevant surface tension values of solutions used.
The following surface tension data were compiled from 
literature (9^*96,99)
AT5-Table.1. Surface tension data of liquids used.
t j i
Liquid 1 Reference Temp,°Cj Conc.^%w/w S (7" dynes/cm
Methyl alcohol.(99)p,l+48
(96)psl690
iso-propyl (96)1619 
alcohol (
(99)p»U50
glycerine
(94)p,18l!+
(96) v,l69k 
(99)psi+6?
18 °C
pure 2h.k9
!f 22.61
U 21.76
If 22.8
ft 21.7
19.3 i
10 ' 72.83
15 72.70 |
20 72.1+0 |
30 72.0 i
50 69.9 |
85 65 • 8
98 63.8
100 63.1+
A compound graph of surface tension vs temperature (or cone, 
at constant temperature) has been plotted in AUjFig.l.
The pertinent surface tension values, in dynes/cm, obtained 
from this graph for the required working temperatures
**
3
*
J
* >LC
t o
<
oo(»
yyo^b lAlotj*/ 
SVJOS
/  * " m " * * * ► '+/'** *  ^*• '
r « K M ^ * « * • * - # ^ ♦
<* ^ r 4 K -j >« •* *» ■* ' m * • k
>< * « 0- •
» « « 4 <• •*•*,• r- "•
. ** ,i, . . . <• •* <*s.»«. • <•
& «y 1* 9/  ' j ' w m j  toajjng ■
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(or concentrations) are tabulated below for convenience.
able 2» Relevant surface tension values of liquids used, 
i  I I 1 I ! i !
JPempL,uC | 18 j 19 j 20 j 21 1 22 I 23 I 2k ! 25 - 26
Liquid "j  I :
M t h y l  a l e . 2 2 . 7 9  2 2 . 7 0 i  2 2 . 6 l l  2 2 . 5 2 1  2 2 . L 5 I  2 2 .
i
n y l ' a l c l  ^1 *85 I21*?7 I21*70 j21*62 t21.5U |21.U6 ^ u .  ~
-72.16J
i i
glycerine! 71«30
22.2& 22.18} 22.89
i j
21.37 121.29 |21.21
, i r
IS6.18 i
Cone • 
%  W/W
■pure
pure
27
.37.
U5
82
B.Measurements of surface tension by torsion balance method.
Direct surface'tension measurements were made by the du 
Notiy tensiometer (100). Mains water was used to prepare the 
test solutions to simulate the working conditions as closely 
as possible.
The values of the surface-tension, C  in d^nes/cm, obtained 
in this way for Manoxol OT (sodium dioctyl su^hosuccinate) and 
Teepol L (sodium secondary alkyl suplphates ) solutions at 
20°C are tabulated below.
A13. Table 3. Surface tension vs concentration relation 
of Manoxol OT.
Manoxol 0T,$ 0.0025 0.0055 0.0110 0.025 10.05010.075i 0.100
b dynes/cm at
20 C
37.5  133.6 30.8 3 0 .0
.239.
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A15.Table U. Surface tension vs concentration relation of
Teepol L.
jTeepol L,%vol; 0.01 0.02
dyne s/cm a t 65 
20 C 1
0,05 0.10 0.20 1.00
The results ^ 0  plotted in A13.Fig.2 and A13>Fig.3 respective 
~1y 9 the latter being in good agreement with the data available 
for Teepol 530 solutions (102).,
A graph of surface tension vs log,,. cone of Tide solutions
i
was obtained directly from the manufacturers research dept.,
(101). The required values of b vs conc. of ABS Tide are
tabulated below;
. Surface tension vs concentration relation of ABS
Tide.
T
ABS Tide .98
jfi dynes /cm
p. 030
J
0.0U0
| 35.b 34.8
0.050 10.060
31.5 28.6
0.100
28.b
These values are plotted in A 13. Fig.lt-.
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Appendix 14.
Phase velocity of wave motion*
I. Timing of 1 triggered1 nipples
A.
A14. Table li Water on gS plate.
{Distance:213cm. Temp.:20 C. Number of measurements at each flow ra
L
l/min
Time of flow of 'triggered' wave-front
secs.
0.85 4.52!5.39l4.19 |4»30 |5.l6 15.54 -4.17'4.48!4-3814-2414*3f!4
1.13 3.So[3.70j 3.76(3.50 3.75 i3•Si‘3.7913•74,3750i 3.8 7 13.97 (J
1 .4 2 3.7S]3.50' 3.i+2 '3.34i3*35 j3.5873.21 i 3.43 3.27,3.1+2, 3 .3 6 2
1.70 3.lS(3.03!3.23j2 .95(3.2 2'3 .01+,2.97 3.l6l3 . H  3.11 3.13j3
1.98
2.27
2.45 2.54)2.85,2.71,2.fSt 2.6 6 ,2.7 0i 2.72T2784I2.69'2 .6 7 £ 
2.45t‘2 3 o ^ 7 5 j | ^ T t275572.5ir2.40| 2.53j 2.37j 2.56p355t'£
2.55
2'.83
"2.311 2.351 2.2 9! 2 .3 3! 2 .3 9 2 .2912.5 3' 2.32,2.35,2.33,2.35, £ 
~2729f2723? 2.Ll9 j'2.1972.34- 2T 2T 2.27! 2.18' 2.25^2731 2.23^
371+0 2.18,2.24j 2.10,2.21 2.09) 2.00 i 2.10, 2.05 2.05; 2.07' 2.02, 1
3.9S~ 2^7oo,i.9o 1.953.95| i 2.02,2.01jl.86’1.91;1.93'2.00 1.95, j
4.53 1.92,1.92'1.90|1.96h . 76,1.86 1.86| 1.95' 1.95! 1.91,1.88! j
5.66 1.90 1.8ll1.78|1.73 1.751.7911.79,1.75 1.76! 1.82, 1.851 Jf ! 1 .
a. so 1.78'i.8oi i.76,1.75 1.7511.76,1.71'1.73,1.73 1.73'1.76 j
11.33
■105 ~
1.62j 1.70, l.eo'l.SS, 1.67,1.67 1.65,1.65' 1.68| 1.63* 1.70! :
i.3ii 1.57 r.‘Soti.S2 1.S5,1.6711.52' 1.66| 1.61 1.591 i.57j:
56.99 1.55! l."50' i.54! 1.57I I.5911.55,1.58:1.55 1.55, 1.57 1.56 :
19.82"' 'TT53 r.'57nr:52!'1.51| 1.55j 1.33'lT34''r:5/i 1.53! i;'54l"X.56h
22.65 1.45,1.46, tL.51| 1.55,1.52, 1.50j 1.51J 1.58, 1.46] 1.5l| 1.53, :
B,
, Allu Table 2. Water with 0.20%(wt) Tide on SS plate 
! Distance:213cm* Temperature: 20 C* Number of measurements-at ea
1/min
Time of flow of ^ "triggered
secs
wave front
3 .3 2  3 .39  3.U1 3 .3 8  3*42 3.5U 3.39 3.U3 3 .6 2  3.. 
2 .65 3 .2 1  2.93 3 .28 3 .11  3 .0 8  3.15 3.0U 3 . 3S 3 .
2 .7 0  2 .6 6  2 .66  2.92  2.68  
2 .65  2.71+ 2.36
2.93 2.99 2.69 2 . 7 0 ' 2 .
2.58 2.58 2.52 2.
2.32 2.U3 2.U0 2.20 2.30 2.59 2.28 2.26 2.15 2.
2 .08 2.15 2.24 2.26 2.12 2.0U 2.
Aik
• 2*4-2.
C.
AljioTable
DistanceL
1/mln 
2.7k
45%(wt) glycerine solution on SS plate.
:22 C.Number of measurements at each flow
Time of flow of 1 triggered
secs CToo
wave-front
3.12
2 . 9 2  0 3  2 . 9 1  2 . b h  2 .
2 . 5 6  2 . 6 5  2 7 5 5
600 2.22
2.00
1 .7 4 . 1 .76 1 .76
1 .5 7 1 .6 1 T7&5 i.i
10 .35
1 2 .0 0
1 3 .40
1756 171151 5 . 7 0
4. 82% (wt ■cerine^solution
Distance:213cm. Temperature : 23 C. Number of* measurements at each fit
iT~~~ 
l/min
Time of flow of triggered wave-front
secs
1 3 ,7 ; 1 3 ,3 ; 13 .4 ; 13.4; 13.2; 13.9; 13.4:
ir^ri^rr^3]ir3r^i2:4; 11.7 2 /2; 7 1 1.1^ ^
1578; io 7rr7o3T^8™0“ io.9; io737T67IiT^7T;“T^7^
9.5; 9.3; 8.9;9.6;9.9;97C;976;9.8;9.3';9.-0;9.2;S.a;9.3;9.7;9.5 
878J8.3; 97875771^+75.7707875 ; 9 ^ 1; 7.8; 8.4; 8.2; 8 . 4T
7 .4 ; 8 .e ; 7 .7 ; 6 .8 0 ; 7 .4 ; 7 .5 T 7 .1 ;  ..7.3; 7 .1 5 ; 7 .0 ; 7 -5 ; 
£75; 8 .2 ; 5 .9 ; 1 7 3 ; 6 .1 ; TTO;
8.4; 7.3-; 8.58; 6.6 j 8.9; 7.0; 6 • 17 8.1;6.1j 8.0;
A 14. Table 5. iso-propyl alcohol on SS plate,
|Distance:213cm. Temperature 20 C. Number of measurements at each flow 
}L Time of flow of triggered wave-front
.1/min secs
14.00 * 3.30 3.00 3.00 3736 3-05 3.02 3.00 2.90 2.90 2.95 :
Aik
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A14* Table 6. alcohol on S3 plate.Vi.-’Mml -OTfir.^uw.riiw' MWIl i-l’iCTMsra>;BJWsWtjiMrji'rj,i .gr,
Number of measurements at each flow
Time of flow of triggered wave-front
1/min secs
2.00; 1.95; 2.00; 2.10; 2.05; 2.20;
1.95; 2.10;
1.86;
2.00;
1.80; 1.80;1.72;
577o?13.15 1.75; 1.70; 1.70;
II. Timing of spontaneous pockets of ripples.
A14. Table 7. Water with 0.00125^(wt) Manoxol 0T on SS plate. 
Distances200cm. Temperature 23°C. Number of measurements at each flow
Time of flow of the spontaneous pockets of ripples,
secs
TTSo
2752,
2.55;
2.40; 
2.25;2.80 2.20;
1.80; 1.80; 1.70; 2.00;1.90;
11.33 1.70;1.75;
57451
1.00;
1.50;
16.99 1.15;1.10; 1.20
III. Timing of air bubbles entrained in a flowing liquid film.
A14. Table 8. Water with 0.00125% (wt) Manoxol OT on SS plate. 
Distances200cm. Temperature 2$ C. Number of measurements at each flow
Ll/min Time of flow of entrauned air bubbles,secs
9.20; 11.60; 9.76;2.12 9.25;
7.70;7.75;
6.12; 8.20;
7.90;
57507
10.00; 
8.40; £757; 
T7£o 7.49! £792; 57587
A15 .245
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Timing of a descending liquid film, 
A. Smooth plate - entire length,
a) Water*
A 15? Table 1* Water on SS plate*
Distance: 213 cm. Temperature; 20 °C. Number of measurements at each
%/min Time of downg£i§Y of the liquid film*
0.71 9.2; 5 .4; 9.2; 9.6;
1.42 "6.5; 3.7; 7.2; S.8; 7.2; 3.5;
2 .1 2 5.1; 5.5; 5.5; 5.7; 5.7;
2 .6 3 4.9; 4.6; 4.8; 4.3; 4.3;
3.54 4.3; 4*0; 4.3; 4.1; 4.3
4.25 3.6; 3.9; 3.8; 4.2; 4.0; 3.9;
4.56 3.4; 3.5; 3.5; 3.5; 3.7; 3.7;
5.66 3.3; 3.1; 3.3; 3.2; 3.3; 3.2; 3.0; 3.2;
8 . 50 2.55; 2.65; 2.30; 2.6 2; 2 .ZO
11.33 2.35; 2.55; 2.3S; 2 .3 0; 2.30;
lU.16 2.0 0; 2 .20; 2.35 s 2.32; 2.15s 2 .4 0
16.99 2.15; 2.18# 2.25; 2 .10; 2 .iS;
19 .82 2 .0 0; 2 .0 1; 1.99; 2 .0 0; 2.05; 2.00
22.65 1 .96; 1.90; 1.95; 2.00
(
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b) Water with 0.125 (vol) Teepol*
A 15, Table 2, Water with 0.125$(vol). Teepol L on SS plate.
Distance: 213 cm. Temperature: 20°G. Number ofmeasurements at ead
%/min. Time of downggjgw of the liquid film,
1.42 7.7; 7.4; 7.0; 6.5; 6.5; ’ "Kzi .......... ..'
2.12 5.1; 4.6; 5.2; 5*6; 4.8; 5.1;
2.83 3.9; 3.4; 3.5; 5.1; 4.9; 4.2; 4 .6 ;
3.54 4.0; 4.0; 3.3; 3.9; 4.2;
4.25 3.6; 3.2; 3.3; 3.25; 3.1;
4.96 3.4; 2.9; 3.0; 3.5; 2.9;
5«^6 3.1; 2.9; 3.0; 2.8; 2 .7; 2.9; .
S'. 50 2.2: 2.2: 2.3: 2.15: 1.9: 2.0;
11.33 1.8; 2.1; 2.2; 2.0; 2.2; 2.2
14.16 2.10; 1.95; 1.95; 1.90; 1.90;
16.99 1.78; 1.80; 2.00; 1.92; 1.82
19.82 1.80; 1.85; 1.8l 1.69; 1.78
A 15. .247.
c) Water with 0.20%(wt) Tide,
A 15^ Table 3. Water with 0.20%(wt) Tide on SS plate*
Distance: 213cm. Temperature: 20°G Number of measurements at
mm.
0.71
1742
2 .1 2
Time of down-flow of the liquid film,
S 6 C0  •
9.0; 8.8;
7757
4.8;
2.83 4.0?
3.54" 3.4;
4.25 3.3
3.2 '3.0;
3.4;
7795;
3.7
5.66 2.7;' . 0
«
2.7; 3.0;
8.50 2.45; 2.30; 2.20; 2.40;
11.33 2.45; 2.20; 2.00; £  0 0
14. rs 1.89; 1.91; 2.10; 2.00
1 6 .9 9 1.84; 1.91; 1.97; 1 • 9 6;
1 9 .8 2 1.72; 1.87; 1.90; 2.00;
3.8;
2.40;
3.5;
2 .0 7; 1.93;
■1.70; 1.88; 1.77;
A 15 • • ■ «2ft8«
d) ft5%(wt) glycerine solution,
A 15;.. Table ft. h5%(wt) glycerine solutioii on SS plate.
Distances 213cm. Temperature: 22°C. Humber of measurement
lj*min. Time of down-flow of secs. the liquid film,
2.75 7.6 0; 7.6 7;
2.90 7.00; 7.07;
3.12 6.80; 6.86;
3. hO 6.55; 7.00;
3.70 6.48; 6.22;
ft. 95 5.1+5; 5.35; 5.55*
6.10 4.70; f t .  60; 4.90;
7.65 3.67; ft. 23; 3.80;
9.0 5 3.85; 3.70;
10.35 3.35;
0CM•
12.0 3.10; 3.08;
A 15.
B. Rough Plate - 
A 15, T a b le '5.
entire length.
Water on rough plate.
.2^ 9.
Distance; 213 cm. Temperature = 22^0. Number of measurements at
L Time 
l/min.
of down-flow of 
secs.
the liquid film.
0,71 8.1+; 8.9;' 9.0; 9.&; 9.2; 9.0
1 .4 2 7.0; 6.4; 7.2; 7.0; 6.9; 6.9;
2 .1 2 5.4; 5.3; 5.3; /» H  • 5.1; 5.0;
2.83 4.6; 5.0; 4.5; 4.9;
3.5k 4.2; 4.0; 4.1;
b.25 3.7; 3.5; 3.2; 3.8
k. 96 3.3; 3.3; 3.hi S) 9 D
5*^6 3.2; 3.1; 3.4; 3.6; 3.0;
8 ,5 0 2.6; 2.4; 2.5; 2 .hi
11.33 2.4: 2.5; 2.45; 2:61 2.3;
liulS 2.2; 2.2; 2.1; 2.2;
16.99 2.10; 2.00; 2.04; 2.11;
19.82 2.02; 1.93: 2.0 7; 2.03;
A 15. .250
C. Smooth, plate - top half.
A 15 ^ Kble 6 . Water on SS plate.
Distance: 106 cm. from the top of the plate. Temperature = 20°C.
L Time of down-flow of the liquid film.
l/min.________ __________secs.__________;____ "________________
0.71 5.1; 5.7; 5.8; 5 .2; 5 .2;
1.52 : "572; 5.2; 2781 572; 577; 5.0; 57ol
£712 57ol O l  2751 2751 2.5; 2.7;
2.83 2 .h; 2.3; 2.5; 2.5;
3755 2.0 0; 0 5 1  T7W; 0 5 1  O o j  “ “  —
5725 1 ,7 2; 17751 O 2I 0 5 1  27171 2 .1 8; 2 .2 0;
5755 2701 0 5 1  0 5 1  1.87; 1.89;
5755 17751 0 5 1  O F - 0 5 1  0 5 1
575o 0 5 1  O o l O i l  0 5 1  1.35; 1.32; 1.52;
11.33 0 2 I 0 5 1  0 5 1  1.25;
“l57l5 O 2I O 2I 0 5 1  1 .2 5; 1.30; '
“TF755 1.05; 0 7 1  0 5 1  1 .2 1; 1 .1 7;
A 15 ,251.
D. Rough Plate - top half.
A 15. Table 7* Water oh rough plate.
Distance: 106cm. from the top of the plate. Temp:22°C. Number of me
L
l/min.
Time of down-flow of 
secs.
the liquid film.
0.71 5.1; 4.3; 4.7; 4.0; 4.7;
i.k2 3.1; 3 .6; 3.4; 3.2;
2 .1 2 2 .8; 2.6; 2.5; 2.7;
2.83 2.2; . 2.5; 2.4; 2.7; 2.5;
3.5b 2.2; 2 . 3 ; 2.4; 2.1; 2.3;
\.25 2.1; 2.3; 2.2; 2.2; 2.1;
h.96 1.8; 2.0; 1.8; 1.8;
5. - 1.8; 1, ^ ; 1.7; 1.6; 1 .7;
8 .5 0 1.50; 1.55 r 1.45; 1.45;
11.33 1.45; 1.30; * 1.32; 1.22; 1.28;
ill.. 16 1.19; 1.20; 1.21;
16.99 1.28; 1.12; 1.09; 1.16; 1.10
19. 82 0.95; 1.15; 1.07; 1.03;
2 2 .6 5 1.13; 0.97; 1.00; 1.00
.252*
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